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This report covers JSC Gazprom Neft’s sustainable development 
strategy and 2010 key performance results and addresses a wide 
range of stakeholders. We hope that it will be of interest for all 
those who wish to form an idea about the current operations and 
future prospects of the Company, principles and practices under-
lying the decisions it makes in tackling production, economic, so-
cial, and environmental issues.

Gazprom Neft strives to adhere to the internation-
ally accepted standards during preparation of its sus-
tainable development report. This report is based on 
the third version (G3) of the Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines provided by the Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI). The Company adheres to GRI аpplication level B 
of this standard, which implies expanded disclosure 
including both standard performance indicators and 
management approaches.* 

Compliance with the GRI аpplication level stated by 
the Company was checked by GRI, which confirmed 
that the report contained the required set and amount 
of data disclosed in accordance with the requirements 
of the specified application level.

The report provides information about JSC Gazprom 
Neft and its subsidiary and affiliate companies (also 
mentioned in the report as «Gazprom Neft,» “Com-
pany,» or “Group») for the calendar year 2010. The 
report describes the financial situation and operating 
results based on JSC Gazprom Neft’s consolidated 
data. The report draws on JSC Gazprom Neft’s mana-
gerial and audited financial statements compiled us-
ing the RAP and GAAP standards. The data about the 
Company’s social, labour relations and environmental 

protection activities comprise JSC Gazprom Neft, its 
subsidiaries and affiliates based in Russia and the CIS 
countries, unless otherwise indicated. The data were 
gathered and organised using the corporate infor-
mation systems by specific areas of activities based 
on the information requests compiled in accordance 
with the GRI-G3 recommendations and on previous 
Company’s experience of drafting sustainable devel-
opment annual reports, which have been published 
since 2007. Beginning in 2009, the Sustainable De-
velopment Report and the Annual Report are prepared 
at the same time.

The sustainable development issues reflect both the 
Company's strategic priorities and the stakeholders’ 
information needs covering economic, social and 
environmental aspects of the Company’s operations. 
This report focuses in greater detail on the goals and 
outcomes of innovative development, regional poli-
cies, management structures, and systems in the wake 
of comments provided by the corporate reports’ users 
about JSC Gazprom Neft’s 2010 Sustainable Develop-
ment Report. The report is published in Russian and 
English. It is also available online at the Company's 
website.

http://www.globalreporting.org
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In 2010, Gazprom Neft showed an increase in its key 
financial and production indicators and -re-affirmed its 
reputation of one of the top performers in oil and gas 
industry. Keeping up the drive to consolidate its verti-
cal integration, the Company has made significant 
progress in achieving its strategic objectives: new major 
production projects have been launched; petroleum re-
fineries are being effectively upgraded; the marketing 
network is growing fast; Company’s business units that 
engage in selling petroleum products through premium 
distribution channels show sustainable growth.

The Company lays the groundwork for its future 
growth, invests in the development of human resources 
capable of effectively addressing large-scale strategic 
goals, provides an adequate working environment, and 
implements staff support programmes.

Gazprom Neft facilitates the establishment of a favour-
able social environment in the regions of its presence, 
and builds its relations with the local authorities as a 
strategic partnership. The Company puts special em-
phasis on social investments, which fuel the compre-
hensive development of the areas of Gazprom Neft’s 
presence and sustainable growth of the Company.

I am confident that Gazprom Neft’s achievements in 
2010 go a long way towards shaping the Company’s 
growth priorities in the context of its long-term strate-
gy. Achieving today’s goals paves the way for successful 
implementation of future projects and, ultimately, for 
sustainable growth of the Company’s value.
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ADDRESS By CHAiRmAN Of THE BOARD Of DiRECTORS, 
JSC GAzPROm NEfT

Alexey miller

Chairman, Board of Directors 
Gazprom Neft
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In 2010, Gazprom Neft took a major step towards 
achieving its strategic objectives and showed sustain-
able growth rates across all business areas.

Summing up the 2010 results, I can confidently say 
that Gazprom Neft is approaching a whole new level 
of development, putting together the prerequisites for 
achieving long-term strategic objectives. As in the pre-
vious years, the Company focused particularly on so-
cial and environmental projects, which are an integral 
part of Gazprom Neft’s operations.

In 2010, Gazprom Neft implemented a number of 
staff-support programmes designed to expand the 
opportunities for their professional growth and career 
development. Last year, we held our first-ever Corpo-
rate forum. A whole new dialogue involving informal 
meetings between the management and employees 
to discuss current issues of Gazprom Neft’s activities 
will become our routine practice.

Gazprom Neft contributes greatly to the social and 
economic development of Russia’s regions where it 
does business as a major employer and taxpayer. In 
2010, we expanded our cooperation with the Russian 
regions based on social and economic agreements. 
These agreements stem from the Company’s commit-
ment to improve the quality of life of the local people, 
help local communities to address the problems they 
are facing, develop social infrastructure in the regions, 
promote sports and encourage the development of 
young people.

In 2010, the Company continued to introduce the cut-
ting-edge management systems in the areas of occu-
pational and environment safety and civil protection. 
Gazprom Neft makes every effort in order to bring 
its operations in compliance with the environmental 
regulations, fulfil its licence obligations and reduce the 
environmental impact.

All of Gazprom Neft’s initiatives are based on relations 
with a wide range of stakeholders who act as strategic 
partners in addressing economic, production, social 
and environmental issues. The fifth Annual Sustain-
able Growth Report describes the main trends and re-
sults of such cooperation.

Alexander Dyukov

Chairman of the management Board 
Gazprom Neft
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JSC Gazprom Neft is a subsidiary of JSC Gazprom, which is one of Russia’s largest 

and fastest growing petroleum companies. As of the end of 2010, Gazprom 

Neft was Russia’s fifth largest company in terms of petroleum production and 

third largest in terms of refining volumes and petroleum product supplies to the 

Russian market. The Company ranks among the world’s twenty largest petroleum 

companies in terms of proven hydrocarbon reserves, which exceed 1 bn TPE*. The 

Company employs over 64,000 people. Shares of JSC Gazprom Neft are listed 

on Russia's major exchanges RTS and mICEX. JSC Gazprom Neft’s capitalisation 

amounted to 19.95 bn USD as of 31 December, 2010.

ABOUT THE COMPANY1

*  According to PRmS classification.

2010 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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* According to INfOTEK.

CORE BUSiNESS AREAS

The strategic goal of Gazprom Neft is to become a major 
international company of Russian origin with a regionally 
diversified asset portfolio across the entire value chain that actively 
participates in the regional development and adheres to the social 
and environmental responsibility principles.

Gazprom Neft is engaged in exploration, development 
and production of petroleum and gas in Russia and foreign 
countries. Its main production subsidiaries include OJSC 
Gazprom Neft-Noyabrskneftegas, Gazprom Neft-Khantos 
LLC, and Gazprom Neft-Vostok LLC. The production 
companies develop fields in the Yamalo-Nenets and Khanty-
mansi Autonomous Districts, Omsk, Tomsk, Tiumen, and 
Irkutsk Regions. The foreign subsidiary - Naftna Industrija 
Srbije (NIS) - explores and produces petroleum and gas in 
Serbia. In addition to its own production, Gazprom Neft has 
a 50% interest in three affiliated companies based on equity 
participation arrangements: Slavneft, Tomskneft and Salym 
Petroleum Development.

Gazprom Neft is also party to several production sharing 
agreements and projects in Angola, Venezuela, Iraq, Libya 
and Equatorial Guinea.

 

Omsk Refinery is the Company’s key refining asset. Gazprom 
Neft also operates through moscow Refinery, Slavneft-Yanos 
(Yaroslavl Region), and NIS.

Omsk Refinery is among Russia’s most advanced refineries 
and one of the world’s largest, too. The installed capacity of 
Omsk Refinery stands at 19.5 mn t of crude petroleum per 
year. In 2010, the Omsk Refinery has retained its leading 
position in Russia in terms of production of light petroleum 
products and aromatic hydrocarbons.

The Company's marketing enterprises sell petroleum products 
in Russia, CIS and Eastern Europe. A network of filling stations 
operated by Gazprom Neft includes more than 1,500 stations. 
The Company enjoys great retail brand awareness of its petrol 
station chain. Gazprom Neft is actively advancing its sales of jet 
fuel, marine fuel, lubricants, and bitumen.

 

The mission of Gazprom Neft is to supply 
high-quality energy resources to the con-
sumers, conduct business honestly and 
responsibly, take care of its employees, 
assume leadership in conducting effective 
operations and thus secure long-term and 
balanced growth of the Company.

Petroleum and gas exploration 
and production

Refining, marketing and sales  
of petroleum  
and petroleum products

9 % 7 %14 %
of Russian national 
petroleum and natural 
gas production

Gazprom Neft accounts for

of Russian petroleum 
exports via AK 
Transneft system*

of the national volume 
of petroleum refining 
in Russia

ABOUT THE COmPANY
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Gazprom Neft

productioN

oJSc Gazprom Neft-Noyabrskneftegas

Gazprom Neft-Khantos LLc

Gazprom Neft-Vostok LLc

archinskoye LLc

oJSc meretoyakhaneftegaz

Sibneft-Yugra LLc

zapolyarneft LLc

Gazprom Neft-angara LLc

Gazprom Neft-Sakhalin LLc

oJSc NK-magma

foreiGN HoLdiNG

Gazprom Neft North africa B.V.

Gazprom Neft equatorial B.V.

Gazprom Neft cuba B.V.

Gazprom Neft Badra B.V.

oiL SerVice  
aNd expLoratioN

Gazprom Neft-Nefteservice LLc

oJSc Gazprom Neft NNGf

Kapitalny remont Skvazhin –  
Service LLc

Spetstransservice LLc

Noyabrskneftegazsvyaz LLc

Noyabrskteploneft LLc

rmz Gazprom Neft – 
omsk refinery LLc

Noyabrskneftespetsstroy LLc

Noyabrskenergoneft LLc

NoyabrskepuService LLc

Service drilling company LLc

Neftekhimremont LLc

YamalServicetsentr (LLc)

Noyabrskneftegazproekt LLc

Noyabrskneftegazavtomatika LLc

avtomatika Service LLc

Servisnaya transportnaya 
Kompaniya LLc

Noyabrskaya tsentralnaya trubnaya Baza 
LLc

marKetiNG

oJSc Gazprom Neft-omsk

cJSc Gazprom Neft-Kuzbass

oJSc Gazprom Neft-altai

Gazprom Neft-tsentr LLc

cJSc munai-myrza

Gazprom Neft marine Bunker LLc

Gazprom Neft asia LLc

oJSc Gazprom Neft-tyumen

Gazprom Neft-Logistika LLc

Gazprom Neft-chelyabinsk LLc

Gazprom Neft-Krasnoyarsk LLc

oJSc Gazprom Neft-ural

cJSc Gazprom Neft-aero

cJSc Gazprom Neft-aero Novosibirsk

cJSc Gazprom Neft-Severo-zapad

oJSc Gazprom Neft-Yaroslavl

oJSc Gazprom Neft-ivanovo

oJSc Gazprom Neft-Novosibirsk

Gazprom Neft-Belnefteprodukt LLc

Gazprom Neft-aero murmansk LLc

Gazprom Neft-tajikistan LLc

Gazprom Neft-Kazakhstan LLp

alliance oil asia LLc

Gazprom Neft-Shipping LLc

Gazprom Neft-resurs LLc

Gazprom Neft-Nizhniy Novgorod LLc

cJSc Gazprom Neft-mobilnaya Karta

Gazprom Neft Lubricants ukraine LLc

JSC GAzPROm NEfT

2010 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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2010 changes in the Company’s structure:

• Acquisition in conjunction with Novatek of a 51 % 
stake in SeverEnergiya LLC.

• Acquisition of 100 % of ordinary shares in Sibir 
Energy, which put the Company in direct control 
of Sibir Energy and indirect control of the moscow 
Refinery. The main production assets of Sibir Energy 
include OJSC NK-magma (95 % owned by Sibir 
Energy) and a 50 % stake in Salym Petroleum 
Development, a joint venture with Royal Dutch Shell. 
In addition, Sibir Energy owns a 38.86 % interest in 
the moscow Refinery, which is jointly managed by 

Sibir Energy and JSC Gazprom Neft, and a network of 
134 filling stations in moscow and moscow Region.

• Completion of acquisition of a 51 % stake in the 
Serbian petroleum company Naftna Industrija Srbije 
(NIS).

• Completion of acquisition of 100 % stake in OOO 
STS-Servis.

refiNiNG

oJSc Gazprom Neft-omsk refinery

Gazprom Neft-Lubricants LLc

Gazprom Neft Lubricants italia S.p.a.

oJSc moscow refinery

crude exportS

Gazprom Neft trading Gmbh

otHer operatioNS

Gazprom Neftfinance LLc

Gazprom Neftenergo LLc

Gazprom Neft – zS LLc

Gazprom Neft – NttS LLc

Gazprom Neft – invest LLc

Gazprom Neft Business Service LLc

cJSc Social and Business centre okhta

complex Galernaya 5 LLc

Gazprom Neft-razvitie LLc

muLti-BuSiNeSS compaNieS

Naftna industrija Srbije (NiS)

Sibir energy

JoiNt VeNtureS

JSc NGK Slavneft

JSc tomskneft-VNK

Salym petroleum development (Spd)

ooo Severenergiya

ABOUT THE COmPANY
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The Company produces petroleum and gas in Russia’s largest petroleum and gas regions: Khanty-
mansi and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Districts, Omsk, Tomsk and Tiumen Regions. major 
refinery capacities are located in moscow, Omsk and Yaroslavl Regions. The marketing network of 
Gazprom Neft operates throughout Russia. Gazprom Neft strengthens its position in the foreign 
markets, such as Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Belarus. foreign assets of Gazprom Neft 
include companies in Serbia, Italy and Austria. The Company runs projects in the middle East, 
Africa and Latin America.
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GeoGrapHY of productioN
24 Krasnoyarsk territory
55 omsk region
56 orenburg region
70 tomsk region
72 tyumen region
86 Khanty-mansiysk autonomous 

district – Yugra
89 Yamalo-Nenets autonomous district
 Serbia
 angola

 GeoGrapHY of SuBSoiL uSe
38 irkutsk region
23 Krasnodar territory
24 Krasnoyarsk territory
83 Nenets autonomous district
55 omsk region
70 tomsk region
72 tyumen region
86 Khanty-mansiysk autonomous 

district – Yugra
89 Yamalo-Nenets autonomous district

 oiL refiNiNG
77,50 moscow and moscow region
55 omsk region
76 Yaroslavl region
 Serbia
 Belarus

 LuBricaNtS
55 omsk region
76 Yaroslavl region
 Serbia
 italy

PRODUCTiON  
AND REfiNiNG
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COmPANy`S SAlES ACTiviTy

  LarGe WHoLeSaLe
22 altai territory
28 amur region
29 arkhangelsk region
30 astrakhan region
31 Belgorod region
32 Bryansk region
74 chelyabinsk region
95 chechen republic
75 chita region
21 chuvash republic
37 ivanovo region
38 irkutsk region
79 Jewish autonomous region
47, 78 St. petersburg and Leningrad region
39 Kaliningrad region
40 Kaluga region
42 Kemerovo region
27 Khabarovsk territory
86 Khanty-mansiysk autonomous district – 

Yugra
43 Kirov region
23 Krasnodar territory
24 Krasnoyarsk territory
11 Komi republic
44 Kostroma region
45 Kurgan region
46 Kursk region
48 Lipetsk region
77, 50 moscow and moscow region
51 murmansk region
52 Nizhny Novgorod region
53 Novgorod region
54 Novosibirsk region

55 omsk region
56 orenburg region
57 oryol region
58 penza region
59 perm region
25 primorsk territory
60 pskov region
3 republic of Buryatia
5 republic of dagestan
6 republic of ingushetia
9 republic of Karachayevo-cherkessia
10 republic of Karelia
19 republic of Khakassia
13 republic of mordovia
15 republic of North ossetia – alania
14 republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
16 republic of tatarstan
61 rostov region
62 ryazan region
63 Samara region
64 Saratov region
65 Sakhalin region
66 Sverdlovsk region
67 Smolensk region
26 Stavropol territory
68 tambov region
69 tver region
70 tomsk region
71 tula region
72 tyumen region
73 ulyanovsk region
33 Vladimir region
35 Vologda region
36 Voronezh region
89 Yamalo-Nenets autonomous district
76 Yaroslavl region

retaiL SaLeS
22 altai territory
74 chelyabinsk region
37 ivanovo region
40 Kaluga region
42 Kemerovo region
86 Khanty-mansiysk autono-

mous district – Yugra
24 Krasnoyarsk territory
77, 50 moscow and moscow 

region
52 Nizhny Novgorod region
53 Novgorod region
54 Novosibirsk region
55 omsk region
47, 78 St. petersburg and Leningrad 

region
66 Sverdlovsk region
70 tomsk region
69 tver region
72 tyumen region
89 Yamalo-Nenets autono-

mous district
76 Yaroslavl region

 Gazprom Neft 
mariNe BuNKer

29 arkhangelsk region
30 astrakhan region
39 Kaliningrad region
27 Khabarovsk territory
23 Krasnodar territory
51 murmansk region
25 primorsk rerritory
16 republic of tatarstan
61 rostov region
47, 78 St. petersburg  

and Leningrad region
34 Volgograd region
76 Yaroslavl region
 

 Gazprom Neft-aero
28 amur region
32 Bryansk region
74 chelyabinsk region
27 Khabarovsk territory
77, 50 moscow and moscow 

region
51 murmansk region
54 Novosibirsk region
47, 78 St. petersburg and Leningrad 

region
64 Saratov region
69 tver region
70 tomsk region
73 ulyanovsk region
36 Voronezh region
75 zabaykal’skiy region
 Kyrgyzstan
 Kazakhstan
 tajikistan
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In early 2010, JSC Gazprom Neft adopted a development strategy for the period until 2020, which 
defines fundamental principles, goals, areas of development and expected outcomes.

large-scale business expansion is planned to secure the highest 
total returns for the shareholders by 2020 among other Russian 
petroleum companies and keep the Company among top three 
Russian vertically integrated petroleum companies in terms of 
performance.

100
Reserves-production ratio — 20 years

The proportion of production at the fields 
during the initial stages of development at 
least 50 %

The proportion of production  
at foreign projects 10 %

PRODUCTiON:

mn 
TPE 
per 
year

Content Next chapterPrevious chapter
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mn t 
in Russia 
and abroad 
per year

70
Up to 40 mn t per year in the Russian federation 
and up to 30 mn t per year abroad

increasing depth of refining in Russia up to 90 %

Boosting the yield of light petroleum  
products in Russia to up to 77 %

REfiNiNG:

40 

12 mn t in retail sales through filling stations 
(of which 8.2 mn t in Russia and CiS)

18 mn t of aviation fuel, bunkering, lubricants, etc.

10 mn t small wholesale batches to large end users

SAlES TO END USERS:

mn 
TPE 
per 
year

mn t of crude 
petroleum  
per year
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STRATEGIC OUTLOOK: 2008–2010 BENCHMARKS KEY RESULTS 2008 KEY RESULTS 2009 KEY RESULTS 2010
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Adoption of corporate policies in the following areas: 
project management, strategic planning, risk management, 
corporate documents, information security, information 
technology, occupational safety, labour and environmental 
protection, and charitable activities.

Drafting a revised version of the corporate Code 
of Ethics.

Adoption of a set of company-wide standards 
governing risk and human resource management, 
occupational safety, labour and environmental 
protection. Implementation of the above standards 
at all corporate enterprises.

Approval by the Board of Directors of an updated draft Code of Conduct. The 
Code was revised to include the results of extensive corporate discussions.

Development of the staff relations strategy scheduled to last until 2020.

In 2010, the highest governing bodies of the Company approved several new 
corporate standards in the area of occupational and environmental safety, 
labour and civil protection and staff relations.

The Company’s Regional Policy Concept was developed.

Adoption of the risk management policy. Development of an 
integrated Risk management System (IRmS).

The IRmS was implemented at 24 subsidiaries 
and affiliates. Key business risks were identified 
and assessed; mitigation measures developed and 
implemented.

The Company pursues risk management policies and adheres to the IRmS 
standard. It also developed the IRmS methodological documents and 
identified corporate risks and actions to mitigate them. The IRmS is being 
implemented. The IRmS reflects comprehensive approach to risks, including 
non-financial ones.

In connection with the expansion of the Company and 
implementation of the restructuring programmes, the 
reporting scope was revised.

Pilot project entitled «Review of sustainable development 
activities» was implemented based on a limited number of 
key performance indicators in this area.

Preparation of reports covering attainment of key 
medium-term objectives based on recommendations 
from the Guide on sustainable development 
reporting (GRI-G3) and standard indicators.

Preparation of a project to adapt the data 
collecting and consolidating system to a new 
corporate structure including the international 
accounting standards in the petroleum industry.

The report on JSC Gazprom Neft’s sustainable development was released 
in 2009. The report comprised recommendations and standard indicators 
from the Guidelines for Sustainable Development Reporting (GRI-G3) of the 
Global Reporting Initiative.

The programme for improving the sustainable development reporting 
emphasising gradual increase in the level of application of the Guidelines for 
Sustainable Development Reporting (GRI-G3) was developed.

The management and employees of the Company 
participated in business and research conferences.

Regular meetings of management and employees were 
organised.

The polls were conducted to identify the most important 
issues of relations between the Company and its employees.

media channels of communication are developed. A new 
Company-wide “Neftegazeta” paper was launched.

An internal corporate communications strategy slated for 
implementation until 2015 was adopted.

A corporate business unit responsible for 
development of relations with investors was formed.

A Unions and Labour Collective Coordination 
Council was established at JSC Gazprom Neft.

Several agreements on socio-economic regional 
cooperation were prepared and signed.

Public hearings on the environmental impact of 
the Company’s planned production activity were 
introduced. A system approach to development of 
corporate communications was implemented.

Long-term external communications policy was 
adopted.

The range of corporate communications channels 
is expanded.

The content of the corporate media improved in 
the light of audience information requests and 
feedback. The interviews with Company managers 
were regularly published.

The relations with internal and external stakeholders were analysed.

A programme of internal corporate communications was Implemented.

first corporate forum is held.

Enhancing regions’ engagement based on socio-economic agreements.

Union and Labour Collective Coordination Council looked into a number of 
important Company-employee issues.

Public hearings on the environmental impact of planned industrial activity 
were held.

SUSTAiNABlE DEvElOPmENT STRATEGy:  
GOAlS AND RESUlTS

Implementation of Gazprom sustainable development strategy in 2008-2010: Building a solid foundation for 
large-scale growth

Drafting and approval of key sustainable 
development codes and policies and their 
implementation at all corporate enterprises.

Promoting integrated risk management 
system

improvements in sustainable development 
data collection, analysis and monitoring.

Promotion and systematisation of the 
stakeholder dialogue.
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Adoption of corporate policies in the following areas: 
project management, strategic planning, risk management, 
corporate documents, information security, information 
technology, occupational safety, labour and environmental 
protection, and charitable activities.

Drafting a revised version of the corporate Code 
of Ethics.

Adoption of a set of company-wide standards 
governing risk and human resource management, 
occupational safety, labour and environmental 
protection. Implementation of the above standards 
at all corporate enterprises.

Approval by the Board of Directors of an updated draft Code of Conduct. The 
Code was revised to include the results of extensive corporate discussions.

Development of the staff relations strategy scheduled to last until 2020.

In 2010, the highest governing bodies of the Company approved several new 
corporate standards in the area of occupational and environmental safety, 
labour and civil protection and staff relations.

The Company’s Regional Policy Concept was developed.

Adoption of the risk management policy. Development of an 
integrated Risk management System (IRmS).

The IRmS was implemented at 24 subsidiaries 
and affiliates. Key business risks were identified 
and assessed; mitigation measures developed and 
implemented.

The Company pursues risk management policies and adheres to the IRmS 
standard. It also developed the IRmS methodological documents and 
identified corporate risks and actions to mitigate them. The IRmS is being 
implemented. The IRmS reflects comprehensive approach to risks, including 
non-financial ones.

In connection with the expansion of the Company and 
implementation of the restructuring programmes, the 
reporting scope was revised.

Pilot project entitled «Review of sustainable development 
activities» was implemented based on a limited number of 
key performance indicators in this area.

Preparation of reports covering attainment of key 
medium-term objectives based on recommendations 
from the Guide on sustainable development 
reporting (GRI-G3) and standard indicators.

Preparation of a project to adapt the data 
collecting and consolidating system to a new 
corporate structure including the international 
accounting standards in the petroleum industry.

The report on JSC Gazprom Neft’s sustainable development was released 
in 2009. The report comprised recommendations and standard indicators 
from the Guidelines for Sustainable Development Reporting (GRI-G3) of the 
Global Reporting Initiative.

The programme for improving the sustainable development reporting 
emphasising gradual increase in the level of application of the Guidelines for 
Sustainable Development Reporting (GRI-G3) was developed.

The management and employees of the Company 
participated in business and research conferences.

Regular meetings of management and employees were 
organised.

The polls were conducted to identify the most important 
issues of relations between the Company and its employees.

media channels of communication are developed. A new 
Company-wide “Neftegazeta” paper was launched.

An internal corporate communications strategy slated for 
implementation until 2015 was adopted.

A corporate business unit responsible for 
development of relations with investors was formed.

A Unions and Labour Collective Coordination 
Council was established at JSC Gazprom Neft.

Several agreements on socio-economic regional 
cooperation were prepared and signed.

Public hearings on the environmental impact of 
the Company’s planned production activity were 
introduced. A system approach to development of 
corporate communications was implemented.

Long-term external communications policy was 
adopted.

The range of corporate communications channels 
is expanded.

The content of the corporate media improved in 
the light of audience information requests and 
feedback. The interviews with Company managers 
were regularly published.

The relations with internal and external stakeholders were analysed.

A programme of internal corporate communications was Implemented.

first corporate forum is held.

Enhancing regions’ engagement based on socio-economic agreements.

Union and Labour Collective Coordination Council looked into a number of 
important Company-employee issues.

Public hearings on the environmental impact of planned industrial activity 
were held.

The sustainable development concept implies balanced 
economic, environmental and social activities of the 
Company. Gazprom Neft believes that Integration of the 
sustainable development strategy into the long-term 
corporate strategy is an important factor for achieving 

new operational levels. The Company makes consistent 
efforts to enhance its systemic approach to promote 
sustainable development and conducts regular result 
evaluations.
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Economic turmoil led to some investment cuts in field 
development and streamlining.

Production growth at such fields as Priobskoye and a number of 
the Tomsk and Omsk Region fields somewhat offset negative 
petroleum production trends.

Petroleum and gas production rates were restored.

The controlling stake in Sibir Energy was consolidated 
and NIS integration completed.

fields were actively developed; the Company tried to 
identify additional reserves for petroleum recovery at 
the fields with falling production.

New assets in the promising gas-bearing Yamal Peninsula were incorporated, 
foreign projects were developed.

The performance results at the traditional assets were up.

The proven PRmS hydrocarbon reserves increased by 5.1 mn TPE in 2010, and 
reserve replacement ratio exceeded 110 %.

Petroleum production rose by 4.8 % as compared with the previous year, and 
commercial gas production was up 26.1 %.

R&D Centre carried out several programmes covering the entire 
cycle of petroleum exploration and production.

R&D Centre performed the entire range of work in 
petroleum and gas exploration, development and 
production.

A Spatial Visualisation Centre opens in St. Petersburg.

The Centre completed geological and geophysical designs, improved methods 
of reserves assessment, reduced geological risks and improved accuracy of 
identifying promising sites.

Pilot production phase of the Iskender hardware and software complex was 
completed.

The Company developed a programme to improve the quality of 
fuel manufactured by Omsk Refinery that is designed to ensure 
compliance with technical regulations «On requirements for 
automotive and aviation petrol, diesel and marine fuel, jet fuel 
and heating oil.»

The upgrading of the 24 / 6 and 24 / 9 diesel 
fuel hydrotreating plants at the Omsk Refinery 
was completed thus enabling the production of 
Class 4 and Class 5 diesel fuels. Beginning of the 
construction of Izomalk-2 isomerisation plant to 
boost petrol production and bring its quality to Class 
4 and Class 5 levels.

Programme for upgrading the petroleum refining facilities was completed, 
including commissioning of the Izomalk-2 light gasoline fractions isomerisation 
complex at Omsk Refinery.

Production of high-octane petrol was up 12.7 %, Euro-4 diesel fuel production 
was up 15.4 %.

Number of filling stations (own, leased and franchised) grew 
from 782 in 2007 to 865 in 2008.

Company's retail network comprised 950 stations.

Common customer service standards were 
introduced.

Programme for introduction of a single retail brand 
slated for implementation during 2009-2011 was 
implemented.

387 filling stations were rebranded.

Corporate retail network was expanded to 1,596 stations.

The final phase of the filling station rebranding began. New brand was used by 
950 filling stations in Russia, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Belarus.

Development of premium market segments: jet fuel retail sales grew by 19 %, 
bunker fuel by 17 %, and packaged oils by 29 %. In 2010, the Company 
became the leader among the vertically integrated petroleum companies in 
retail sales of aviation and bunker fuel and came second in kerosene supplies on 
the domestic market.

New G-family brand comprising over 40 new international level oils became 
available on the consumer and commercial market.
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A goal-oriented management system was developed.

The programme enlisted the participation of 550 executives 
from the Corporate Centre and subsidiaries and affiliates.

The grade system pilot projects were implemented.

The Corporate Centre grade system was introduced.

Subsidiaries and affiliates completed the assessment 
and assignment of grades to senior management 
positions. Grade system became fully operational in 
nine subsidiaries.

The programme  for introduction of a system of key 
performance indicators was implemented

Corporate motivational and staff welfare standards 
were established.

The compensation package management procedures were improved.

The grade system was applied to subsidiaries and affiliates that joined Gazprom 
Neft in 2010.

Changes were introduced to the bonus system at petroleum-producing 
subsidiaries and affiliates.

The KPI monitoring standard was developed and implemented. Training was 
conducted.

The testing system for job applicants and succession candidates for managerial 
positions was implemented.

The managerial staff performance evaluation concept was proposed.  

Initiated the formation of a mobile staff corporate programme started out.

increased petroleum and gas production

Development of an R&D centre for petroleum 
and gas exploration, design, monitoring and 
production (Gazpromneft R&D Centre)

increasing the depth of petroleum refining, 
transition to new motor fuel quality 
standards

Retail business development

increasing labour productivity:

• introduction of key performance 
indicators,

• establishing a  skill level (grade) system.
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Economic turmoil led to some investment cuts in field 
development and streamlining.

Production growth at such fields as Priobskoye and a number of 
the Tomsk and Omsk Region fields somewhat offset negative 
petroleum production trends.

Petroleum and gas production rates were restored.

The controlling stake in Sibir Energy was consolidated 
and NIS integration completed.

fields were actively developed; the Company tried to 
identify additional reserves for petroleum recovery at 
the fields with falling production.

New assets in the promising gas-bearing Yamal Peninsula were incorporated, 
foreign projects were developed.

The performance results at the traditional assets were up.

The proven PRmS hydrocarbon reserves increased by 5.1 mn TPE in 2010, and 
reserve replacement ratio exceeded 110 %.

Petroleum production rose by 4.8 % as compared with the previous year, and 
commercial gas production was up 26.1 %.

R&D Centre carried out several programmes covering the entire 
cycle of petroleum exploration and production.

R&D Centre performed the entire range of work in 
petroleum and gas exploration, development and 
production.

A Spatial Visualisation Centre opens in St. Petersburg.

The Centre completed geological and geophysical designs, improved methods 
of reserves assessment, reduced geological risks and improved accuracy of 
identifying promising sites.

Pilot production phase of the Iskender hardware and software complex was 
completed.

The Company developed a programme to improve the quality of 
fuel manufactured by Omsk Refinery that is designed to ensure 
compliance with technical regulations «On requirements for 
automotive and aviation petrol, diesel and marine fuel, jet fuel 
and heating oil.»

The upgrading of the 24 / 6 and 24 / 9 diesel 
fuel hydrotreating plants at the Omsk Refinery 
was completed thus enabling the production of 
Class 4 and Class 5 diesel fuels. Beginning of the 
construction of Izomalk-2 isomerisation plant to 
boost petrol production and bring its quality to Class 
4 and Class 5 levels.

Programme for upgrading the petroleum refining facilities was completed, 
including commissioning of the Izomalk-2 light gasoline fractions isomerisation 
complex at Omsk Refinery.

Production of high-octane petrol was up 12.7 %, Euro-4 diesel fuel production 
was up 15.4 %.

Number of filling stations (own, leased and franchised) grew 
from 782 in 2007 to 865 in 2008.

Company's retail network comprised 950 stations.

Common customer service standards were 
introduced.

Programme for introduction of a single retail brand 
slated for implementation during 2009-2011 was 
implemented.

387 filling stations were rebranded.

Corporate retail network was expanded to 1,596 stations.

The final phase of the filling station rebranding began. New brand was used by 
950 filling stations in Russia, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Belarus.

Development of premium market segments: jet fuel retail sales grew by 19 %, 
bunker fuel by 17 %, and packaged oils by 29 %. In 2010, the Company 
became the leader among the vertically integrated petroleum companies in 
retail sales of aviation and bunker fuel and came second in kerosene supplies on 
the domestic market.

New G-family brand comprising over 40 new international level oils became 
available on the consumer and commercial market.
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A goal-oriented management system was developed.

The programme enlisted the participation of 550 executives 
from the Corporate Centre and subsidiaries and affiliates.

The grade system pilot projects were implemented.

The Corporate Centre grade system was introduced.

Subsidiaries and affiliates completed the assessment 
and assignment of grades to senior management 
positions. Grade system became fully operational in 
nine subsidiaries.

The programme  for introduction of a system of key 
performance indicators was implemented

Corporate motivational and staff welfare standards 
were established.

The compensation package management procedures were improved.

The grade system was applied to subsidiaries and affiliates that joined Gazprom 
Neft in 2010.

Changes were introduced to the bonus system at petroleum-producing 
subsidiaries and affiliates.

The KPI monitoring standard was developed and implemented. Training was 
conducted.

The testing system for job applicants and succession candidates for managerial 
positions was implemented.

The managerial staff performance evaluation concept was proposed.  

Initiated the formation of a mobile staff corporate programme started out.
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Early phases of implementation of a shared integrated corporate 
culture.

Business goals and values are communicated to employees 
through goal-oriented management system.

Corporate functions are held across the units.

The development of an integrated concept for 
providing social benefits based on market practice 
begins at the Company.

A standard form of collective agreement was 
developed.

System of Company’s welfare benefits developed and defended.

Regional seminars for trade union activists and subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ HR 
staff on the standard collective agreement provisions were conducted.

Standard collective agreement form is implemented at all subsidiaries and 
affiliates, where current employment contracts expire in 2011.

Corporate social benefit system is implemented at 20 % of subsidiaries and 
affiliates.

Corporate culture diagnostics was conducted.

Professional skills and sports contests and recreational activities were 
conducted.

The award-issuing campaign was expanded.

Standard processes for planning and training of succession 
personnel for targeted positions, relations with young 
professionals, and staff training were developed.

The formation of a corporate succession pool starts out.

modular programmes for integrated development 
of the management capabilities of the Company's 
employees and managers of all levels were 
developed.

Early development phases of the professional 
competencies system covering all areas of 
operations.

Professional competencies models for upstream operations were formed.

Pilot project to develop a professional competence model in refining was being 
implemented.

Training organisation standard was approved.

New training and development arrangements were introduced.

Such modular programmes as the management Workshop (for heads of 
departments) and HR-manager (for heads of HR services and succession 
candidates to these positions) were developed.

Personnel reserve system for targeted positions was introduced and a pool of 
in-house candidates for critical positions was formed.

A process for posting internal vacancies on the corporate portal was established.

A concept for forecasting and filling the need for employees with rare 
competencies was formed; the 2011 - 2013 needs under the Strategy for JSC 
Gazprom Neft staff relations were identified.
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Company’s presence. Preservation of all major social 
programmes despite harsh economic environment.

Work on the Concept of Gazprom Neft’s Regional 
Policy began.

Procedure for preparation and signing of socio-
economic agreements was developed. 

Cooperation with all the priority regions of the 
Company’s presence was continued.

first socio-economic agreements with the Leningrad 
and murmansk Regions were signed.

The procedure for preparation and signing of the socio-economic agreements 
was  adopted and recommended for use by subsidiaries and affiliates.

A study of relations between the Company and the regions in the context of the 
corporate development strategy and regional development trends was conducted.

The study results were used to specify the key areas of regional policies and tools 
to implement them.

The concept of JSC Gazprom Neft’s regional policy was approved.

General agreements for cooperation with the authorities of the Khanty-mansi 
Autonomous District and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District in 2011 – 2013 
were signed.

These documents served as continuation of previous agreements. The 
agreements with Omsk and Leningrad and murmansk Regions are in effect. A 
number of socio-economic agreements at the municipal level were signed.

funding of the social assistance programmes to orphanages, 
schools, boarding schools and cultural institutions increased due 
to economic turmoil.

The approaches to improving charity programme management 
were developed.

The corporate procedure for charity activities was 
approved.

The charitable activities were streamlined based on 
the development of priority charity areas.

The charitable support was provided in accordance with the corporate procedure for 
charitable activities. The funds were used to support projects with potential long-term 
effect (construction of sports and recreation centres, conduct of important cultural 
and sporting events) and to address the most important social infrastructure issues.

The initiatives addressing children and youth needs enjoyed priority status.

Enhancing staff loyalty and motivation:
identification of common approaches 
to the social package composition and 
development of non-financial motivation 
system. introduction of common corporate 
culture.

Staff career development and attraction 
of young professionals: establishment 
and improvement of corporate training 
centres, expansion of vocational training 
and training  programmes to develop 
organisational and managerial skills.

improvement of relations with higher and 
secondary vocational training institutions.

Performance under existing agreements 
for socio-economic cooperation with the 
Russian regions and expansion of partner 
relations.

Streamlining the charity costs based on 
strategic programmes identified in the 
charity policy.
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Early phases of implementation of a shared integrated corporate 
culture.

Business goals and values are communicated to employees 
through goal-oriented management system.

Corporate functions are held across the units.

The development of an integrated concept for 
providing social benefits based on market practice 
begins at the Company.

A standard form of collective agreement was 
developed.

System of Company’s welfare benefits developed and defended.

Regional seminars for trade union activists and subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ HR 
staff on the standard collective agreement provisions were conducted.

Standard collective agreement form is implemented at all subsidiaries and 
affiliates, where current employment contracts expire in 2011.

Corporate social benefit system is implemented at 20 % of subsidiaries and 
affiliates.

Corporate culture diagnostics was conducted.

Professional skills and sports contests and recreational activities were 
conducted.

The award-issuing campaign was expanded.

Standard processes for planning and training of succession 
personnel for targeted positions, relations with young 
professionals, and staff training were developed.

The formation of a corporate succession pool starts out.

modular programmes for integrated development 
of the management capabilities of the Company's 
employees and managers of all levels were 
developed.

Early development phases of the professional 
competencies system covering all areas of 
operations.

Professional competencies models for upstream operations were formed.

Pilot project to develop a professional competence model in refining was being 
implemented.

Training organisation standard was approved.

New training and development arrangements were introduced.

Such modular programmes as the management Workshop (for heads of 
departments) and HR-manager (for heads of HR services and succession 
candidates to these positions) were developed.

Personnel reserve system for targeted positions was introduced and a pool of 
in-house candidates for critical positions was formed.

A process for posting internal vacancies on the corporate portal was established.

A concept for forecasting and filling the need for employees with rare 
competencies was formed; the 2011 - 2013 needs under the Strategy for JSC 
Gazprom Neft staff relations were identified.
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T On-going cooperation with the priority regions of the 

Company’s presence. Preservation of all major social 
programmes despite harsh economic environment.

Work on the Concept of Gazprom Neft’s Regional 
Policy began.

Procedure for preparation and signing of socio-
economic agreements was developed. 

Cooperation with all the priority regions of the 
Company’s presence was continued.

first socio-economic agreements with the Leningrad 
and murmansk Regions were signed.

The procedure for preparation and signing of the socio-economic agreements 
was  adopted and recommended for use by subsidiaries and affiliates.

A study of relations between the Company and the regions in the context of the 
corporate development strategy and regional development trends was conducted.

The study results were used to specify the key areas of regional policies and tools 
to implement them.

The concept of JSC Gazprom Neft’s regional policy was approved.

General agreements for cooperation with the authorities of the Khanty-mansi 
Autonomous District and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District in 2011 – 2013 
were signed.

These documents served as continuation of previous agreements. The 
agreements with Omsk and Leningrad and murmansk Regions are in effect. A 
number of socio-economic agreements at the municipal level were signed.

funding of the social assistance programmes to orphanages, 
schools, boarding schools and cultural institutions increased due 
to economic turmoil.

The approaches to improving charity programme management 
were developed.

The corporate procedure for charity activities was 
approved.

The charitable activities were streamlined based on 
the development of priority charity areas.

The charitable support was provided in accordance with the corporate procedure for 
charitable activities. The funds were used to support projects with potential long-term 
effect (construction of sports and recreation centres, conduct of important cultural 
and sporting events) and to address the most important social infrastructure issues.

The initiatives addressing children and youth needs enjoyed priority status.
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The corporate policy in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, labour and civil protection was approved.

A strategy for implementing an integrated management system 
for occupational and environmental safety, labour and civil 
protection was developed.

Azimuth, a project to implement information and management 
system providing for integration of information in the area of 
occupational safety, standardisation and automation of the 
management reporting was developed and launched.

The environmental safety at the Company’s production facilities 
was analysed and evaluated, and risk factors were identified.

A set of standards was developed to form the 
regulatory and methodical base for implementation 
of corporate policies in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, labour and civil protection and 
for implementation of an integrated management 
system for occupational and environmental safety, 
labour and civil protection.

The implementation of these policies began.

The accident causes and trends were analysed.

Over 700 managers and specialists were trained in 
environmental legislation matters.

The accident reporting discipline increased 
twentyfold since 2007.

Long-term programmes to reduce the adverse 
environmental impact in the regions of the 
Company’s operations were developed.

The integrated management system for occupational and environmental safety, 
health and civil protection was used to implement common policies in areas of 
occupational and environmental safety and civil protection. 

An audit of occupational and environmental safety, health and civil protection 
systems was conducted at four SACs.

The quality of risk assessment and accident investigation was improved.

The Company managed its relations with contractors on occupational and 
environmental safety, health and civil protection based on appropriate 
standards. As many as 749 managers and specialists were trained in 
environmental safety issues.

About 50,000 employees took classes in occupational and environmental 
safety, health and civil protection standards.

The Board of Directors of Gazprom Neft approved key areas of implementation 
of the occupational and environmental safety, health and civil protection 
management systems.

The Company developed and implemented strategic environmental 
programmes for legacy cleanup and reducing the adverse impact of production 
operations.

A system of production and environmental control was set up.

The Company developed and approved staff training guidelines 
in the area of occupational and environmental safety, labour and 
civil protection in 2008-2010.

The Company began training its staff on application 
of corporate standards in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, and health and civil protection.

The Company trained about a thousand employees from 
the critical production units and began transition to modern 
personal protection equipment.

measures to improve the safety of road haulage were 
undertaken, and a driver training programme was conducted.

The priority standards were developed; statistical 
data on work-related accidents was gathered and 
analyzed.

The system of internal investigations designed to 
identify causal links and systemic causes of accidents 
was implemented.

The adjustment measures were developed and 
implemented.

The institute of internal trainers was established. 

The Company trained 122 instructors, of whom 64 
on programmes for occupational and environmental 
safety, and labour and civil protection, and 58 on 
safe driving.

Training by in-house instructors was provided for 
14,050 subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ employees, of 
whom 7,037 were trained under the corporate 
programme s for occupational and environmental 
safety, labour and civil protection, and 7,013 on 
defensive driving.

Personal protective equipment compliant with 
specifications and bearing Gazprom Neft corporate 
identity was purchased.

Emergency management drills were conducted.

A corporate standard for integrated production control over compliance with 
regulations and corporate standards in the area of occupational safety was 
developed.

Operational control over compliance with occupational safety, labour protection 
and industrial sanitation provisions was conducted.

The compliance of the coveralls purchased by the Company with domestic and 
European safety requirements was ensured in full. Costs involved in purchasing 
personal protective equipment in 2010 amounted to 13,000 rubles per worker.

Seminars for senior and mid-level managers on leadership in the area of 
occupational and environmental safety, labour and civil protection were 
conducted. The seminars were attended by over 200 senior and mid-level 
managers from the Corporate Centre and subsidiaries and affiliates.

High level of readiness for emergency situations is maintained. Preventive 
measures and emergency relief operations are developed based on action plans.

Subsidiaries and affiliates have established financial and material reserves for 
emergency situations.

A corporate procedure for fire safety management in the Company and 
subsidiaries and affiliates was drafted. The accident rate (LfTIR) was down by 
23 % as compared with 2009.

Number of car accidents dropped by 24 %.

Enhancing management quality in 
occupational and environmental safety, 
labour and civil protection:
implementation of policies in the areas of 
occupational and environmental safety, 
building an integrated management 
system in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, labour and civil 
protection providing for compliance with 
legal provisions in the regions of Company’s 
presence in Russia and abroad and based on 
the international best practices.

Reducing workplace injuries
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The corporate policy in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, labour and civil protection was approved.

A strategy for implementing an integrated management system 
for occupational and environmental safety, labour and civil 
protection was developed.

Azimuth, a project to implement information and management 
system providing for integration of information in the area of 
occupational safety, standardisation and automation of the 
management reporting was developed and launched.

The environmental safety at the Company’s production facilities 
was analysed and evaluated, and risk factors were identified.

A set of standards was developed to form the 
regulatory and methodical base for implementation 
of corporate policies in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, labour and civil protection and 
for implementation of an integrated management 
system for occupational and environmental safety, 
labour and civil protection.

The implementation of these policies began.

The accident causes and trends were analysed.

Over 700 managers and specialists were trained in 
environmental legislation matters.

The accident reporting discipline increased 
twentyfold since 2007.

Long-term programmes to reduce the adverse 
environmental impact in the regions of the 
Company’s operations were developed.

The integrated management system for occupational and environmental safety, 
health and civil protection was used to implement common policies in areas of 
occupational and environmental safety and civil protection. 

An audit of occupational and environmental safety, health and civil protection 
systems was conducted at four SACs.

The quality of risk assessment and accident investigation was improved.

The Company managed its relations with contractors on occupational and 
environmental safety, health and civil protection based on appropriate 
standards. As many as 749 managers and specialists were trained in 
environmental safety issues.

About 50,000 employees took classes in occupational and environmental 
safety, health and civil protection standards.

The Board of Directors of Gazprom Neft approved key areas of implementation 
of the occupational and environmental safety, health and civil protection 
management systems.

The Company developed and implemented strategic environmental 
programmes for legacy cleanup and reducing the adverse impact of production 
operations.

A system of production and environmental control was set up.

The Company developed and approved staff training guidelines 
in the area of occupational and environmental safety, labour and 
civil protection in 2008-2010.

The Company began training its staff on application 
of corporate standards in the area of occupational and 
environmental safety, and health and civil protection.

The Company trained about a thousand employees from 
the critical production units and began transition to modern 
personal protection equipment.

measures to improve the safety of road haulage were 
undertaken, and a driver training programme was conducted.

The priority standards were developed; statistical 
data on work-related accidents was gathered and 
analyzed.

The system of internal investigations designed to 
identify causal links and systemic causes of accidents 
was implemented.

The adjustment measures were developed and 
implemented.

The institute of internal trainers was established. 

The Company trained 122 instructors, of whom 64 
on programmes for occupational and environmental 
safety, and labour and civil protection, and 58 on 
safe driving.

Training by in-house instructors was provided for 
14,050 subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ employees, of 
whom 7,037 were trained under the corporate 
programme s for occupational and environmental 
safety, labour and civil protection, and 7,013 on 
defensive driving.

Personal protective equipment compliant with 
specifications and bearing Gazprom Neft corporate 
identity was purchased.

Emergency management drills were conducted.

A corporate standard for integrated production control over compliance with 
regulations and corporate standards in the area of occupational safety was 
developed.

Operational control over compliance with occupational safety, labour protection 
and industrial sanitation provisions was conducted.

The compliance of the coveralls purchased by the Company with domestic and 
European safety requirements was ensured in full. Costs involved in purchasing 
personal protective equipment in 2010 amounted to 13,000 rubles per worker.

Seminars for senior and mid-level managers on leadership in the area of 
occupational and environmental safety, labour and civil protection were 
conducted. The seminars were attended by over 200 senior and mid-level 
managers from the Corporate Centre and subsidiaries and affiliates.

High level of readiness for emergency situations is maintained. Preventive 
measures and emergency relief operations are developed based on action plans.

Subsidiaries and affiliates have established financial and material reserves for 
emergency situations.

A corporate procedure for fire safety management in the Company and 
subsidiaries and affiliates was drafted. The accident rate (LfTIR) was down by 
23 % as compared with 2009.

Number of car accidents dropped by 24 %.
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STRATEGIC OUTLOOK: 2008–2010 BENCHMARKS KEY RESULTS 2008 KEY RESULTS 2009 KEY RESULTS 2010
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The 2008-2010 mid-term investment programme for utilisation 
and boosting efficiency of utilisation of associated gas was 
adopted.

The programme  for reclamation of sludge pits 
and petroleum-petroleum-contaminated land was 
approved and implemented.

The atmospheric air is monitored on an on-going 
basis.

The beneficial use of associated gas increased from 
46.8 % in 2009 to 48.1 %.

Gas programme including investment projects for 
construction of gas recovery, power generation, and 
low-pressure gas utilisation systems was developed.

Design of automated associated gas recording 
system was completed.

The programme for sludge pit and petroleum-
contaminated land reclamation was approved and 
work under the programme began.

The catalytic cracking plant process condensate 
treatment unit at Omsk Refinery was upgraded, 
resulting in significantly better quality of industrial 
effluents.

In 2010, the Company’s associated gas resources amounted to approximately 
4.2 bn m3, and the level of the associated gas utilisation went up from 48.1 % in 
2009 to 54.6 % (as compared with planned 49,3 %).

Joint implementation project* with mitsubishi Corporation was conducted at 
Ety-Pur field, muravlenkovskneft, under the Kyoto Protocol.

The next medium-term investment programme to boost the efficiency of the 
associated gas utilisation in 2011 – 2013 was developed.

In accordance with the Programme for reclamation of sludge pits, petroleum-
contaminated and disturbed lands, 132 sludge pits, 48.636 hectares of the 
petroleum-contaminated land, and 595.25 hectares of disturbed land were 
reclaimed in 2010.

The programme for petroleum-containing waste processing was implemented. 
In 2010, the production enterprises used thermal method to neutralise over 
8,000 tonnes of petroleum-containing waste.

The Company uses the environmentally friendly pitless drilling method during 
the construction of well pads in water protection zones.

The impact of offshore exploration, extraction and transportation of 
hydrocarbons on marine ecosystems was evaluated.

Water consumption for own needs decreased by 16 % in 2010 as compared 
with 2009.

The environmental safety at the refineries was improved due to technical 
upgrading of the production facilities and introduction of new methods for 
treatment of gas emissions and waste water, recycling of the accumulated 
industrial waste.

The environmental impact of the products was reduced through increased 
production of high-quality fuel.

A comprehensive analysis of environmental and economic benefits of 
introduction of light oil product vapor recovery systems at the filling stations was 
conducted.

Gazprom Neft-Lubricants LLC developed and introduced an integrated 
management system in accordance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 
18001 standards, including quality management, environmental management, 
and labour protection and occupational safety management.

In order to assess NIS production operations’ environmental impact, identify 
environmental and economic risks, develop recommendations for improving 
the environmental situation, and reduce the adverse environmental impact, the 
Company conducted a comprehensive environmental survey of NIS-operated 
production facilities in 2010.

Rational use of natural resources, 
mitigating the environmental impact of 
production activities 
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* Joint implementation projects include projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. They are implemented in one country and funded in whole or in part by another 
country. Joint implementation projects are among the facilities used to implement the agreements signed under the Kyoto Protocol.

STRATEGIC OUTLOOK: 2008–2010 BENCHMARKS KEY RESULTS 2008 KEY RESULTS 2009 KEY RESULTS 2010
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The 2008-2010 mid-term investment programme for utilisation 
and boosting efficiency of utilisation of associated gas was 
adopted.

The programme  for reclamation of sludge pits 
and petroleum-petroleum-contaminated land was 
approved and implemented.

The atmospheric air is monitored on an on-going 
basis.

The beneficial use of associated gas increased from 
46.8 % in 2009 to 48.1 %.

Gas programme including investment projects for 
construction of gas recovery, power generation, and 
low-pressure gas utilisation systems was developed.

Design of automated associated gas recording 
system was completed.

The programme for sludge pit and petroleum-
contaminated land reclamation was approved and 
work under the programme began.

The catalytic cracking plant process condensate 
treatment unit at Omsk Refinery was upgraded, 
resulting in significantly better quality of industrial 
effluents.

In 2010, the Company’s associated gas resources amounted to approximately 
4.2 bn m3, and the level of the associated gas utilisation went up from 48.1 % in 
2009 to 54.6 % (as compared with planned 49,3 %).

Joint implementation project* with mitsubishi Corporation was conducted at 
Ety-Pur field, muravlenkovskneft, under the Kyoto Protocol.

The next medium-term investment programme to boost the efficiency of the 
associated gas utilisation in 2011 – 2013 was developed.

In accordance with the Programme for reclamation of sludge pits, petroleum-
contaminated and disturbed lands, 132 sludge pits, 48.636 hectares of the 
petroleum-contaminated land, and 595.25 hectares of disturbed land were 
reclaimed in 2010.

The programme for petroleum-containing waste processing was implemented. 
In 2010, the production enterprises used thermal method to neutralise over 
8,000 tonnes of petroleum-containing waste.

The Company uses the environmentally friendly pitless drilling method during 
the construction of well pads in water protection zones.

The impact of offshore exploration, extraction and transportation of 
hydrocarbons on marine ecosystems was evaluated.

Water consumption for own needs decreased by 16 % in 2010 as compared 
with 2009.

The environmental safety at the refineries was improved due to technical 
upgrading of the production facilities and introduction of new methods for 
treatment of gas emissions and waste water, recycling of the accumulated 
industrial waste.

The environmental impact of the products was reduced through increased 
production of high-quality fuel.

A comprehensive analysis of environmental and economic benefits of 
introduction of light oil product vapor recovery systems at the filling stations was 
conducted.

Gazprom Neft-Lubricants LLC developed and introduced an integrated 
management system in accordance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 
18001 standards, including quality management, environmental management, 
and labour protection and occupational safety management.

In order to assess NIS production operations’ environmental impact, identify 
environmental and economic risks, develop recommendations for improving 
the environmental situation, and reduce the adverse environmental impact, the 
Company conducted a comprehensive environmental survey of NIS-operated 
production facilities in 2010.
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Gazprom Neft builds and implements its strategy taking into account the interests 

of the society, national development priorities, and global social and environmental 

challenges. Setting ambitious strategic goals, Gazprom Neft seeks to balance 

fast growth and preservation of the environment. Gazprom Neft consistently 

builds a corporate governance system compliant with the international standards, 

introduces the most advanced risk management systems, and promotes relations 

with a great number of stakeholders. The principles and mechanisms of corporate 

governance ensure adherence to sustainable development principles underlying 

strategic planning and routine operations.

SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT 
MANAGEMENT2

2010 SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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The corporate governance system of Gazprom Neft is compli-
ant with applicable Russian legislation, the Charter and internal 
corporate regulations. Gazprom Neft also focuses on the best in-
ternational practices applicable in this area. JSC Gazprom Neft’s 
Corporate Code of Conduct is designed to effectively protect the 
shareholders’ rights and interests, secure transparency of deci-
sion-making by the governance bodies, professional and ethical 
responsibilities of the Company’s management and control team 
with regard to its employees and contractors. 

CORPORATE GOvERNANCE

* This section provides a brief overview of JSC Gazprom Neft’s corporate governance system. for more information about JSC Gazprom Neft’s corporate governance 
system, its 2010 performance, and members of the highest governance bodies see JSC Gazprom Neft’s 2010 Annual Report.

The general meeting of shareholders is the highest 
governing body, whose jurisdiction encompasses 
the Company’s most significant operational issues. In 
accordance with the Charter, the general sharehold-
ers' meeting elects the Board of Directors. The Board 
of Directors exercises general management of the 
Company and is responsible for strategic manage-
ment designed to increase the shareholder value. The 
Board of Directors oversees effective functioning of 
the Company’s executive bodies. Board members are 
duly qualified and experienced to meet these chal-
lenges.* In 2010, the Company developed an annual 

performance evaluation method to measure the ef-
fectiveness of the Board based on its actual contribu-
tion to the Company’s performance results.

The Board of Directors operates through two com-
mittees that ensure the effective conduct of business: 
the Audit Committee and the Committee on Human 
Resources and Compensation. The Committees en-
gage in preliminary in-depth study of issues that re-
late to them.

The management Board (collegial executive body) 
and the General Director (the sole executive body), 
who is also the Chairman of the management Board 
ex officio, are the executive bodies of JSC Gazprom 
Neft responsible for implementing its goals, strate-
gies and policies. The executive bodies operate in ac-
cordance with the Charter of JSC Gazprom Neft and 
Regulations on the General Director and the manage-
ment Board. The General Director and the manage-
ment Board report to the Board of Directors and the 
general meeting of shareholders.
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The general meeting of shareholders elects the Audit 
Commission to monitor corporate financial and eco-
nomic activity. The commission’s responsibility includes 
verification and analysis of the financial condition of the 
corporate internal control and risk management sys-
tems, and verification of the transactions’ validity.

The Company has a structured, objective reward pro-
gramme for top and senior management, which provides 
a link between short-term goals and compensation.

The Company pays much attention to improving the 
corporate governance system. In 2010, the empha-
sis was placed on the development of procedures to 
ensure strict observance of the rights of shareholders 
and continued high level of the Company’s informa-
tion transparency.

* ir Global rankings (irGr) is an all-inclusive global system for rating ir-sites, annual corporate online reports, financial disclosure procedures, and corporate governance. 
the rankings are based on studies of the public companies/ performance results using the mz consult methods.  mz consult is among the leading consulting agencies 
operating in the investor relations area. irGr partners include KpmG, arnold & porter, the Bank of New York mellon, Bloomberg, corporate asia Network, Barbosa, 
müssnich & aragão, and demarest & almeida.

The Company releases its IAS-compliant financial re-
ports, as well as the governance and sustainable de-
velopment reports. Since 2010, these reports have 
been prepared at the same time, and the entire set 
of reports is released simultaneously. These docu-
ments are posted on the official corporate website so 
as to provide access to data covering all aspects of the 
corporate activities for the stakeholders and general 
public.

The number of free-floating Gazprom Neft shares is 
limited. Nevertheless, the Company keeps expand-
ing its relationships with the investment community 
striving to achieve high transparency levels. High 
quality of the Company’s operations was recognised 
in 2010 when, according to the IR Global Rankings*, 
Gazprom Neft came first in terms of financial disclo-
sure among other global petroleum and gas compa-
nies, and joined the Top 5 European companies with 
the best financial disclosure levels. The rankings sum-
mary report prepared by mz Consult for Gazprom 
Neft mentions high quality of the corporate presen-
tation materials and detailed nature of the reports 
that had been developed at the request of the invest-
ment community. The IRGR experts also mentioned 
the senior managers’ willingness to engage in a dia-
logue with investors and analysts during conference 
calls and the informative nature of the website for the 
investors.

Gazprom Neft held an investor Day on 28 
September, 2010. The Company shared its 
performance results and outlook for future 
development with major investment companies 
and funds. The analysts and investors had an 
opportunity to discuss their concerns with the 
Company’s top executives and visit moscow 
Refinery.
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In 2010, the Company worked to address the sustain-
able development issues that were part of the 2008-
2010 strategic benchmarks. This work was essential 
for further evolution of the Company and resulted in 
building a platform for further massive growth of Gaz-
prom Neft, including staff relations, environmental 
and occupational safety, relations with the regions of 
the Company’s presence and a wide range of stake-
holders. The gradual progress of the Company in these 
areas is shown in page 18.

Effective risk management is a key component of the 
sustainable development management. The Compa-
ny’s risk management efforts seek to provide addition-
al guarantees to achieve the corporate strategic goals 
through early risk detection and prevention and maxi-
mising the effectiveness of risk mitigating measures.

The Company pursues a risk management policy and 
regulates risk management activities. It implements 
integrated risk management system (IRmS), develops 
methodological IRmS papers and identifies risks and 
risk management measures. The risk management 
system reflects comprehensive approach to risks that 
may adversely affect the outcome of operations and 
fulfillment of the Company’s obligations to sharehold-
ers and other stakeholders, including non-financial 
risks, such as legal, environmental, and staff risks. 
Gazprom Neft strives to reduce the likelihood of these 
risks becoming a reality, constantly monitors com-
pliance of its activities with legal and other relevant 
regulations, implements programmes to improve en-
vironmental and occupational safety and staff acqui-
sition procedures, and pursues a balanced policy of 
constructive stakeholder engagement.

management of the sustainable development goals is integrated 
into the corporate and operational management of the Company. 
The Board of Directors and the management Board oversee the 
sustainable development issues. In 2010, the Board of Directors 
approved the corporate development strategy until 2020 that 
stipulates goals in all areas of the Company’s business and ad-
opted a new dividend policy. 

iNTEGRATiON Of SUSTAiNABlE DEvElOPmENT  
PRiNCiPlE iNTO COmPANy PRACTiCES

The Company focused particularly on the social and 
environmental components of its corporate strategy. 
The issues addressed in 2010 by the Board of Direc-
tors include revision of the Code of Ethics, key areas of 
implementation of the occupational and environmen-
tal safety management systems, labour and civil pro-
tection, progress in implementation of the recycling 
programmes and programmes for improving efficien-
cy of the associated petroleum gas utilisation, as well 
as key programmes in the area of corporate sponsor-
ship of socially important programmes. In 2010, the 
management Board examined issues related to staff 
development and effective corporate culture. It also 
approved the principles of corporate regional policy 
and the human resource strategy until 2020.

The Company’s sustainable development goals and 
principles are reflected in its corporate policies and 
regulations. In 2010, the highest governing bodies of 
the Company approved several new corporate stan-
dards in the area of occupational and environmental 
safety, labour and civil protection, and staff relations. 
The human resources development, environmental 
and occupational safety goals are included in the pro-
duction contracts signed with the production units.

These goals are implementation by the appropriate 
functional departments of the Corporate Centre, pro-
duction units and subsidiaries and affiliates.
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STAKEHOlDER ENGAGEmENT

The activities by Gazprom Neft define the scope and diversity of 
its corporate social relations. Its stakeholders* include shareholders 
and investors, business partners, employees, public authorities, 
and local communities. The Company builds relationships with the 
stakeholders based on openness, mutual responsibility and respect. 
The quality of relations with the stakeholders largely determines the 
Company's ability to respond flexibly to changes in macroeconomic 
and market conditions and manage social and environmental risks.

The principles and priorities of stakeholder engagement 
are reflected in corporate documents, such as the Code 
of Conduct, Code of Ethics, as well as in the documents 
governing the Company's activities in certain areas of 
stakeholder engagement.

Gazprom Neft analyses the identities and expectations 
of the stakeholders on an on-going basis and defines 
the agenda and forms of engagement. The Company 
polls its employees on a regular basis. Over 10,000 
respondents participated in a survey in 2010. Such 
surveys allow the Company to understand the structure 

* Stakeholders include social groups and individuals, whose well-being is affected by Company’s operations and who can influence its success, too.

and changes in the information requests coming from 
the staff, identify important issues and address them. 
The study of the practices and issues of engagement 
with the regions, also conducted in 2010, helped to 
clarify the agenda of the dialogue with the government 
and local authorities, public associations, civil society 
agencies, businesses, and local communities.

The Company’s stance regarding its participation in 
the public policy is set forth in the Code of Ethics. The 
Company strictly complies with all the laws governing 
political activities and does not participate in political 
movements or organisations. The Company may 
cooperate with authorities to develop legislation that 
could affect its interests, and reserves the right to state 
its position on any matters affecting its operations, 
including the interests of its employees, customers, 
shareholders or local communities. The Company does 
not prevent its employees from engaging in political 
activities, if they do it outside of working hours and 
without using its resources.
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Principles and main areas of stakeholder engagement

Stakeholders Principles underlying engagement Areas of engagement

Shareholders and 
investors

Responsible fulfilment of obligations.

Good business practices and compliance with 
business ethics.

Transparency and accessibility of information 
needed for making investment decisions.

Increasing the value of the Company’s investment 
appeal.

Improving the quality of corporate governance.

Strengthening the Company’s brand and reputation.

State Legal compliance.

Tax liabilities with regard to the federal and local 
budgets.

Responsible use of labour and natural resources.

Partnership in solving the national and regional 
competitiveness’ issues.

Participation in solving issues related to sustainable 
development of the industry and implementation of 
Russia’s Energy Strategy.

Responsible and efficient use of labour and natural 
resources.

Promoting socio-economic development of the 
regions.

Implementation of innovations.

Personnel Respectful treatment of the employees and their 
rights.

Transparency of personnel policy.

Economic justification and fairness in performance 
evaluation.

Openness to dialogue.

Improving occupational safety; creating conditions for 
career growth and social welfare.

Improvement of financial and non-financial 
motivation.

Social support for workers and retired personnel.

Constructive dialogue with trade unions.

Building an effective corporate culture.

Business partners. 
contractors and 
consumers

mutual responsibility.

Stability and reliability.

Transparent and competitive mechanisms for 
partner selection.

Implementation of programmes designed to improve 
the quality of products and services.

Developing long-term mutually beneficial relations

Local 
communities

Balancing the development strategy and regional 
development priorities.

Constructive engagement with local authorities and 
public in solving socio-economic and environmental 
problems.

Promoting the practice of socio-economic 
agreements with the regions.

Implementation of youth and sports support 
programmes.

Supporting preservation and development of the 
cultural and historical landmarks.

Supporting the indigenous peoples.

Implementation of the environmental activities.

Public Availability and transparency of information 
about Company’s activities in accordance with the 
corporate disclosure policy.

Promoting the dialogue with expert organisations and 
charitable foundations; promoting relations with the 
media.

Relations with expert and community organisations in 
addressing social and environmental issues.
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Gazprom Neft is involved in the work of expert 
organisations* developing approaches for addressing 
issues that are related to the industry’s sustainable 
development. The Company employees together with 
the representatives of the government agencies and 
other major Russian companies are working on such 
issues as rational use of the mineral resources, forming 
a civilised gas market, and regulatory controls.

Approaches to stakeholder engagement based on 
Gazprom Neft’s practices have been used successfully 
at the Company’s foreign-based enterprises. In 2010, 
NIS and the Government of the Serbian Autonomous 
Province of Vojvodina signed a cooperation agreement 
designed to secure sustainable socio-economic 
development of the area.

The mechanisms to establish relations with the 
stakeholders provide effective feedback and allow 
time to identify risks and opportunities to expand and 
improve the Company’s effectiveness.

In some cases, the relations have become regular 
(e.g., meetings of the Union Coordination Council 
or the Corporate forum). Drafting socio-economic 
agreements with Russia’s regions is also done in 
cycles. In other cases, the dialogue has specific 
topics, including discussions about the environmental 
aspects of planned activities and presentation of the 
Company’s new social initiatives.

Relations with business partners, regional 
authorities, trade unions, public and expert 
organisations as part of business contracts, 
agreements and cooperation agreements

Public opinion polls 
within the Company 
and the regions of its 
presence

Negotiations and 
meetings

Public hearings Joint working groups

Hot lines for 
employees and 
consumers

Presentations to 
investors

membership in 
public and expert 
associations

Conferences

A system of corporate 
communication 
channels

Regular surveys 
among employees 
and consumers

Key stakeholder engagement mechanisms

* National Organisation for Expert Analysis of the Subsurface Resources, Russian Gas Society, Association of Petroleum Refining and Petrochemistry, Union of Petroleum 
Exporters, and others.
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Corporate reporting on sustainable development is 
an important tool for promoting dialogue with the 
stakeholders. The Company believes that regular 
releases of sustainable development reports are an 
important part of corporate social responsibility. 
Disclosure of the Company's strategy, its management 
systems, and socially important outcome of its 
activities is a prerequisite for constructive stakeholder 
engagement. Gazprom Neft has been releasing such 
reports since 2007 and makes consistent efforts to 
improve their quality. A working group comprising 
representatives from the Company’s key divisions was 
set up to compile sustainable development reports.

The year 2010 saw continuation of the work to 
introduce the internationally accepted accounting 
principles into the Company's practice of sustainable 
development. When preparing this report, the 
Company used a set of principles and indicators from 
the Guidelines on Sustainable Development Reporting 
of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), version G-3.*  

* for application of the sustainable development accounting principles in this report see Attachment 2. The index of standard reporting components in shown in 
Attachment 3.

The Company works together with the 
non-profit organisations that seek to 
solve acute social problems, including 
healthcare problems. in 2010, Gazprom 
Neft started cooperation with the Give 
life foundation which helps children 
with cancer. 
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REAl-TimE DiAlOGUE

To promote its dialogue with the stakeholders, Gazprom Neft is actively using the latest 
information and communication technologies that can involve a wide range of participants 
in a dialogue, have them promptly respond to raised questions, and analyze the feedback 
materials. Greater use of the corporate electronic communications with investors, business 
partners, employees, and public at large helps bring effective solutions to business problems, 
create a social environment that is conducive to sharing experiences and knowledge, promote 
innovations, and expand professional and social relations.

The expert jury based its decision on such criteria as website content, information 
accessibility, and level of meeting the interests of various website visitors, including 
investors, business partners and consumers. The contest included 67 companies.  

The portal can be used to pose questions to the management, exchange opinions with 
colleagues, participate in discussions of current issues, or use the hotline to report a violation 
of personal rights or corporate ethical or professional standards. The Intranet portal enjoys 
great popularity with the Company employees. The Ask the manager feature is visited by 
over 3,000 employees every month. Discussion of the draft Code of Ethics held from 2 June 
to 28 June, 2010, attracted 5,586 visitors, and over than 70 Company employees actively 
participated in the discussion.

The portal makes it possible to get a real-time snapshot of the employees’ current concerns, 
see what they think about the Company’s progress and read their suggestions on how to 
improve their work and the work of the Company. In addition, the portal serves as a medium 
for informal communication, which helps to transfer knowledge and experience, establish 
social ties and promote shared corporate culture.

investors

Personnel

Gazprom Neft won the 13th annual 
report contest, held by the RTS Stock 
Exchange on a yearly basis, in the 
Best Corporate Website category.

The Company’s intranet portal has gone beyond 
just being an employee information tool and also 
serves as a permanent site for internal corporate 
dialogue. in 2010, the portal was upgraded, 
and its interactive potential increased.
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The official Company website regularly posts information about upcoming competitive 
procurement. Other Internet resources and regional mass media are also used to post 
such information. Any prospective supplier or contractor registered with the Company 
website automatically receives e-mail alerts about the upcoming competitive auctions. 
There are about 3,000 subscribers to such electronic alerts.

JSC Gazprom Neft’s competitive contractor selection system does not establish any 
preferences for any particular supplier or contractor. Any contractor can become the 
business partner of the Company, if it can offer the best commercial terms and the 
items being purchased fully meet the Company-approved qualifications and technical 
requirements. The contractor selection process is conducted pursuant to corporate 
regulations. In 2010, Gazprom Neft was recognised as the industry leader in terms of the 
procurement procedure transparency according to a survey conducted by the Oil and Gas 
Information Agency.

Relations with existing and prospective partners expand beyond the competitive 
procedures. The employees of the Company are presented in the Coordinating Council 
for Oil and Gas industry Products, participate in joint conferences with suppliers, maintain 
the Register of oil and gas contractors, organise seminars and thereby form a civilised 
competitive market environment resulting in more effective procurement practices.

The new website uses white and blue corporate colours, modern graphic design and user-
friendly navigation tools allowing Gazprom Neft customers to get quick and convenient 
up-to-the-minute information about the Company's sales offices and benefits of paying 
with the fuel card. The interactive filling station map can be used to locate any Gazprom 
Neft station in any region. In the future, the website will provide driving directions to each 
station based on proximity and petrol availability. The savings calculator helps make on-
line calculations of discounts and promotions. The my Account feature provides detailed 
information about the date, location and time of each refuelling, fuel type used and 
amount spent. It can also show the fuel card balance. The website provides a feedback 
feature, too. The visitors can ask experts a question and leave their comments.

Suppliers

Consumers

Gazprom Neft has developed a 
transparent system of cooperation 
with contractors and suppliers. 

A new Gazprom Neft website for corporate 
customers went online in January  
(.gpncard.ru).
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Corporate 
“Siberian Oil” 
magazine

Press releases
mailing lists

Official 
corporate 
website

Corporate 
reporting

Conferences 
and round table 
discussions
Press tours

Contests and 
exhibitions

Presentation 
events and 
materials

Participation in public and 
parliamentary hearings, joint 
committees, etc.

Public events Blogs and 
forums

Newsletters 
and 
information 
materials

The promotion of corporate communications is designed to sup-
port the Company's strategy. Timely notification of the employ-
ees, business and social partners, and the general public about 
the goals and outcome of the Company’s operations is a prereq-
uisite for establishing trust between the Company and its stake-
holders that is needed for building a constructive dialogue and 
cooperation. The benchmarks for corporate communications 
expansion are set forth in the intra-corporate communications 
development strategy for the period until 2015 and the long-
term policy by JSC Gazprom Neft in the area of external com-
munications for 2010-2020.

Key Company’s objectives in the area of 2010 external 
communications included information support of 
the Company’s regions of operations and promotion 
of its retail brand. The Company particularly focused 
on promotion of public and media relations services 
at subsidiaries and affiliates and introduction of the 
uniform standards based on the performance results. 
The Company uses a wide set of communications tools 
to get in touch with the outside audiences and learn 
more about their information needs.

CORPORATE COmmUNiCATiONS

Tools used for communication with the 
Company’s outside audiences

ExTERNAl CORPORATE COmmUNiCATiONS

In 2010, the Company implemented a number of proj-
ects designed to improve the efficiency of the corpo-
rate communications governance: public relations by 
subsidiaries and affiliates and corporate communica-
tions management system was put in place and several 
teaching seminars and trainings were conducted.

JSC Gazprom Neft's long-term external communica-
tions policy is tied in with its long-term development 
strategy, and sets common benchmarks for external 
communication and information activities of all divi-
sions and subsidiaries. In accordance with this policy, 
the Company conducts ongoing analysis of informa-
tion requests by the stakeholders, develops feedback 
and direct dialogue channels, and assesses the external 
communications’ effectiveness.

Content Next chapterPrevious chapter
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In 2010, Gazprom Neft continued to develop a diver-
sified set of intra-corporate communications channels:

• The Company initiated a newsletter designed to 
provide prompt and full information about major 
corporate events to subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ em-
ployees. The newsletter is released at least once a 
week to subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ public relations 
services, which then distribute it among the em-
ployees using the information stands. Presentations 
about significant events are broadcast via TV panels 
and are also used to keep the Company employees’ 
updated on current issues.

• The scope of subjects covered by the Company’s 
“Neftegazeta” was expanded in the wake of the in-
formation requests’ studies. The newspaper now 
covers innovative practices and goals, career develop-
ment, and support for young professionals. Together 
with the Department of Human Resources the edito-
rial staff prepared a series of materials on labour law 
and materials covering the reserve personnel arrange-
ments. The paper carries more Company employees’ 
opinions and comments and uses the services of free-
lance writers. The newspaper distribution system was 
improved, and the newspaper switched to full-colour 
printing in 2010 making it more eye-catching.

iNTRA-CORPORATE COmmUNiCATiONS

Intra-corporate communications development strategy: 
going from tools to results

2008-2010 2010-2012 2012-2015

Developing 

intra-corporate 

communications 

channels

Content development, high-quality content of the intra-corporate 

communications channels with due account taken of the Company’s 

strategic priorities and audiences’ information needs

Wide use of modern 

communications 

technologies

Fine adjustment of the 

internal communications 

systems for addressing 

business goals, 

performance evaluation 

based on criteria that 

include work results 
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• A system of “short-feedback” was put in place, 
including special mailboxes for questions to the 
management and Ask the manager feature on the 
Intranet portal.

• The content and design of the corporate newspa-
pers “Sibirsky Neftianik” and “Nashe Delo” pub-
lished by subsidiaries and affiliates was also im-
proved.

The internal corporate communications cover in detail 
the meetings between employees and management, 
corporate events, and new employee adaptation pro-
grammes. A study of socio-psychological climate con-
ducted among the Company employees in 2010 re-
vealed their keen awareness of the current corporate 
development issues.

The Company’s charity programmes are conducted by the 
corporate centre under the regional cooperation agreements. 
Preservation and development of Russia's cultural heritage is 
among their priorities. The support of the Russian Geographic 
Society was the most significant corporate project in 2010. 
it should become a platform for discussion of current issues 
involved in preservation and expansion of the geographical 
knowledge, knowledge about the natural resources and Russia’s 
ethnic and cultural heritage. 
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Gazprom Neft ads placed during football 
matches with the participation of zenit 
football team, Avangard hockey club, 
and the Serbian Crvena zvezda football 
club underscores the Company’s 
dynamism and focus on leadership. 

Promotion and strengthening of the corporate brand 
remained an important corporate communications goal 
in 2010. The image of Gazprom Neft as a fast growing, 
highly efficient and socially responsible company sets 
the tone for the emotional and content-related unity 
of the corporate communications. Publicity campaigns 
in the media and outdoor advertising were used to this 
end and accompanied the filling station network ex-
pansion, G-Energy oil marketing, and brand promotion 
with the support of the leading sports clubs.
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Developing an integrated risk management system.

Developing an integrated management system in 
industrial and environmental safety, labour and civil 
protection.

Improving the efficiency and quality of personnel 
management through improved business processes 
and information system implementation.

 

Continued practice of the corporate-wide forums.

Developing relations with labour unions, including 
through JSC Gazprom Neft’s Coordination Council for 
Work with Trade Unions and Work Collectives.

Developing the intra-corporate media content and 
formats.

Expanding cooperation with Russia’s regions 
pursuant to agreements for economic and social 
cooperation.

Promoting relations with expert and public 
organisations.

Promoting cooperation with charitable organisations 
in order to systematise and improve the corporate 
charity effectiveness.

 

Promoting dialogue with 
internal and external 
stakeholders under 
existing cooperation 
agreements 

Developing the 
sustainable 
development 
management systems 
and structures

Directions for the future: 2011–2013
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Gradual increase in the scope of applying the 
Guidelines for Sustainable Development Reporting of 
the Global Reporting Initiative.

Using international industry standards for disclosures 
in the area of sustainable development.

facilitating external certification of the corporate 
sustainable development reports.

introduction of 
international 
accounting 
standards in the 
area of sustainable 
development
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In 2010, Gazprom Neft secured a steady increase in key financial and production 

indicators and exceeded the planned figures across all areas of operation. The 

Company is consistently building a solid foundation in order to attain its strategic 

goals. Gazprom Neft boosts the petroleum production efficiency using the state-of-

the-art technologies, upgrades its refineries, comes up with new consumer products 

and expands its sales network. The Company is aggressively expanding its presence 

on the global petroleum and gas market. By attaining new strategic horizons, the 

Company fulfills its obligations to the shareholders and makes its contribution to 

Russia’s national and regional economy. The Company is one of Russia’s largest 

suppliers of fuel and refined products, an employer and a taxpayer, a dependable 

business partner for suppliers and consumers. 

ECONOmiC ACTiviTy: 
SUSTAINABILITY AND 
DEVELOPMENT3
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In 2010, the Company made significant progress in 
achieving its planned strategic goals. The Company’s 
PRmS proven reserves increased by 5.1 mn TPE 
in 2010, and the reserves recovery rate exceeded 
110 %. Petroleum production increased by 4.8 % as 
compared with the previous year, and the commercial 
gas production was up 26.1 %. The output of refined 
products grew by 13 %. The marketing business was 
expanding strongly. The premium segment sales rose 
by 18 %. The amount of petroleum products sold on 

the domestic market climbed by 17.8 % in 2010. 
A filling station chain in Kazakhstan was acquired; 
existing Russian-based filling stations were renovated 
and the new ones built. The total number of filling 
stations went up 3.2 % in 2010.

The Company added new major projects to its portfolio. 
The modernisation programme designed to propel the 
Company’s refineries to the international level brought 
its first results. In 2010, the new G-family brand 
engine oil was introduced to the Russian and global 
markets, including over 40 types of modern engine 
oils for the consumer and commercial markets.

In 2010, Gazprom Neft continued to strengthen its 
vertical integration, which was instrumental in moving 
the Company up to the leading industry positions 
in terms of operational effectiveness and return on 
equity.

The macroeconomic situation somewhat stabilised in 2010, 
which showed in Gazprom Neft’s financial results. However, the 
Company’s effective work played the key role in inducing positive 
changes in the financial indicators; namely, it increased production, 
improved quality of the product basket and implemented cost-
cutting measures. Successful operations coupled with favourable 
situation on the global markets in 2010 provided a solid financial 
basis for the Company and set it on the path towards meeting its 
strategic goals.

KEy PRODUCTiON  
AND fiNANCiAl PERfORmANCE RESUlTS:  
STEADy GROWTH DyNAmiCS 

Key Financial Indicators 

2008 2009 2010 2010/2009

Sales revenue, mn uSd 33,870 24,166 32,772 36 %

eBitda, mn uSd 8,610 5,977 7,226 21 %

operating income, mn uSd 6,249 3,429 4,658 36 %

income before tax, mn uSd 6,161 3,897 4,277 10 %

Net income, mn uSd 4,658 2,685 3,346 25 %

Net cash from operating activities, mn uSd 5,483 3,475 5,392 55 %

investments, mn uSd 3,399 4,889 4,925 1 %

dividends paid mn uSd 792 937 728 –22 %

Net financial debt, mn uSd 1,312 5,014 5,246 5 %

average capital employed, mn uSd 14,245 19,542 24,858 27 %

average shareholders’ equity, mn uSd 12,268 16,379 19,728 20 %

price per share at year-end, uSd rtS 2.05 5.55 4.19 –25 %

price per share at year-end, ruB. micex 62.67 163.46 128.27 –22 %
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2008 2009 2010

Taxes paid to the budgets of all levels, 
incluide: 5,326 3,141 4,636

YNAD 196 126 164

KhmAD 58 60 109

Omsk region 125 107 149

Tomsk region 9 11 15

Tyumen region 202 134 58

Payments to state budget*, mn USD

Gazprom Neft performs in full its obligations to the state. The company is a major and responsible taxpayer.

Export duties paid, mn USD

2008 2009 2010

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

0

7,488

5,905

3,941

* Excluding insurance fees, including VAT refund relating to JSC Gazprom Neft.

Source: 
Company 
data

Key production indicators 2008 2009 2010 2010/2009

proven reserves

of oil, mn bbl 6,303 6,924 6,441 –7 %

of gas, bn ft3 3,033 3,231 6,511 102 %

Hydrocarbons, mn Boe 6,808 7,462 7,526 1 %

crude oil production by consolidated subsidiaries, mln bbl 229 225 230 2 %

crude production including share in equity investees, mln bbl 343 349 366 5 %

marketable gas production by consolidated subsidiaries, bn m³ 1.9 2.1 3.1 47 %

marketable gas production including share in equity investees (Slavneft and 
tomskneft), bn m³ 3.1 3.2 4.0 26 %

marketable hydrocarbon production, thousand Boe per day 987 1,008 1,067 6 %

oil refining

at own refineries, mln t 18.4 26.6 30.8 16 %

at equity oil refineries, mln t 10.0 6.8 7.2 5 %

crude exports, mln t

Non-ciS countries 16.3 15.6 15.9 2 %

ciS countries 3.3 3.3 3.0 –9 %

Sales of

crude oil in russian federation, mln t 0.9 0.5 0.01 –97 %

Gas, bn m³ 3.7 3.7 5.2 41 %

petroleum product exports to international market, mln t

Non-ciS countries 11.4 13.7 14.9 9 %

ciS countries 1.8 1.9 1.7 –11 %

petroleum product sales in russian federation, mln t 15.6 17.4 20.5 18 %

Number of active filling stations (own, leased and franchise) 865 1,546 1,596 3 %
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304 mn USD previous year. The Company allocates 
significant funds to expanding its assets in Serbia (NIS 
enterprise).

Projects aimed at achieving the Gazprom Neft’s strategic goals 
are being implemented across all business areas. The Company 
is building a base for large-scale growth, investing in expansion 
of the resource base, increasing productivity of existing assets, 
improving the quality and depth of petroleum refining and 
expanding its sales and marketing effort. 

Gazprom Neft seeks to fulfill its obligations 
owed to the government in full and 
cooperate with the government agencies 
on industry-specific issues. in 2010, the 
Company’s employees together with the 
government agencies and other major 
Russian companies drafted documents 
that are extremely important for the 
purposes of sustainable expansion of the 
Company’s business and development 
of the Russian regions where the 
Company conducts its business, as well 
as for the power engineering market. in 
2010, JSC Gazprom Neft together with 
the government authorities and other 
petroleum companies was actively 
improving the industry’s taxation system 
in order to encourage the development of 
new production projects and enhancing 
the refining depth and quality of the 
petroleum products. A great deal of work 
was done in conjunction with the federal 
Antimonopoly Service in order to provide 
clear definition of the rules governing 
operation of the Russian petroleum 
product market.

BUSiNESS STRATEGy imPlEmENTATiON

The ambitious plans for business expansion across all 
business areas call for large amounts of investment. 
The total amount of investment stood at 4.9 bn USD 
in 2010. A series of major projects were implemented 
in 2010 to acquire shares/stocks of the companies. 
The largest among them were the acquisition of an 
interest in the SeverEnergiya LLC authorised capital, 
consolidation of the Sibir Energy shares and buying 
45.3 % of interest in OJSC Gazprom Neft – Novosibirsk. 
The total amount of investment into acquisitions was 
1.6 bn USD.

JSC Gazprom Neft’s capital investment in maintaining 
and boosting the efficiency of its conventional assets 
amounted to 3.3 bn USD in 2010, which is 27 % up 
as compared with 2009. The capital investment in 
petroleum production grew by 17.6 % to 2.4 bn USD. 
The refining business received 414 mn USD , which is 
35.3 % more than in 2009. Investment in petroleum 
products’ sales was up 69 % as compared with 
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The increased hydrocarbon production in 2010 came 
as a result of systemic work conducted with an eye 
towards boosting the productivity of existing fields 
and expanding the Company’s resource base through 
acquisition of the new ones.

The prospecting and exploratory drilling and 
supplementary exploration conducted by the Group 
resulted in opening of the Severo-Vakynayskoye field 
and 17 new reservoirs at Vyngayakhskoye, Vyngapur, 
Ety-Pur, Novogodny, and Tympuchikanskoye fields. 
The expanded development drilling programme made 
it possible to commission 746 new operational wells in 
2010*, which is 79 wells more than in 2009.

High performance results shown by the existing assets 
were secured through streamlined field development; 
project support using geological/hydrodynamic 
simulation; introduction of comprehensive plans for 
field development; and introduction of new equipment 
and technology. The cost-cutting programme 
implementation, greater use of the associated gas and 
better infrastructure management have all significantly 
boosted the efficiency of operations. Well efficiency at 
Gazprom Neft is one of the highest in the industry**.

The Company consistently expands its resource 
base through establishing new production centres, 
including in the promising petroleum-and-gas area on 
the Yamal peninsula, and through building a portfolio 
of the international assets. The Company develops 
competences needed for field development in the 
far North and beyond the Arctic Circle. In doing so, 
Gazprom Neft sets new goals for rational subsurface 
use in the established production areas with depleted 
resource base.

The Company carries out a programme to improve the 
associated gas utilisation ratio designed to mitigate 
the environmental risks and boost earnings for sales 
of additional amounts of the associated gas and its 
products.

PETROlEUm AND GAS ExPlORATiON AND PRODUCTiON

 * Not including the affiliates.
** Data by the Central Control Department of the fuel and Energy Complex.

Oil and gas condensate production  
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Gazprom Neft Khantos, the Company’s 
production subsidiary, greatly increased 
its output in 2010. The Gazprom Neft-
Khantos’ production amounted to 
9.8 mn tonnes in 2010, or 14.9 % more 
than in 2009 and 5 % over the planned 
2010 figures. The enterprise conducted 
514 geological and engineering 
operations boosting the production by 
another 2.08 mn tonnes of petroleum. 
The Company owes its high production 
numbers to increased well efficiency, 
greater upstream daily output at the 
zimny field, and over-fulfillment of the 
plan for commissioning new wells by 41% 
(396 wells have been commissioned). 
in addition to that, 1,328,200 metres 
were drilled under the development 
drilling programme, which is 64 % over 
the planned figure. The enterprise has 
commissioned a production complex to 
diagnose and repair the oil well tubing 
and an acceptance transfer unit.
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REfiNiNG, mARKETiNG AND SAlES

Structure of petroleum product production  
by Gazprom Neft Group, mn t

The commissioning of izomalk-2 at 
Omsk Refinery came as the top event of 
2010 in the refining business. izomalk-2 
is Russia’s and Europe’s largest light 
naphta isomerisation plant and also 
the third largest such plant in the 
world. The plant’s capacity is 800,000 
tonnes per year. The plant makes 
high-octane motor fuel component – 
isomerisate – used in the motor 
petroleum production. The isomerisate 
presence in motor fuel improves the 
motor performance and significantly 
cuts the hazardous substance content 
in exhaust gas, since this component 
does not contain sulphurous, olefinic or 
aromatic hydrocarbons.

In 2010, the Company continued to share its leading 
market position in terms of increased volumetric gain 
of petroleum refining with other Russian petroleum 
companies. Gazprom Neft set a refinery crude run 
record in 2010 and the increase in volumes was noted 
at all refineries operated by the Company.

As the refineries are upgraded, the environmental 
characteristics improve, the conversion rate gets 
deeper, and the output and product range expand. In 
2010, the production of motor petrol grew by 9.4 %, 
while the production of high-octane petrol was up 
12.7 %. The production of high-grade kerosene 
increased by 15.2 %, and diesel fuel production was 
up 15.4 %. Gazprom Neft joined the three top Russian 
bitumen producers and marketers, with a 33.8 % 
increase in production and sales. In late 2010, pilot 
sales of the new G-Drive high-octane fuel began in 
Russia’s Northeastern region.

The sales companies operated by Gazprom Neft 
engage in wholesale petroleum product sales and 
retail sales at the petrol filling stations. The sales of 
petroleum derivatives on the domestic market were 
up 17 % at 20.54 mn tonnes in 2010 as compared 
with 2009. In 2010, the number of functioning filling 
stations operated by the Company’s sales subsidiaries 
was up 50 to a total of 1,596. The average petroleum 
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products sales by each station rose by 11 % to 10.1 
tonnes per day. In 2010, the petroleum station sales 
in Russia increased by 18 % to a total of 3,05 tonnes. 
The CIS sales amounted to 1.74 mn tonnes.  

The filling station chain rebranding effort is nearing 
completion. Already 950 stations in Russia, Tajikistan, 
Kyrgyzstan and Belarus operate under a new brand. 
On 1 November, 2010, Gazprom Neft lаunched the 
next phase of a large-scale advertisement campaign 
for Gazprom Neft’s retail brand of petroleum filling 
stations.

High service level at filling stations is among the priority 
issues pursued by Gazprom Neft’s retail network. The 
expansion of the filling stations network called for 
innovative solutions that would help the staff maintain 
the service quality consistent with the Gazprom 
Neft brand requirements. In 2010, the Company 
introduced mobile teams that regularly monitor the 
service quality and organise training for the filling 
stations’ staff. The Company’s sales companies run 
regular customer satisfaction surveys.
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The premium product segments, such as into-plane 
fueling, bunkering, and production and sales of oils 
and lubricants, continued to expand strongly. The 
premium sales of petroleum products were up as 
compared with 2009: The jet fuel sales rose by 19 %, 
bunker fuel sales increased by 17 %, and packaged oil 
sales grew by 29 %. In 2010, the Company retained 
its lead in the jet fuel retail sales among the chain 
companies and ranked second in kerosene supplies 
on Russia’s domestic market. Gazprom Neft also leads 
on the Russian bunker market. Gazprom Neft marine 
Bunker, a subsidiary, enjoys a vast geographical 
presence and supplies fuel to ship owners at all key 
Russian sea and river ports.

Gazprom Neft is active in trading petroleum products 
on the corporate electronic trading platform providing 
the buyers an opportunity to discover prices in a free 
and open competitive bidding environment.
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in 2010, Gazprom Neft launched 
a customer loyalty enhancement 
programme named “We’re Going the 
Same Way”. This is a bonus programme 
based on deferred discounts. Whenever 
programme participants buy goods or 
services at a Company’s filling station, 
they get a discount which is credited to 
their cards as bonus points. The owner 
can redeem the accumulated bonus 
points to buy goods or services available 
at the Company’s filling stations in any 
Russian region.
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In 2010, the Company supplied petroleum and 
petroleum products to the global market through 
its Gazprom Neft Trading GmbH subsidiary. The 
petroleum was exported through the sea ports of 
Novorossiysk and Tuapse on the Black Sea and the port 
of Primorsk on the Baltic Sea. The exports were also 
conducted through the Druzhba pipeline. In 2010, 
petroleum exports amounted to 15.94 mn tonnes.

CJSC Gazprom Neft-lubricants is a vertically integrated petroleum 
company with production assets located in Omsk, Western Siberia, 
yaroslavl, European Russia and Bari, italy. in 2010, the Company produced 
and sold over 434,000 tonnes of products. The product range includes 
over 200 oils. in 2010, the new G-family brand engine oil was introduced 
to the Russian and global markets, including over 40 types of modern 
engine oils for the consumer and commercial markets. The G-family oils 
are produced at the Gazprom Neft-owned lubricants italia S.p.A. plant in 
Bari, italy. This is a high-tech operation with the production capacity of 
30,000 tonnes of oil and 6,000 tonnes of paste lubricants per year. 
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Gazprom Neft-Aero sells aviation kerosene through its subsidiaries 
based in moscow, St. Petersburg, Novosibirsk, murmansk, Tomsk, 
Bryansk, other Russian cities and Central Asia. The Company 
refuels aircraft operated by the Russian airlines at the airports in 
the Southeast Asia, Europe, Africa and latin America. in 2010, one 
of the Gazprom Neft’s subsidiaries opened for refueling aircraft 
at the airports based in Turkey, China, Jordan, Norway, india and 
Cyprus. The refueling complex at the Novosibirsk airport is a venue 
for the jet fuel supply training seminars conducted by iATA. A 
refueling complex is now being built at the Sheremetyevo airport.
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The Gazprom Neft development strategy projects the 
annual production growth up to 100 mn TPE in 2020. 
The Company believes this goal can be achieved 
through maximising the efficiency of operation at 
existing fields and implementing major production 
projects, as well as developing new fields in Russia and 
abroad.  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Orenburg project

Novoport project

Messoyakha project

Sever Energy project

The year 2010 was full of events that defined the 
Company’s long-term business expansion. Gazprom 
Neft assumed management over Gazprom’s 
Vostochno-Orenburg field development and will 
shortly become its owner. In conjunction with 
NOVATEK Company, Gazprom Neft acquired a 51% 
interest in SeverEnergiya. This acquisition will come as 
another step in developing the strategically important 

GROWTH AND PRODUCTiviTy:  
STRATEGiC PROJECTS imPlEmENTATiON 

Petroleum ProDuction strategic Potential: NEW mAJOR PROJECTS
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•

•
•

•
region in the north of the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous 
District, where the Company plans to implement major 
projects at the messoyakha group of fields (together 
with TNK-BP) and the Novoport field. The Yamal 
cluster accounts for over 80 % of the total production 
by newly commissioned assets and over 30 % of 
the projected production by Gazprom Neft in 2020. 
Once commissioned, these projects will significantly 
boost the crude hydrocarbon production and enable 
JSC Gazprom Neft to develop the competences for 
field exploitation in the far North and beyond the 
Arctic Circle, competences for sea transportation of 
petroleum, and establish an effective petroleum and 
gas transportation infrastructure.

Equator project

Badra project

Cuba project

Junin-6 project

The foreign-based projects expanded greatly. In 
late 2010, the results of the first auctions held in 
Iraq became known, and Gazprom Neft began its 
operations in the middle East. The Company continues 
to accumulate the shelf operation experience: Gazprom 
Neft is now part of a project based on production 
sharing agreement currently being explored on the 
Equatorial Guinea shelf. Late in 2010, the Company 
bought an interest in an exploration project on the 
Cuban shelf. Gazprom Neft became a consortium’s 
leading company in a major foreign project to develop 
the Junin-6 field in Venezuela.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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in July 2010, a time capsule was buried at the construction 
site of the moscow Refinery’s light naphtha isomerisation 
plant. This was a starting point for the large-scale moscow 
Refinery modernisation programme scheduled to run 
up until 2020. This programme includes the renovation 
of existing and construction of new refining capacities, 
improving safety of the operating processes, and 
implementation of environmental projects at the refinery. 
Overall, more than 56 bn rubles will be invested in the 
refinery modernisation programme. The light naphtha 
isomerisation plant will produce the component of 
automobile petrol with an octane rating of up to 90.5. The 
plant is planned for commissioning in 2012 and its capacity 
will total 650,000 tonnes per year.

* Technical regulations «Requirements for motor and aviation petroleum, diesel and marine fuels, jet fuel and fuel oil”, adopted by Resolution No. 118 of the Russian 
government on 27 february, 2008.

refinery uPgraDes: fOCUS ON PRODUCTiviTy AND qUAliTy

Gazprom Neft leads other Russian companies in 
terms of petroleum processing growth rates. The 
programme involving the renovation of production 
assets and retrofitting and building of the new plants 
that began in 2009 is designed to propel the Company 
to a whole new level. The programme is implemented 
across of the Company’s refineries making it possible 
for Gazprom Neft to expand the output in compliance 
with Class 4 and 5 technical regulations*, increase 
petroleum refinery depth and boost the share of light 
petroleum products. The modernisation effort should 
ensure the refineries’ technical compatibility with the 
international standards, including environmental and 
occupational safety standards. In 2010, the Company 
made sizable progress towards achieving its strategic 
petroleum refining goals when the Omsk Refinery’s 
light naphta isomerisation plant “Izomalk-2” was 
commissioned and a number of other projects 
implemented at the Gazprom Neft-run enterprises. 

The modernisation programmes go beyond the 
technological improvements and include the 
introduction of the latest managerial solutions 
promoting leadership and effectiveness. In 2010, 
all Russian refineries launched the operational 
improvement programmes based on the best 
international practices. The programmes focus 
on improvement of the organisational structure, 
introduction of lean production methods and raising 
productivity. Operational safety and environmental 
protection stand high in the modernisation 
programmes. They audit the operational and 
environmental safety, labour safety and civil protection, 
and production and environmental control measures 
at the refineries. They have also developed the concept 
and drafts for technical regulations governing safe 
refining methods. 
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Implementation of Gazprom Neft  
refinery upgrade programme in 2010

Omsk Refinery 
commissioned 
izomalk-2 plant. 
The cat-cracked 
petroleum and diesel 
fuel hydrotreating 
plants are under 
construction.

A light naphta 
isomerisation 
plant and cat-
cracked petroleum 
hydrotreating 
plant are under 
construction at the 
moscow Refinery; 
the diesel fuel 
hydrotreating plant is 
under renovation.

An ElOU-AT-4 
crude petroleum 
distillation facility 
was commissioned 
at the yaroslav nefte-
orgsintez (yANOS) 
plant. A petroleum 
isomerisation 
unit and a cat-
cracked petroleum 
hydrotreatment 
unit are under 
construction.

The construction 
of a hydrocracking 
and hydrotreatment 
facility at Refinery 
No. 5 in Pancevo, 
Serbia, has begun.

The consumers and experts have on many occasions 
praised high quality of the Gazprom Neft refineries’ 
products in 2010. 

• On 16 february, 2010, the annual board meeting 
of the federal Agency for Technical Regulation and 
metrology awarded the Quality Leader status to 
the Omsk Refinery in the category “Industrial and 
Technology Products.” Over the last eight years, 
various products made by Omsk Refinery were 
awardees and award winners at the All-Russian 
Contest “Russia’s Best 100 Products.” In 2010, the 
awardee diplomas went to nonleaded “Super Euro-
98” petrol and motor propane-grade liquefied 
petroleum gas for motor vehicles. Six other products 
received contest awards.

• In 2010, two products by Slavneft-YANOS became 
winners in Russia’s Best 100 Products contest in the 
Industrial and Technology Products category. The 
grade C, type III Euro diesel fuel won the Quality 
Leader award. The viscous construction bitumen 

“Euro BV 50/70”, type II, won an award and 
received a Novelty of the Year status. The share of 
the environmentally safe Euro diesel fuel accounts 
for over 50 % of the YANOS’s total output and 
most of it is exported to Europe. The “Euro BV 
50/70” bitumen is designed for use as bonding 
material for production of road concrete mixes 
and has successfully passed the quality test at the 
specialised labs in Bulgaria and finland.

• The NISOTEC oils and technical fluids made by 
NIS received two golden and one silver medal for 
their outstanding quality at the 77th international 
exhibition at Novy Sad, Serbia. NIS never stops 
to improve its products’ quality. The leading 
international automakers, such as merсedes Benz, 
Volvo and Volkswagen participate in testing the oils 
and lubricants manufactured by NIS. 
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iNNOvATiON vECTOR

The focus on expansion of the innovative activity stems from Gaz-
prom Neft’s strategic goals. The Company plans to keep boosting 
the annual petroleum production by 6 %-7 % annually. These 
ambitious growth plans can be sustained only through significant 
gains in petroleum exploration and production efficiency. The 
Company also has to deal with the depleted resource base, which 
raises the issue of enhanced oil recovery. Gazprom Neft is active in 
the regions with extremely low temperatures and complex geo-
logical conditions, which secures high demand for engineering 
designs that would help assess the reserves, cut geological risks 
and improve accuracy in identifying promising fields. The demand 
for effective technological solutions capable of boosting oil pro-
duction and oil recovery is also high.

trends, the Company implements the refinery moderni-
sation programmes to ensure better product quality and 
production efficiency, and its ability to launch new com-
petitive products on the market. The Company-owned 
enterprises implement the latest international engi-
neering designs and Russian innovative techniques for 
isomerisation of light gasoline fractions and manufac-
turing of highly efficient catalysts for catalytic cracking. 
The introduction of modern information and communi-
cation technologies in the customer relations manage-
ment allows the Company to expand its customer base 
and increase customer loyalty.

Gazprom Neft is actively developing and implement-
ing innovative technologies throughout its areas of 
business in order to achieve production and econom-
ic efficiency and increase industrial and environmen-
tal safety.

Chain of innovations:  
going from demand  
to results Economic efficiency, high level of occupational and 

environmental safety, customer satisfaction

innovatives designs, 
production facility upgrading

Petroleum refining
increased demand for high-grade fuel and compliance with 
technical regulations for improved fuel quality;

alignment of duties on dark and light petroleum products, 
as well as the new ones,

improving the technology, overcoming the dependence on 
foreign technologies and catalysts

cutting production costs,

design and manufacture  
of new technologies, products  
and services

improving occupational  
and environmental safety

marketing
fast increase in sales amid intense  
competition

improving performance and service quality

introduction of information technologies  
in customer relations management, 
promotion of marketing technologies

improving occupational and environmental 
safety

Exploration and production
boosting petroleum production efficiency using 
depleted resources at the established fields; 

developing new areas in Yamal and Western Siberia;  
accessing offshore fields, including the Pechora, Kara, 
and Barents Seas; 

implementing foreign-based projects; 

obtaining competencies in the area of non-conventional 
hydrocarbon sources, such as bitumens,  bituminous 
sands , bituminous  shales, and high-viscosity petroleum

enhancing the occupational and environmental safety

The innovation goals in refining and marketing are de-
termined by the need to improve the Company’s com-
petitiveness in provision of products and services to the 
domestic and foreign markets. mindful of the market 
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The growing demand for research and development 
designs and projects calls for a purposeful develop-
ment of the Company’s innovative capacity. Gazprom 
Neft assesses its current technological level against 
the industry’s best practices. The Company defined its 
vision of new technologies, products and services. A 
great deal of attention is paid to developing corporate 
infrastructure for research and development, estab-
lishing a system of lifelong learning and knowledge 
management, collaborating with Russian and foreign 
scientific and technological centres.

The Company has established a corporate research 
and production centre for exploration, project de-
signing, monitoring and production of petroleum 
and gas – Gazprom Neft – NTTS research and design 
centre* that employs highly trained scientists and tech-

nologists. R&D centre provides full range of design, 
analytical and operational support to upstream op-
erations, including surface facilities, as well as a wide 
range of research and development designs for oil and 
gas exploration, development and production. The re-
search results boost the efficiency of the field and min-
eral resource base development, cut downtime and 
reduce financial costs.

The amount allocated for R&D in these areas totaled 
271.1 mn RUB in 2010. (118 % as compared with 
2009). The expected return on implementation of the 
R&D projects is triple the investment amount.

The development and implementation of the innova-
tions call for a developed information technology in-
frastructure. The Company’s information technology 

Exploration

Developing rational 
geological and geophysical 
studies, improving reserve 
assessment methods, 
reducing the geological 
risks and improving the 
accuracy in pinpointing 
promising fields.
 

Production

Boosting oil production 
and oil recovery, 
developing energy efficient 
oil and gas production 
techniques.

Refining

Introducing innovative 
domestic techniques for 
light gasoline fractions 
isomerisation. Production 
of highly efficient catalysts 
for catalytic cracking 
purposes.

marketing

Introducing information 
technologies in customer 
relations management, 
developing marketing 
technologies.

* Gazprom Neft R&D Centre is the Company’s subsidiary established in 2007 at the Company’s Research and Analytical Department.

innovations anD new technology imPlementation: 
PRiORiTy AREAS

Gazprom Neft – NTTS LLC R&D centre’s scientific and technological development work in 2010.

Area Amount of work, mn rubles 2010/2009, %

Geological prospecting and exploration 947.6 136 %

Project design and monitoring 628.1 120 %

Design and survey works 291.7 266 %

Engineering and technical operations 492.8 170 % 
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strategy is designed to achieve the level of the world 
leaders in 2020. Gazprom Neft has set up a solid 
foundation to achieve this goal and completed the 
formation of the Company’s IT department and in-
troduced basic business support applications. This will 
serve as a basis to address higher-level issues, such as 
implementation of development projects and trans-
formation of business processes based on information 
technologies.

Gazprom Neft and BASf conducted a joint 
seminar on promoting cooperation between 
the companies. The seminar addressed a wide 
range of issues concerning the implementation 
of innovative solutions by BASf at Gazprom 
Neft refineries. in particular, the seminar par-
ticipants discussed the production of high-
quality motor fuels, the use of additives, and 
issues involved in developing a Gazprom Neft 
fuel brand. The seminar was held as part of the 
joint action plan to develop mutually beneficial 
cooperation in the area of chemistry between 
Gazprom and BASf.

Gazprom Neft works together with the Russian scien-
tific and educational institutions, such as Gubkin Oil 
and Gas University and Tiumen State University, as 
well as innovative businesses, to solve problems that 
call for innovative approaches.

Gazprom Neft develops technological coopera-
tion with foreign partners, too. In 2010, a technol-
ogy centre was established at the moscow Refinery 
in collaboration with Yokogawa, one of the world’s 
leaders in industrial automation. The centre will be 
used to teach the automated process control system 
engineers at the moscow Refinery to operate new 
equipment and develop software for the Japanese 
company. Plans are in place to create refinery plant 
simulators for training purposes. This work is done 
under the project designed to improve operational 
efficiency, process monitoring and minimise the like-
lihood of accidents.

One of the key prerequisites for successful innovation 
includes a well-established professional communica-
tions environment. Gazprom Neft focuses greatly on 
expanding the opportunities to share knowledge and 
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experience both within the Company and within the 
industry. In 2010, Gazprom Neft – NTTS R&D centre 
hosted the first International Research and Practice 
Conference called “Innovative Technologies.” The par-
ticipants included leading domestic and foreign re-
search centres and major oil and gas and oil field ser-
vices companies. The Plekhanov mining Institute in St. 
Petersburg, Gubkin Oil and Gas State University, Kazan 
(Volga) federal University, Krylov Oil Research Insti-
tute, TatNIPIneft R&D Institute, TomskNIPIneft R&D 
Institute, and UfaNIPIneft R&D Institute, as well as 

Schlumberger, Baker Hughes, and Weatherford-Poly-
technic companies presented their designs. The four 
theme session discussions were attended by 168 pro-
fessionals who presented over 100 scientific reports.

The Tiumen State University scientists have developed an innovative 
technology in environmental management, which will make the production 
almost waste-free. Gazprom Neft-Noyabrskneftegaz was chosen as a 
platform for implementing the pilot project. The project was supported by 
the Russian government. The project will be used to create a mobile plant to 
process all types of waste, including the petroleum-contaminated soil, which, 
after special treatment, can be reused for field construction; petroleum 
separated during refining, which, after chemical treatment, can be sent to 
a petroleum treatment system; utility water that can be injected into the 
reservoir for pressure maintenance purposes. in addition, the design by the 
Tiumen scientists will help the Tiumen oil companies to minimise the adverse 
environmental impact, since the petroleum-containing waste will be treated 
using biotechnologies. The funding of the project stands at 180 million rubles, 
with 90 million coming from the government as a grant. The University will 
get another 90 million rubles from OJSC Gazprom Neft-Noyabrskneftegaz.
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Exploration and production

In 2010, JSC Gazprom Neft conducted geological 
and engineering operations at 1,236 wells, resulting 
in additional petroleum production in the amount of 
4,789,500 tonnes. Active use of the production stim-
ulation and enhanced petroleum recovery techniques 
is among the most important outcomes of the Com-
pany’s technology development work. The total 2010 
production due to introduction of the petroleum re-
covery techniques implemented during the reporting 
year (not including the carry-over effect) amounted 
to 1.355 mn t, or 4.5 % of the Company’s total pro-
duction. These techniques can significantly boost the 
amount of recoverable reserves and help develop low-
grade reserves.

The Company applies physical, chemical, hydrody-
namic and thermal methods to stimulate productive 
formations. The bulk of additionally produced petro-
leum was obtained through the use of physical meth-
ods, primarily hydrofracturing (476,470 tonnes). The 
hydrodynamic and chemical methods used in the field 
development under complex geological conditions 
produced additional 483,500 and 248,100 tonnes of 
petroleum, respectively.

Re-activation of idle wells for potential petroleum 
production is one of the most important perfor-
mance indicators. The Company sees the solution 
in running a comprehensive analysis of the operat-
ing wells’ status and making the wells active using 
geological and engineering operations based on 
innovations. Gazprom Neft is developing an auto-
mated multi-criteria system to analyse idle wells. The 
software helps analyse inactive wells, assess available 
data of hydrodynamic and geophysical studies, and 
record the adjacent wells’ functioning parameters. 
The well assessment will help select the wells with 
the largest potential for conducting geological and 
engineering operations. In addition, the use of an au-
tomated analysis system will help plan maintenance 
and major repair works at a well selected for activa-
tion and monitor the effectiveness of all geological 
and engineering operations. The new system’s key 
advantage is that it will automate all processes in-
volved in analysis of the vast array of information 
needed for taking a decision on well “reanimation.” 
In 2010, the Company developed an online idle well 
database. The database Implementation at Gazprom 
Neft-Noyabrskneftegaz and the muravlenkovskneft 
branch will speed up the idle well analysis by 4.5 
times and save 14.9 mn RUB a year.

Geotechnical operations in 2007-2010

The use of the state-of-the-art geo-
logical and geophysical analysis by the 
R&D centre led to discovery of several 
large petroleum-saturated traps with 
the total reserves of over 30 mn t in 
the Jurassic deposits at Ety-Pur field, 
yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District, in 
2009-2010. The implementation of the 
exploration programme in combina-
tion with drilling has helped to discover 
additional resources in the amount of 
21.6 mn t at the vyngapur field.

the introDuction of innovative Designs anD technological uPgraDing:  
imPORTANT PROJECTS AND 2010 RESUlTS
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in 2010, the new hardware and software iskender complex designed by Gazprom Neft – 
NTTS R&D successfully passed the pilot production phase at the Ob and Sugmut fields. 
The complex is designed to analyse the efficiency of the three-component “reservoir-
well-pump” system. iskender will reduce the incidence of early equipment failures 
through the use of the best pumping equipment at the wells with complex geological 
and production features. This software and hardware complex can also be used to draft 
feasibility studies or oil field development projects, analyse technological risks presented 
by new petroleum recovery technologies, and address a number of other scientific and 
applied issues. The full-scale implementation of iskender by the Company will reduce 
labour costs by five times and save 12.8 mn RUB a year.

Other promising developments include the E-field 
project, an integrated innovative solution designed to 
improve the exploration and development efficiency. 
The project’s key goal is about taking the best deci-
sions and acquiring working hours of expertise for ex-
tensive introduction of digital technologies in drilling 
and production operations at the Company’s fields. 
The project provides for the development of a plan to 
equip the underground and surface field infrastructure 
with sensors and instrumentation for on-line moni-
toring and remote controlling of the field operations. 
This project makes it possible to develop a system for 
production-related analysis and decision making with 
regard to the wells that are being put back into op-
eration, cyclic water flooding, repair and insulation 
works, hydrofracturing, etc. The introduction of this 
technology will help offset the decrease in daily pro-
duction by 10 % and cut energy consumption by up 
to 30 %.

The Energy Efficient Petroleum and Gas Production 
Techniques project is designed to reduce specific en-
ergy consumption involved in petroleum production 
and transport and cut capital costs through cancelling 
the need to drill absorbing wells, reducing the booster 
pump stations’ capacity and narrowing the pipe diam-
eter. The project provides for separation of the produc-
tion water and pumping it back into the absorbent 
reservoir without bringing the water to the surface. If 
implemented, this technique may save up to 2.5 mn 
RUB in energy costs per one operating well.

in 2010, pilot testing of the chemical method 
for treating the petroleum-containing waste 
in Western Siberia was conducted by the 
muravlenkovskneft branch. This is a waste-free 
technology, since the product resulting from 
treatment is a secondary material not soluble in 
water and is environmentally neutral.
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being built under the moscow Refinery’s modernisa-
tion programme scheduled to last until 2020. The 
programme provides for retrofitting of existing and 
construction of new refining facilities, increasing 
the process safety, and implementation of the envi-
ronmental projects at the enterprise. In general, the 
modernisation programme will see an investment of 
over 56 bn RUB.

Gazprom Neft’s marketing strategy calls for im-
proved performance through the use of modern 
information technologies. In 2010, the Company 
began commercial implementation of an integrated 
industrial automation system at its marketing enter-
prises. Gazprom Neft’s Department of Information 

Refining and marketing

The main goals of the Company’s innovative and 
R&D effort in the area of petroleum refining include 
establishing technological competitiveness, achieving 
new levels of product quality and dependability, cut-
ting production costs, developing and producing new 
technologies, products and services. The core R&D 
objectives for 2010 included development and imple-
mentation of production technologies, compliance 
with product quality standards, rational consumption 
of material resources, streamlining refinery operating 
modes, and enhancement of the occupational safety 
and environmental protection.

The Company pays a great deal of attention to mod-
ernisation of its refining sector and construction of the 
new facilities in order to comply with the requirements 
set forth by technical regulations “On requirements for 
automotive and aviation gasoline, diesel and marine 
fuel, jet fuel and heating oil,” which became effective in 
January 2009. The Company developed programmes 
to improve the motor fuel quality at OJSC Gazprom 
Neft-Omsk Refinery and OJSC moscow Refinery.

The large-scale modernisation programme currently 
underway at the Omsk Refinery is designed to improve 
the environmental performance of fuels manufactured 
by the plant, significantly increase the depth of pro-
cessing, and expand the volume and range of products 
that include high-octane petrol, diesel fuel, aromatic 
hydrocarbons, coke, modern bituminous materials, 
and petrochemicals. The total investment in the Omsk 
Refinery modernisation effort is planned above 100 
bn RUB in 10 years. The Izomalk-2 light gasoline frac-
tions isomerisation plant, which was commissioned in 
2010, produces high-octane commercial petrol com-
ponent with zero-sulphur, aromatic and unsaturated 
hydrocarbon content. The project uses the technology 
that will lead to production of high-octane petrol com-
pliant with Class 4 and 5 requirements. The Izomalk-2 
implementation at the refinery will increase the refin-
ing depth and boost the output of high-octane auto-
motive petrol.

The construction of the light naphtha isomerisation 
plant at the moscow Refinery began in 2010. The 
plant is designed to produce a motor petrol com-
ponent with an octane rating of up to 90.5 points, 
and is scheduled for commissioning in 2012 with a 
capacity of 650,000 tonnes per year. This facility is 

The Omsk Refinery conducted major 
repairs at the G-43-6 catalyst produc-
tion facility, including retrofitting of 
existing equipment and installing the 
new one. According to the refinery’s 
TOP (total optimisation of production) 
programme, they have assembled a 
louvered catalyst trap that captures 
up to 8% to 10% of the catalyst from 
exhaust coolant. They have introduced 
the Ultrasonic Bulava-2 unit designed 
for pulverisation of the catalyst sus-
pension. This unique design by the 
Russian scientists hasn’t yet been 
used by any Russian company. The 
G-43-6 overhaul will help stabilise 
quality and reduce the cost of catalysts 
used in catalytic cracking plants.
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Technology, Automation and Telecommunications in 
conjunction with the regional marketing offices have 
done a painstaking job to develop and debug the 
software application and form a requisite organisa-
tional and logistical base. The Company has devel-
oped a set of common standards for planning and 
budgeting of the marketing enterprises’ operations, 
uniform accounting policies (financial and commer-
cial accounting), customer services, customer loyalty 
system implementation, and capital construction and 
logistics management. The Company made its choice 
of a uniform information platform for the automa-

tion programme implementation and worked out 
technical solutions for individual units and areas to 
be covered by the future system. The first instances 
of implementation began at three marketing enter-
prises operated by the Company.

. 

in 2010, the Company began the construction of a 
light hydrocracking and hydrotreating facility as 
part of its programme to upgrade NiS refineries 
based in Pancevo, Serbia. Once completed, this 
facility will see its refining capacity go to its 
maximum at 4.8 million tonnes per year. This will 
fully cover the needs of the Serbian market and 
leave some for exporting to the nearby Balkan 
countries. Gazprom Neft’s total investment in 
upgrading the Pancevo-based refineries stands 
at about 500 mn EUR until 2012.
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Implementation of major projects and integration of 
new acquisitions. Stepping up the exploration and 
development of new fields: Ravninnoye, Severo-
Romanovsky, Vorgenskoye, messoyakha and Kuyumba 
groups of fields, Novoport field; implementation of 
international projects. 

maintaining steady production at existing fields:
• Streamlining the field development;
• Project support using geological/hydrodynamic 

simulation;
• Introduction of Comprehensive plans for field 

development;
• Developing portfolio analysis and portfolio 

management mechanisms; portfolio optimisation;
• Introduction of new equipment and technology;
• Cost-cutting;
• Greater use of the associated gas;
• Better infrastructure management.

Directions for the future: 2011–2013

Upgrading the refining capacities:
• Construction of the isomerisation plants at 

moscow Refinery and YANOS, and cat-cracked 
petroleum and diesel fuel hydrotreating plant at all 
refineries,

• Construction of a hydrotreating plant at Pancevo 
Refinery, Serbia,

• Due diligence and design and exploration work for 
residue hydrocracking plants (YANOS, moscow 
and Omsk refineries).

Boosting the operational efficiency at the refineries.

increased petroleum 
and gas production

increasing petroleum 
refining depth, boosting 
motor fuel quality
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Increasing petroleum product sales through marginal 
sales channels in Russia and abroad.

Completion of the filling stations’ rebranding, 
implementation of the loyalty programmes, 
manufacturing of name brand fuels and high-quality 
oils.

Analysis of the fuel demand curve in the Russian 
regions, impact of the fuel prices on economic 
performance in the regions and meeting the 
consumer demand.

Expansion of exchange trading.

Building reserves.

Retail sales network 
expansion

meeting the increased 
demand for petroleum 
products
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People are among the key factors underlying Gazprom Neft’s strategy and business 

success. The Company has built the prerequisites for forming a world-class team and 

an effective corporate culture. The Corporate Code of Conduct has been developed 

and is now being implemented. The staff policies are regulated by a set of corporate 

standards based on the best international practices. The Company is building its 

human resources reserves and hires the best specialists offering the opportunities 

for personnel development. The employees receive competitive wages and have 

access to social support. The achievement of the benchmarks outlined for the period 

until 2020, including business expansion and better effectiveness, call for on-going 

development of new competencies, support of responsibility and creativity, as well as 

building an environment where all Company’s employees have a sense of involvement 

in implementation of the common strategy.

HUMAN RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT4
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STRATEGy AND GOvERNANCE

labour productivity 
management

managing the remuneration 
package, performance 
appraisal.

 

Employee 
knowledge and 
skill (competency) 
management 

Training and development.

Human resources 
management

Staffing support: Hiring and 
evaluation.

managing the quality 
of the staffing service

Increasing the 
management effectiveness 
in the area of human 
resources management, 
streamlining staffing 
business processes, 
including the use of 
the state-of-the-art 
information technologies.

Highly skilled personnel sharing the same values and goals is a 
crucial competitive edge and a factor contributing to the Com-
pany’s value. Building a world-class team is a key prerequisite for 
implementing the Company’s strategy designed to take it to the 
top of the global industry. The Company has adopted the Person-
nel management Strategy until 2020, which links staff policies 
with the general corporate strategy.

The general goals of the human resource strategy are 
being specified as they apply to specific production 
units’ goals and objectives. for example, the key goal of 
exploration and production is to develop the competen-
cies related to developing fields with depleted resource 
base in harsh climatic and geological environment and 
management of the international projects. The essential 
prerequisites of the refining business include training of 
the staff capable of coping effectively with the latest 
petroleum refining processes. The sales force should be 
competent in expanding the market share and provide 
high-quality and effective services.

Staff policies draw on the Company’s belief that em-
ployees are the Company’s key asset. The staff manage-
ment principles are as follows: 
• Alignment with the best international staff manage-

ment practices,
• Standardisation of the staff management systems, 

inclusion of the businesses’ and enterprises’ specifics 
into the rules shared by the entire Company,

Key Areas and Mechanisms for Implementing the Company’s Personnel 
Strategy

• Comprehensive approach to achieving the Compa-
ny’s staff strategy goals,

• Creating favourable work environment and condi-
tions for professional self-fulfillment,

• Providing information and tools to the Company’s 
management for better human resource manage-
ment,

• management focus on enhancing the quality of staff 
relations,

• focus on development of the human resource poten-
tial (recruitment, training, and motivation).

The human resources management organisation includes 
a Staff Relations Department at the Corporate Centre, Pro-
duction Units Staff management Office and SAC staff rela-
tions units. These organisational units are responsible, each 
at its own level, for implementing the strategic personnel 
development programmes and current activity support 
across all areas of the human resources management.

The staffing work is built considering the labour market 
conditions and the Company’s employees conduct regular 
surveys of its trends. The Company takes into account the 
employees’ opinion when it has to take staff-related deci-
sions. Studies of the socio-psychological environment regu-
larly conducted among the workers constitute an important 
feedback.

Consistent implementation of the Company’s person-
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nel strategy in 2010 included further development 
of the corporate regulatory base, a set of actions to 
improve the personnel administration effectiveness, 
motivation system, remuneration, social support, and 
forming an effective corporate culture. Work is under 
way to standardise business processes and introduce 
standard arrangements for staff management servic-
es’ work.

In 2010, the Company continued to develop its moti-
vation and social support standards as part of its per-
sonnel strategy. The standards regulate the procedure 
for position and grade evaluation, putting together 
compensation packages, assignment of individual 
grades to the Company’s and SAC’s employees, pay-
ing bonuses to SAC employees for participation in the 
corporate projects, paying end-of-year bonuses and 
several other standards. The above documents con-
stitute the methodological and regulatory basis for 
putting together a corporate remuneration and social 
benefit management system.

The standards for development and introduction of 
changes to the organisational structure and staff list, 
updated standards for drafting and approval of job 
descriptions, selection and approval of job appli-
cants, business trip provisions, planning and provi-
sion of vacations, updated Internal work regulations 
and an updated employment agreement form were 
developed approved, and recommended for adapta-
tion by the SACs.

Staff policies

Company 
Strategy

Code of 
Conduct

Personnel 
needs 

Developing staff policies

Gazprom Neft sees its employees as strategic 
partners, and its investment in personnel development 
as investment in the Company’s future.
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PERSONNEl CHARACTERiSTiCS

Gazprom Neft is one of Russia’s major employers. The expanding 
geographical presence and business operations brought the 
number of its employees up 29 % in 2010 as compared with the 
previous year. The increase in personnel was due to expansion of 
production assets in Russia, its sales network and greater number 
of the international projects.* 

* Corporate technological programmes are developed by Gazprom Neft – NTTS LLC R&D centre based on specific properties of fields and techniques used by Gazprom Neft

Distribution of Gazprom Neft personnel by region in 2010

Company Personnel by Key Areas of Business, 2008-2010 Average number of personnel, employees

33.2 % 2.5 %1.0 %2.2 %

3.0 %

1.4 %0.6 %

16.3 % 2.9 %

1.9 % 1.1 % 12.8 %2.8 %14.0 %

2.6 % 1.7 %

2010, %

Moscow and Moscow region
St. Petersburg 
and Leningrad region
Khanty-Mansiysk 
Autonomous District
Tyumen region
Kemerovo region
Omsk region
Yekaterinburg & 
Sverdlovsk region
Tomsk region
Yamalo-Nenets 
Autonomous District
Novosibirsk region
Kyrgyzstan
Yaroslavl region
Chelyabinsk region
Serbia
Belarus
Other regions (less than 300 
employees)

3.4 %2.4 %19.5 %1.1 %

24.4 % 22.5 %16.1 %3.6 %

1.7 % 5.3 %

2010, %

Production

Production services

Research activities

Oil service and exploration

Petroleum products sales

Product SACs (lubricants, 
Marine bunker)

Petroleum refining 

Air fuel supplies

Multi-purpose enterprises 
(NIS, Sibir Energy)

Other

30,000

20,000

10,000

40,000

50,000

60,000

70,000

0
2008

48,339

2009

50,153

2010

64,895

Over 64,000 Company’s employees work in Russia’s 
regions, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Belarus, 
Italy, Serbia, and Austria.

Employee demographics:
• Women accounted for 30 % of all the Company’s 

employees in 2010, men 70 %.
• The share of younger employees under 30 stood at 

21 %, employees aged 30-50 accounted for 57 % 
and 22 % of workers are above 50.

• The average age of 2010 employees was 41.

Retaining personnel is among the Company’s staff 
policy important tasks. The turnover ratio was down 
to 13.9 % in 2010 as compared with 15.5 % in 2009.

Source: 
Company 
data
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REmUNERATiON

Average monthly wages, RUB

mOTivATiON AND SOCiAl SUPPORT 

In 2010, the Company continued to implement the large-scale 
project to improve the motivation and remuneration system and 
did as follows:

2008 2009 2010

Total staff-related costs, mn rubles (not including accrued payroll) 24,818 28,156 40,596

accrued payroll of the staff employees, mn rubles 23,238 26,617 39,011

Social allowances, mn rubles 1,580  1,539 1,870

• further improved the performance management 
system and developed the performance indicators 
for different levels of management, as well as 
individual targets for each employee.

• Started the work to revise the bonus system (at the 
production enterprises, Gazprom Neft - Lubricants, 
petroleum refineries).

• Identified the main areas of non-financial 
motivation and social support.

• Developed the concept of mobile staff due to 
expanded geography of the Company’s business. 

Gazprom Neft pays competitive wages to its employees 
and provides respectable social support in line with 
the market trends. Personnel costs were up 44.2 % in 
2010 as compared with 2009 due to the newly arrived 
employees working at the recently acquired enterprises 
and increased average wages.

Staff-Related Expenses, 2008-2010

maintaining the competitive wages is one of the 
Company’s priorities. Gazprom Neft regularly 
monitors the labour market situation, including the 
wage trends across the industry and Russia’s regions. 
The Company's policy in this area is based on economic 
efficiency and practicability, transparency of the wage 
setting method, a customised approach, and the 
individual employees’ performance evaluation. 

The Company maintains the above average level of 
remuneration available on the regional labour market 
and makes adjustments to the inflation. The average 
salary at the Company's enterprises has been steadily 
growing by 10 %-15 % annually. The average salary 
was 50,095 rubles in 2010, up 13.3 % from 2009. 
The total growth in average wages was 72.2 % in 
2006-2010.

30,000

20,000

10,000

40,000

60,000

50,000

0
2008

40,060

2009

44,227

2010

50,095

Source: 
Company 
data
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In 2010, the Company continued to introduce the 
grade system at the enterprises engaged in production, 
petroleum products supplies, product manufacturing 
and a number of other SACs. The grade system was 
implemented at 32 enterprises by late 2010.

The performance of the new motivation systems’ 
introduction depends on the enterprise personnel’s 
readiness for changes. In order to accelerate and 
facilitate the adaptation to new rules and methods, the 
executives and HR managers study the rules of new 
systems at the Corporate centre, actively participate 
in the communication sessions and corporate forums 
in order to inform the employees in detail about the 
principles of the changes, help line managers build 
staff relations based on new requirements.

The criteria for grade assignment in-
clude required level of professional ex-
pertise, experience, business-specific 
knowledge, level of job complexity, and 
level of the decision-making authority. 
The Company’s employees participated 
in the development and implementation 
of this programme, including round 
table discussions, communication ses-
sions at the SACs, and traveling semi-
nars with the participation of the per-
sonnel management consultants. The 
employees were members of the proj-
ect’s working groups. During the grad-
ing training, the SAC workers evaluated 
job positions and developed the wage 
scales.
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EmPlOymENT BENEfiTS

NON-fiNANCiAl mOTivATiON

In addition to respectable wages, Gazprom Neft provides 
inclusive social support to its employees. In 2010, the 
Company developed a corporate approach to provision 
of social benefits designed to improve the employees’ 
social protection and staff loyalty. The Gazprom Neft’s 
employees were regularly updated about this project; 
the SAC employees took part in the project sessions. 
They have put together a single standard “corporate 
benefit portfolio” to be made available to all Gazprom 
Neft employees and an extra set of benefits to be 
selected by each enterprise depending on the needs, 
productivity levels and effectiveness of the enterprise. 
The standard portfolio includes health insurance, 
bodily injury insurance, maternity allowances to young 
mothers, bereavement allowance, etc. The amount of 
social benefits rose by 21.5 % in 2010 as compared 
with 2009. On average, each employee receives 29,000 
rubles in such benefits.

As is known, non-financial motivation plays a 
significant role in enhancing staff loyalty, increasing 
productivity, and reducing staff turnover. Improving the 
non-financial motivation system is an important part 
of relations with the staff. The Company developed 
the non-financial motivation concept in 2010. 
The participation of managers in the non-financial 
motivation process and greater involvement of staff 
into these initiatives are among the key goals of the 
Gazprom Neft’s human resources development effort.

The year 2010 saw the expansion of the award-
issuing campaign and a great number of the 
professional contests and sports competitions. The 
Company expanded its sports and recreational 
activities programme and the practice of corporate 
communication sessions at the level of blocks and 
services.

The Company employees have access to doctor’s advice 
and treatment at the best Russian hospitals as part of the 
corporate agreement for voluntary health insurance.

A corporate mortgage programme is available in certain 
Russian regions to help the employees buy new housing. 
The programme provides for partial compensation by 
the enterprise of the interest payments. This programme 
will be amended in 2011 to make a larger number of 
employees eligible for using it.

in 2010, 1,100 best workers received 
the awards: 157 employees received 
Gazprom Neft awards, 135 received 
Gazprom awards, and 808 people were 
recognised by corporate awards. 
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in June 2010, Omsk was the venue for the 3rd annual sports event entitled 
“Health and vigour” also known as the fakel Club veterans’ Spartakiad. The 
Club is a one-of-a-kind community of former Omsk Refinery employees 
with over 4,000 members. Three hundred seventy veterans took part in 
the competitions, which is an all-time high for this event. The participants 
competed in the volleyball, chess, Russian checkers, table tennis, air rifle 
shooting, swimming, darts, and track-and-field events. The traditional 
“Generation Relay” athletic family event was also held as part of the 
festivities. in 2010, member of the Gazprom Neft Omsk Refinery’s veteran 
organisation members joined the sports festival alongside the fakel 
Club members. Gazprom Neft Omsk is Gazprom Neft’s marketing arm 
operating in the Omsk Region. The competition prize winners received 
honorary mentions, cups and valuable prizes.

SPORTS AND RECREATiON

Support of the employees’ high energy levels and 
health is one of the most important components of the 
Company’s social responsibility and also a significant 
factor behind increased productivity and high economic 
and industrial performance indicators.

Corporate Spartakiads, tournaments and competitions 
tend to foster the team spirit. In 2010, the Company 
traditionally held its winter and summer Spartakiads and 
the football tournament among the refineries’ teams for 
Gazprom Neft prizes. The Company employees have for 
the first time taken part in the Gazprom’s Spartakiads.

The Company focuses greatly on the corporate sports 
development. The Company’s Sports and Recreation 
Council is chaired by Alexander Dyukov, chairman of the 
Gazprom Neft’s management board. The Council members 
include Company’s executives, Olympic champions and 
world champions in various sports.
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COOPERATiON WiTH TRADE UNiONS

The Company is actively cooperating with the unions 
in developing and implementing its social programs. 
Over two-thirds of the Company’s employees* are 
union members and are actively involved in issues af-
fecting professional, social and labour rights and inter-
ests of the workers. mutual obligations of the employ-
ees and the Company regarding their interaction in 
the socio-economic issues and labour protection and 
industrial safety issues are set forth in collective agree-
ments applicable to all employees of a specific com-
pany that signed such collective agreement. Beginning 
in 2011, new collective agreements will be drafted 
according to the recommended standard form. Their 
content will depend on the performance of the enter-
prise in question. 

Trade unions are involved in solving labour disputes 
and conducting negotiations with the corporate ex-
ecutives. In 2009, the Corporate Coordinating Council 
was established to provide a link with the unions and 
JSC Gazprom Neft workforce. The Council is respon-
sible for putting together the proposals on person-
nel and social policies, coordination of work with the 
unions and employee representatives as part of the 
social partnership, and social protection of the em-
ployees. At its 2010 meetings, the Council considered 
the most important issues raised by the labour collec-
tives from all Company’s major business areas. At the 
initiative of the Council, the Company’s Board meeting 
discussed the issue of providing the workers with the 
second set of personal protective equipment and spe-
cial clothing, creation of a private pension fund, and 
introduction of a mortgage programme. The Board is-
sued relevant instructions regarding further study and 
implementation of the Council’s recommendations.

The standard collective agreement form contains a labour Protection 
section, which defined the responsibilities of employers and trade unions to 
put in place and oversee the labour protection measures and monitor their 
results. The section defined the responsibilities of the labour protection 
commissioners, members of the commissions (committees) for occupational 
safety and elected officials of the grassroots trade union organisations in 
creating safe working conditions, prevention of occupational injuries and 
diseases. The section entitled “Employment Promotion” regulates the 
balance of interests of employers and employees during reorganisation of the 
Company or staff cuts; it sets forth the minimum notice period* to be issued 
prior to conduct of the appropriate actions by the employment services and 
the appropriate elected body of the grassroots union organisation. 

* This figure includes the Russia-based personnel.
** Not later than two months before the appropriate actions take place. If the decision on job or staff cuts may result in mass layoffs, then at least three months prior to such 

actions. 
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Staff training and development and establishment 
of a fully-functional staff reserve is Gazprom Neft’s 
strategic goal. The Company is forming a modern 
infrastructure for staff development, which focuses 
on the Company's business requirements and its 
corporate culture, and covers all staff categories and 
management levels from workers and professionals 
to top managers. The infrastructure applies to all en-
terprises regardless of their geographic location, type 
of production or output. As much as 106.5 million 
rubles were allocated for staff training and develop-
ment in 2010.* 

TRAiNiNG AND DEvElOPmENT

* Corporate Centre data. This amount doesn’t include the support for the programme of cooperation with higher educational institutions.
** Data shown for the Company’s Corporate Centre.

Personnel development efforts by the 
Company are based on common stan-
dards for training and development ap-
plied across the Company, integrated 
approach to corporate training, com-
bining different tools and methods of 
training and development:
• seminars and trainings,
• long-term courses,
• rotation, training and succession 

programs,
• professional contests,
• exchange programmes,
• mentoring,
• distance learning.

In 2010, the comprehensive development pro-
grammes were introduced at practically all levels of 
management in the Corporate Centre and SACs.

2008 2009 2010

Completed training, total, 
employees 1,135 1,290 1,461

Overall training time –  
total hours 45,400 51,600 58,440

Staff Training**
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In 2010, the following modular programmes 
for the development of key staff categories were 
developed and implemented in the Company in 
order to enhance its management capacity: Business 
Leaders programme (based on Skolkovo School of 
management), Success Vector, managers of Growth, 
and managers of Growth+. The programmes were 
developed to suit the Company’s business needs.

The programmes seek to:
• Develop basic management skills,
• Develop general corporate culture,
• Strengthen the Company’s leadership potential,
• Improve understanding by the managers of all 

levels of the Company’s priorities and goals,
• Improve the quality and speed of the management 

decisions,
• Improve the Company’s performance.

mANAGEmENT CAPACiTy DEvElOPmENT

The programmes consist of three to four thematic 
modules and include consultations during the 
independent studies so as to consolidate the newly 
acquired knowledge and conduct the evaluation 
(using the «development centre» method at the final 
stage). In addition to expanding their knowledge, 
the participants had the opportunity to expand their 
business contacts, exchange experience with the 
colleagues from the Company’s different regions 
and businesses. The participants praised highly the 
quality and relevance of the programmes (giving 
them an average of 9 points out of 10). About 300 
employees received training under these programs in 
2010. The programme participants included heads 
of the departments / offices at the Corporate Centre, 
general directors and deputy general directors at SACs, 
heads of departments / divisions at the SACs, heads 
of the human resources services and employees with 
confirmed potential for further development.

Corporate training was also conducted in the 
traditional format of short-term training sessions 
designed to fill the training needs regarding specific 
competencies; about 500 employees took part in such 
training sessions.
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Creating managerial personnel reserve is among the 
strategic staff-related initiatives. High-quality reserve 
minimises personnel risks and also serves as additional 
motivation. The effort to introduce a multi-tiered in-
ternal personnel reserve programme at Gazprom Neft 
has been on since 2007 and received another boost 
In 2010. The system for testing the management and 
communication competencies’ succession candidates 
was effectively put into place. The personnel reserve 
system targeting specific positions is being implement-
ed; pool of in-house candidates for critical positions 
has been formed; and the principles of work with the 
succession candidates at the SACs are also being imple-
mented.

BUilDiNG A PERSONNEl RESERvE

In 2010, staffing of the Company's major projects in 
Russia and abroad came to the forefront. Gazprom 
Neft’s portfolio comprises six priority projects in the 
petroleum industry, each being unique and in need of 
special attention. In 2010, the Directorate for major 
projects was established. Large projects call for sub-
stantial investment, top-quality decisions, availability 
of skilled personnel with experience in implementing 
major projects in challenging environments and inter-
national work experience. Therefore, the personnel 
service is facing such problems as recruiting qualify-
ing employees, their training, and establishment of a 
personnel reserve to fill the needs of the expanding 
project teams.

Senior managers play the key role in 
building world-class teams. The Com-
pany’s top managers participate in 
the international conferences, semi-
nars and training programs offered 
by leading business schools. Special 
session for Gazprom Neft’s top man-
agers was organised in The Hague 
(Netherlands) by moscow School of 
management “Skolkovo”. The event 
was hosted by Shell. The session was 
attended by 20 Gazprom Neft’s top 
managers.
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In 2010, Company’s employees attended over 750 train-
ing programmes delivered by external training centres as 
part of the professional training and development effort. 
The project for establishing the professional competencies 
system continued:
• The exploration and production saw completion of 

the competency model aligned with the organisa-
tional and structural changes; knowledge evaluation 
is conducted regularly using tests; the employee de-
velopment needs are being identified. Based on the 
identified needs, the Centre for Expert Analysis at 
Gazprom Neft – NTTS LLC R&D centre puts together 
the programmes used in staff training by internal 
trainers. In 2010, they developed six programmes; 
two more programmes earlier developed by Gaz-
prom Neft – NTTS LLC R&D centre were submitted 

Gazprom Neft is interested in attracting young profes-
sionals. Goal-oriented, energetic and promising grad-
uates form the basis of future Gazprom Neft’s human 
resources.

BUilDiNG UP PROfESSiONAliSm.  
DRAfTiNG PROfESSiONAl COmPETENCiES SySTEm

ATTRACTiNG yOUNG PROfESSiONAlS AND COOPERATiON WiTH COllEGE

for use as the corporate technical programme tem-
plates*.

• The technical competencies’ system development for 
refineries started out. The professional competencies 
models for Omsk Refinery were developed over the 
past year and the employee pilot testing was con-
ducted.

• They have developed and introduced the profes-
sional competency template for the design office 
at Gazprom Neft Business Service LLC, which is in-
strumental in evaluating the employees’ professional 
competencies and identifying their development 
needs.

The Company builds its relations with young profes-
sionals in accordance with the standard regulation en-
titled “Procedure Governing the Relations with Young 
Professionals” recommended for use by the SACs.

In 2010, the Company approved “The Principles Un-
derlying Cooperation with Partner Colleges.” The prin-
ciples were used to:
• Identify the list of partner colleges divided into two 

categories: Strategic partners and Territorial part-
ners,

• Develop and approve the standard form of coop-
eration agreement with the colleges,

• Identify areas and programmes of financial sup-
port. 

These changes are designed to improve the Compa-
ny’s cooperation with the profession-oriented higher 
schools.

* Corporate technical programmes were designed by Gazprom Neft – NTTS LLC R&D centre’s employees based on the specifics involved in the fields developed by 
Gazprom Neft and the technologies used by it.

The opening of the Company’s Hydrocarbon Sys-
tems department at the Gubkin Russian State Oil 
and Gas University became an important event 
of 2010. Now the students of one of Russia’s old-
est oil universities can learn from the teachers 
who have hands-on business experience, know 
the needs of the modern petroleum company 
inside out and appropriately guide the students 
in their studies. During their practical training, 
the students participate in solving issues facing 
the Company
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Partner colleges

The 2nd corporate rally for young professionals 
was conducted as part of the Step into the future 
programme. The two-day rally programme in-
cluded training on the Personal Performance sub-
ject and business simulation.
The key goals of the rally were to:
• increase personal performance and developing 

people’s skills,
• Provide hands-on experience for practicing 

communications and team work skills,
• inform about the basics of strategic manage-

ment in petroleum production, refining and 
sales,

• Show inter-relations between the Company’s 
core businesses (corporate strategy, market-
ing, finance, and production) and impact of the 
decisions adopted by individual functional areas 
of business on long-term and short-term busi-
ness outcomes.

Such functions have become an important com-
ponent of Gazprom Neft’s motivation system for 
young professionals that includes such elements as 
personalised benefits, additional development, and 
optional participation in the housing programmes 
provided by certain SACs.

In the reporting year, Gazprom Neft was recognised as 
winner in two categories of the first ratings conducted 
among business partners of the Russian higher educa-
tion facilities. The monitoring of the business partners was 
conducted by the Russian Union of Rectors. The Company 
was recognised as “The Largest Youth Employer” and “The 
Largest Investor in Higher Education.” 

In 2010, 309 young professionals were hired, including 
graduates from partner colleges, which bring the total 
number of the Company’s young specialists to 847.

In the reporting year, the Company developed and imple-
mented the Step into the future programme for young 
professionals whereby each of them takes target step-
by-step development training. The training programmes 
are designed to develop their competencies in keeping 
with the corporate model of managerial competencies.

STRATEGiC

Plekhanov St. Petersburg State mining 
Institute

Gubkin Russian State University  
of Oil and Gas

Lomonosov moscow State University

TERRiTORiAl

Tiumen State Oil and Gas University

Ufa State Petroleum Technical University

Tomsk Polytechnic University

Omsk State Technical University
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Gazprom Neft is a young company, which combined dynamic 
business expansion with an active process of corporate culture 
development. The Company considers the establishment of the 
single corporate culture based on shared values, principles and 
standards of conduct as one of the key success factors that largely 
determines the Company’s growth rates, and the operational and 
organisational performance.

GAzPROm NEfT’S CORPORATE CUlTURE:  
common cause, common values, common success

There were no known cases of discrimination, use of 
children’s labour, forced or compulsory labour in the 
Company in 2010.

The system of intra-company communications, in-
cluding corporate media, regular staff meetings with 
Gazprom Neft’s senior executives, corporate leisure 
activities, such as sports competitions, creativity con-
tests, festivals and other events help maintain a posi-
tive working atmosphere, where every employee feels 
part of a tight-knit team.

In 2010, the Company finalised the Code of Conduct, 
which represents Gazprom Neft’s value system as an 
effective, rapidly growing and socially responsible 
company. The Code directs all employees, regardless 
of their status or position, as well as the Company’s 
business partners to adhere to such principles as direct 
and honest conduct of business, elimination of double 
standards, integrity and fairness, constructive coop-
eration, teamwork skills and best practices, attention 
to social issues, and civilised attitude towards the en-
vironment.

The Company respects personal freedoms, rights and 
human dignity, denies all forms of discrimination or 
harassment and demands the same from its staff. The 
Code sets forth the policy of equal opportunities, the 
Company’s obligation to respect the rights of employ-
ees and provide equal opportunities for developing 
their abilities. The Company is an equal opportunity 
employer. Staffing decisions are based exclusively on 
skills, professional merits, work achievements, and 
business requirements.

All regulatory documents and programmes on social 
and labour relations applicable in the Company, as 
well as the collective agreement, have been developed 
in strict accordance with the Constitution of the Rus-
sian federation, Russian legislation, including the La-
bour Code, and do not contain provisions setting out 
the inequality of opportunity by gender, age or other 
characteristics not permitted by applicable law (there 
are restrictions on using women’s and underage work-
ers’ labour in heavy and dangerous types of work).

The Company’s officials monitor and oversee compli-
ance with labour regulations; procedures are in place 
for monitoring fulfillment by the Company of its obli-
gations under the collective agreement.
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in business 
management

Efficiency

Leadership

Initiative

Responsibility

in relations 

Honesty

Integrity

Respect

Co-operation

Gazprom Neft’s Key Corporate 
Values

The first Corporate forum, a new initiative launched as part of the corporate culture development effort, 
was held in moscow in late December 2010.
The forum's goal was to improve the quality of internal corporate communications, promote integration 
between the Company’ units, and discuss opportunities for improving the effectiveness of each employee’s 
participation in the Company’s development strategy. The forum was attended by 400 delegates representing 
all Company’s structural units and SACs. A better word for this Corporate forum would be a programme 
rather than an event: A programme of internal corporate dialogue on key Company development issues, 
including the selection of enterprise representatives and making a list of questions that are important to 
people working at various enterprises in different Russian regions. All Company employees were given an 
opportunity to participate in the forum in absentia and use the internet portal to ask questions and get 
answers from the management. The Chairman of the management Board Alexander Dyukov, Gazprom’s 
first Deputy General Director vadim yakovlev, and Deputy General Director for Organisational issues vitaly 
Baranov addressed the forum. The forum participants discussed the preliminary results of 2010, issues 
pertaining to implementation of the development strategy until 2020, introduction of the Code of Conduct, 
and many other issues. 
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Introduction of uniform remuneration system across 
all enterprises. 

Embracing entire management personnel with 
targeted management system.

Automation of the performance appraisal system.

Developing mechanisms for forming effective 
corporate culture, introduction of the Code of 
Conduct across all enterprises.

Introduction of a single social benefit system and 
improvement of the non-financial motivation system. 

Directions for the future: 2011-2013

Creating a system for development needs planning.

Establishing a database for internal and external 
competency sources.

Setting up training programmes for specialists 
working abroad and petrol station atendants.

Introduction of the system for organisational and 
technical provisions for training in new competencies. 

improving labour 
efficiency and quality, 
enhancing staff 
motivation and loyalty

Enhancing 
professionalism, 
competency 
management
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Building a uniform staffing infrastructure.

Introduction of the procedure for long-term 
headcount planning.

Introduction of the personnel recruitment and hiring 
for staffing strategic areas of business.

Introduction of the personnel retaining and turnover 
reduction programmes.

Creating managerial personnel reserve.

Young professional development programmes.

Implementation of the first phase of the staff 
reporting process automation.

Improving staff services’ quality.

Developing the concept for staff management 
reorganisation in order to improve the service 
efficiency and quality.

Staffing improving personnel 
management quality
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Gazprom Neft considers the establishment of a social environment that would 

favour the corporate strategy implementation in the Russian regions of its presence 

as its priority. The Company is consistently building partner relations with the 

regional administrations and local communities based on provisions of the Russian 

law with an eye towards solving the issues faced by the industry and the region. The 

Company’s activities provide a tangible impetus to the development of areas of its 

presence and have a vital importance for the economy of certain Russian regions. 

Gazprom Neft carefully evaluates the scope and nature of such influence and 

maintains on-going working contacts with the stakeholders. The Company teams up 

with the local administrations to solve a wide range of the work-related, financial, 

and social issues trying to find equilibrium between its business strategy goals and 

local interests.

COMPANY AND REGIONS: 
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP5
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ECONOmiC GEOGRAPHy Of THE COOPERATiON

The sustainable development of the areas used by Gazprom 
Neft’s petroleum-producing, refining and marketing subsidiaries 
is an important prerequisite for successful implementation of 
the Company’s major strategic plans. Gazprom Neft makes its 
contribution to the socio-economic development of the Russian 
regions as an economic agent, a major taxpayer and employer, 
and partner of the local authorities and communities in addressing 
the regional priorities. 

Gazprom Neft actively develops the Siberian regions 
that boast significant oil and gas reserves, invests in 
hydrocarbon exploration and production, and builds 
production infrastructure. The Company’s strong 
scientific and technological base makes it possible 
to conduct exploration and production with utmost 
efficiency and minimal environmental damage.

Large-scale programmes to modernise the Company’s 
refining assets located in Central Russia (Company’s 
main refining capacities are located in the Omsk and 
Yaroslavl Regions, and in moscow) help supply fuel 
resources for the regional economic needs and conserve 
the environment. The development of the petroleum 
product supply enterprises and expansion of the petrol 
filling station network that covers 16 Russian territories 
and regions is the Company's contribution to the 
development of the regional transport infrastructure.

Enterprises engaging in several Company’s areas of 
business work in a number of Russia’s regions.

The Company-owned enterprises account for a 
significant part of fiscal revenue to the local budgets.

Gazprom Neft is a major employer providing over 51,000 
jobs in the Russian regions and plays a tangible role in 
employment and social protection for a great number of 
households. The enterprise modernisation programmes 
will help improve labour conditions and professional skills 
of the employees. Gazprom Neft maintains its wages at 
a level above the average available on the regional labour 
market and makes regular adjustments for inflation. 
The Company has signed collective agreements with 
the enterprises that provide various social benefits and 
allowances to the employees in addition to the ones 
established by the law.

Constituent entities of the Russian federation 
where the Company engages in diverse activities 
and enjoys the most developed infrastructure and 
the greatest staff numbers: 
• yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District
• Khanty-mansi Autonomous District
• Omsk Region
• Tomsk Region
• Tiumen Region
• moscow
• yaroslavl Region
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* Regions of subsurface use where the Company owns license blocks or reserves ready for development

Company’s operations in Russian regions
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Altai territory

Amur region

Arkhangelsk region

Astrakhan region

Belgorod region

Bryansk region

Chelyabinsk region

Chechen Republic

Chita region

Chuvash republic

Ivanovo region

Irkutsk region

Jewish Autonomous region

Kaliningrad region

Kaluga region

Kemerovo region

Khabarovsk territory

Khanty-mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra

Kirov region

Komi Republic

Kostroma region

Krasnodar territory

Krasnoyarsk territory

Kurgan region

Kursk region

Lipetsk region

moscow and moscow region

murmansk region

Nenets Autonomous District

Nizhny Novgorod region

Novgorod region

Novosibirsk region

Omsk region

Orenburg region

Oryol region
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Penza region

Perm region

Primorsk territory

Pskov region

Republic of Buryatia

Republic of Dagestan

Republic of Ingushetia

Republic of Karelia

Republic of Karachayevo-Cherkessia

Republic of Khakassia

Republic of mordovia

Republic of North Ossetia – Alania

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Republic of Tatarstan

Rostov region

Ryazan region

St. Petersburg and Leningrad region

Samara region

Saratov region

Sakhalin region

Smolensk region

Stavropol territory

Sverdlovsk region

Tambov region

Tver region

Tomsk region

Tula region

Tyumen region

Ulyanovsk region

Vladimir region

Volgograd region

Vologda region

Voronezh region

Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District

Yaroslavl region

zabaykal’skiy region
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* Data shown reflects the average number of the Company employees.

Gazprom Neft also promotes economic activity and 
sustainable employment in the Russian regions acting 
as a customer for several thousand suppliers.

The Company works to promote favourable social 
environment and human resources development in 
the Russian regions through its corporate charity and 
sponsorship programmes. Gazprom Neft’s social 
programmes enhance the regions’ competitiveness 
establish the social base for implementation of the 

Gazprom Neft is a major employer in the Russian regions*

Altai Krai — 235
Kemerovo Region 1,914

Novosibirsk Region 1,639
Omsk Region 8,294

Chelyabinsk Region — 385
Tomsk Region 675

Tiumen Region 1,700
Yekaterinburg and Sverdlovsk Region 1,844

KmMAD (Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District) 1,130
Moscow and Moscow Region 9,053

YNAD (Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District) 21,515
Yaroslavl Region 1,221

St. Petersburg and Leningrad Region 1,854

Company’s strategic programmes. These programmes 
include the regional specifics, types of business and 
performance benchmarks by the Company’s individual 
enterprises.

The positive experience of constructive cooperation 
between the Company and the local administrations 
as well as high level of mutual trust help match 
the interests of the Company and the regions in 
matters of investment and project activities, rational 
environmental management, and effectiveness of the 
social investment.
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* Approved by JSC Gazprom Neft’s board meeting on 1 December, 2010.

CORPORATE REGiONAl POliCy

Adopted in 2010, the concept of the Company’s corporate 
regional policy* determines a set of principles and mechanisms 
that form a systemic basis for work with the Russian regions 
and gear it to addressing strategic Gazprom Neft’s objectives 
and enhancing efficiency of the social investments. The concept 
is based on existing laws and regulatory acts of the Russian 
federation, legal acts of the constituent entities of the Russian 
federation, and on Russia’s Energy Strategy and strategies for 
socio-economic development of the constituent entities of the 
Russian federation. The concept of the Company’s regional 
policy was developed based on the relations with regional 
administrations and local communities. 

In early 2010, the Company made a special study 
to analyse its relations with the Russian regions 
and its regional development goals that include the 
Company’s main areas and regions of operations. Both 
the Company specialists and independent experts 
participated in this study. The results of the study 
helped to identify the key areas of regional policies 
and its implementation tools in order to maximise 
the balance between the interests of the Company 
and local communities in the economic, social and 
environmental areas. 
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Ensuring decent living and 
working conditions for JSC 
Gazprom Neft’s and its 
subsidiaries’ employees both 
as part of the Company’s 
formal obligations to its 
employees and as part of 
the Company’s activities 
designed to develop the social 
environment.

Company’s participation 
in addressing the social 
problems facing the Russian 
regions and in promoting 
the public life in the areas of 
presence in compliance with 
the publicly approved rules of 
corporate conduct.

focusing on the rational 
use of energy, adherence 
to the principles of 
environmental conservancy, 
and maintenance of the 
ecosystem stability.

Key principles of the Company’s policy

Balancing the interests of 
the Russian regions and the 
Company in dealing with 
challenges facing them, 
willingness to engage in 
constructive dialogue with 
all stakeholders in order to 
find mutually beneficial or 
compromise solutions.

The unity of social policy, 
consistent implementation 
of its principles by all 
subsidiaries.

Consistent achievement 
of the strategic goals 
and compliance with the 
regional policy’s priorities 
in implementing specific 
programmes and activities. 
focus on practical results 
and systemic solution to 
social issues.

The establishment of long-
term partnerships with 
government authorities in the 
Russian regions, economic 
agents, regional elites, and 
public organisations.

Taking into account specifics 
of the economic and socio-
political development of the 
Russian regions, adaptation 
to specific conditions, and 
rapid response to changes in 
such conditions.

Taking into account long-
term petroleum industry 
outlook, possible depletion of 
individual fields, development 
of alternative energy sources 
and related socio-economic 
consequences.
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Key areas and goals of the Company’s regional policy

Production and 
economy:
establishment of a reliable 
production and marketing base, 
favourable economic conditions 
for JSC Gazprom Neft’s 
operations

Social  
sphere:
improving living conditions of the 
Company’s employees, building a 
comfortable social environment 
for them and their household 
members

Ecology:

introduction of a set of measures 
to ensure environmental safety, 
implement a set of measures 
to reduce the anthropogenic 
impacts on the environment and 
human population

Interaction with the Russian regions to 
secure an optimal balance between the 
Company's development strategy and 
regional programmes for social and 
economic development.

Interaction with the constituent entities of 
the Russian federation to establish enabling 
environment for investment projects, 
research, technological and innovation 
work at the regional level.

Establishing a regional perspective in the 
Company’s major investment projects, 
scientific and project support of the 
Company and its subsidiaries.

Supply of petroleum products to the 
regional consumers. Analysis of fuel 
demand dynamics in Russia’s regions, 
the impact of fuel prices on the region's 
economic performance, meeting consumer 
needs.

Cooperation in government policies and 
programmes related to energy efficiency, 
fuel economy, support by the Company 
to the regional and municipal transport 
enterprises that implement energy control 
and energy efficiency methods.

Taking into account the socio-economic 
consequences of the decisions taken by 
the Company and drafting the territorial 
development projects in the regions of 
presence based on on-going monitoring 
of the socio-economic situation, study 
and forecasting the territorial development 
issues.

Taking account of the regional labour 
markets’ trends while improving the 
employment structure and motivation 
systems in JSC Gazprom Neft’s subsidiaries.

Participation in programmes to improve 
the systems for professional selection, 
training and retraining of personnel for the 
petroleum industry.

Organisation of the healthcare 
infrastructure covering the Company’s 
employees, participation in the health care 
system development in the Russian regions.

Participation in the construction and 
renovation of the social infrastructure 
facilities.

Participation in the programmes to support 
the national identity and national culture of 
the ethnic groups living in the areas of the 
Company’s presence.

Solving in conjunction with the Russian 
regions issues of Gazprom Neft workers’ 
and retired former employees’ relocation 
from the far North and similar areas, as 
well as from temporary or inadequate 
housing.

Organisation and participation in 
the charity programmes, providing 
the Company’s employees with the 
opportunities for social fulfillment in 
volunteer activities.

Introduction of the environmentally 
safe processes; securing safety and 
compliance of the facilities with the latest 
environmental requirements during their 
design, construction and operation.

Reduction of pollutant emissions into the 
atmosphere during production, refining, 
underground storage, transportation and 
use of petroleum and petroleum products; 
treatment of contaminated waste water, 
reduction of pollutant discharges from 
sewage into the environment.

Environmental monitoring in conjunction 
with Russia’ regions in the Company's 
areas of presence; assisting in conduct of 
medical and environmental research and 
risk analysis of the adverse anthropogenic 
impact on the environment and humans.

Improving land reclamation and ecosystem 
restoration methods.

Drafting, together with the Russian regions, 
the oil spill and oil accident cleanup plans.
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Company’s relations with the regions are governed by the socio-econom-
ic agreements signed at various levels:
• General agreements include strategic documents that govern the rela-

tions, general principles and socio-economic co-operation mechanisms 
between the Company and the Russian regions based on the principles 
of mutually beneficial cooperation, partnership and social responsibil-
ity. These agreements are signed between the Company’s executives 
(represented by general director) and senior officials of the Russian 
regions (represented by heads of executive bodies in the Russian re-
gions), where the Company is active.

• The cooperation agreements include the documents that govern social 
and economic cooperation between the Company and Russia’s regions 
under certain programmes, projects and activities.

• Amendments and additions agreed upon by the parties during the im-
plementation of the general agreements or cooperation agreements 
are recorded in the attached additional agreements.

The Company conducts its regional policies mostly based on 
socio-economic agreements with the Russian regions or municipal 
entities in the areas of its presence. The preparation and signing 
of the socio-economic agreements is governed by the Company's 
regulation entitled "Procedure for Preparation and Signing of the 
Socio-Economic Agreements." The agreements include mutual 
obligations by the Company and the regional authorities, describe 
principles of cooperation in solving social and environmental 
issues and expanding the scientific and technological potential of 
a given region.

REGiONAl POliCy 

Past work under the socio-economic agreements 
is approved both by the Company and the regional 
authorities. In 2010, Gazprom Neft signed socio-
economic agreements with the Russian regions and 
municipalities of the Khanty-mansy and Yamalo-Nenets 
Autonomous Districts, Omsk, Tomsk and Leningrad 
Regions.

The Commission for Regional Policy operated by the 
Company’s Corporate Communications Unit coordinates 
regional policies conducted by JSC Gazprom Neft’s 
units and subsidiaries. The commission includes 
representatives of the Corporate Centre’s production 
units and major Gazprom Neft’s subsidiaries. The 
commission determines the procedure for exercising 
charitable, sponsorship, and grant programmes and 
develops recommendations to the Company’s Board 
regarding relations with the regions of presence.

The Company works to facilitate better social 
environment and to develop human resource in 
Russia’s regions through its corporate charity and 
sponsorship programmes. These programmes take 
into account regional and business specifics of the 
Company’s enterprises and their benchmarks for future 
development.
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The Company respects the rights and interests of 
the indigenous peoples, whose territories it uses for 
its production operations. Gazprom Neft supports 
the indigenous communities and families, helps 
them preserve their culture, traditional lifestyles 
and economic ways and customs. in accordance with 
the agreement signed with Pur District, in 2010 the 
Company helped build fish factories and plants for 
the tribal and farming communities of the Northern 
indigenous peoples. The Company bought refrigeration 
equipment and diesel power plants for Sugmutsko-
Pyakutinsky agricultural community. it also helped 
acquire housing for families of indigenous peoples. in 
these projects, Gazprom Neft teams up with the non-
profit organisations representing indigenous peoples, 
such as the Association of indigenous Peoples of the 
Russian North “Preserve yamal for Posterity”. 

The Company focuses on the following social activities in 
the regions of its presence:
• Construction and renovation of the educational 

and healthcare institutions, sports and recreational 
centres, and apartment houses;

• Supporting programmes for conservation of the 
cultural and historical heritage;

• facilitating the socially significant sports and cultural 
projects and programmes to support children and 
young adults;

• Implementation of special programmes to support 
indigenous peoples of the Russian far North.

The most important social programmes implemented by 
JSC Gazprom Neft in 2010 under the socio-economic 
agreements with the regions include:
• Completion of a sports and recreation centre in 

the village of Purpe, Pur District, Yamalo-Nenets 
Autonomous District;

• Completion of a multi-purpose sports gym in the 
town of muravlenko, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous 
District;

• Support for the 9th International film festival "Spirit 
of fire" in Khanty-mansiysk;

• Construction of Chess Academy and sponsorship of 
the World Chess Olympiad in Khanty-mansiysk;

• major renovation of the district outpatient medical 
centre, art school and secondary school in Tara 
District, Omsk Region;

• On-going construction of large sports and recreation 
centres in the towns of Noyabrsk and Tarko-Saleh, 
Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District.

In all, the Company spent 1.213 bn RUB in 2010 on 
its charitable programmes under the socio-economic 
agreements signed with the regions.
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Gazprom Neft supports the projects that instantly enhance the 
quality of life and help the regions build a solid social foundation 
for successful future development. Young people come first with 
the Company. Gazprom Neft believes that its contribution to 
bringing up a healthy, educated generation with creative thinking 
is a strategic investment. many of the activities supported by 
Gazprom Neft have gone beyond the scope of individual regions 
and acquired an international status, such as the international 
conference "Digital Russia: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow” and 
the environmental festival "Saving and Preserving."

GAzPROm NEfT’S SOCiAl PROGRAmmES  
AND PROJECTS iN RUSSiA’S REGiONS:  
iNvESTmENT iN THE fUTURE

The most ambitious 2010 projects include the 
construction of the Chess Academy and support of 
the international film festival "Spirit of fire" in Khanty-
mansy Autonomous District, the construction of sports 
and recreation centres in Noyabrsk, Tarko-Saleh, and 
Purpe. All these centres were named after the famous 
football club "zenit", thus encouraging the young 
people to strive for the highest athletic achievements.

The total area of the Chess 
Academy is 2,845 square metres. 
The building is equipped with 
playrooms, a conference room, 
and a computer centre. The 
Academy can host competitions 
of any level providing seating for 
up to 300 players. In September, 
the Academy welcomed players 
from 158 countries. The 39th 
World Chess Olympiad hosted by 
Khanty-Mansiysk had an all-time 
high attendance with 1,376 
players, including 67 foreign and 
66 Russian referees. Later, a FIDE 
Congress was held here. 

However, the project’s main goal 
is to make available to children the 
latest capabilities that will enable 
them to master the chess game, a 
unique game that promotes both 
intellectual development and the 
competitive spirit of athleticism. 

The Academy is open to 
schoolchildren and preschoolers 
age five and older. Residents of 

other towns and villages located 
in the Autonomous District will 

take distance learning classes in 
the Chess Academy using specially 

designed Internet programs. Using 
the software applications available 

in the computer class, the young 
students will get the chance to 
compete with their peers from 

other regions and countries.

The first and so far Russia’s only Chess 
Academy opened in Khanty-Mansiysk on the 
eve of the World Chess Olympiad in 2010. 
Gazprom Neft allocated 400 mn RUB for its 
construction.
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The construction of a sports centre, "Zenit", was 
launched in Noyabrsk, the Yamal Peninsula’s largest 
sports centre with a total area of over 7,500 square 
metres.

The sports centre will be equipped with modern facilities for practicing 
different sports, such as basketball, volleyball, mini-football, handball, 
swimming, gymnastics, aerobics, and working out using the exercise 
equipment. People with disabilities will get the chance to use a set of 
premises on the ground floor, including recreational and therapeutic baths, 
infrared sauna, specially equipped shower facilities and locker rooms. The 
centre can accommodate 656 visitors.

A sports and recreation centre "Zenit"  
opened in the village of Purpe, Pur District,  

Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District  
just before the new school year started.

The project was funded under the agreement between Gazprom Neft and 
district administration. The sports centre has all the equipment needed for 

training and holding competitions. Three thousand square metres house 
athletic and fitness rooms, and a 25-metre lap pool with four lanes. The 
"Zenith" premises will be available for holding the district and regional 

competitions in sambo and team sports. The sports centre was built using 
modern technologies that are routinely used in construction of sports facilities. 

This makes the centre compatible with all the sporting standards.

The first tournament 
was held in Omsk, 
then in Khanty-
Mansiysk (2008) and 
Salekhard (2009). In 
2010, the tournament 
returned to Omsk. 
Gazprom Neft Cup - 
2010 was held for the 
first time held with 
the support of the 
Continental Hockey 
League. 

Clinics, competitions, 
meetings with the 
professional clubs’ 
stars, and exhibition 
games with the 
participation of 
the USSR Hockey 
Legends team were 
held as part of the 
tournament.

Children's sports come as another social priority of the 
Company. The Gazprom Neft Cup hockey tournament 
among children's teams has been conducted since 2007. 
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Constructive relations with the Russian regions to 
provide an optimal balance between the Company's 
development strategy and regional programmes for 
social and economic development.

Directions for the future: 2011-2013

Developing a systemic approach to relations with 
the Russian regions taking into account long-term 
Company’s sustainable development priorities.

Developing system solutions for common problems.

Signing inclusive socio-economic agreements with 
the Russian regional administrations.
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monitoring of the socio-economic situation in the 
regions.

maintaining regional perspective during the 
implementation of large investment projects.

facilitating the investment projects in Russia’s regions 
in conjunction with the Russian regional authorities, 
promoting research, technological development and 
innovation.

Tracking regional labour market trends to improve 
the employment structure and personnel motivation 
systems at JSC Gazprom Neft’s subsidiaries. 
Participation in industry-specific vocational training.

Organising charity activities and participation in 
the programmes by respected independent charity 
organisations based on the Company’s a regional 
policies and social priorities of the regions.

Providing opportunities for the Company employees 
to achieve social fulfillment in volunteer activities.

Participating in support programmes to preserve 
ethnic identity and culture of the indigenous peoples 
residing in the area of the Company’s presence.

Develop a system of relations with stakeholders in the 
region, communication support of the Company’s 
involvement in the socio-economic development of 
the regions. 

Helping the regions to effectively address socio-
economic development issues.
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Gazprom Neft understands leadership strategy as something that goes beyond 

the operational and financial performance indicators. Expanding the Company’s 

operations and attaining new horizons in production calls for improved 

environmental management and labour protection. Gazprom Neft has set a goal 

to join the ranks of the leading international petroleum companies in terms of the 

industrial and environmental safety and labour protection. 

SAFE DEVELOPMENT: 
INDUSTRIAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY, 
LABOUR PROTECTION6
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STRATEGy AND GOvERNANCE

Gazprom Neft believes that reducing the risk of negative 
environmental impact and safety enhancements are its 
strategically important goals. The Company is guided by the 
precautionary principle* in its life, health and environmental risk 
management. The Company has been working consistently to 
improve the industrial and environmental safety levels, ensure 
compliance with the environmental regulations, and reduce 
negative environmental impact of industrial activities in a 
purposeful and effective manner.

These issues are closely interrelated and should be 
addressed in their entirety. Their effective solution 
calls for improving quality of the governance in the 
area of industrial and environmental safety, labour 
and civil protection, coordination of activities at all the 
Company’s and subsidiaries’ and affiliates’ units and 
divisions. Guiding itself with the best international 
practices, the Company develops and implements the 
integrated management system in the field of industrial 
and environmental safety, labour and civil protection, 
works on building a unified regulatory and procedural 

framework in this sphere and its subsequent effective 
implementation in the Company’s subsidiaries and 
affiliates.

The integrated control system for occupational safety 
and labour and environmental protection secures 
the implementation of a single policy in the area of 
industrial and environmental safety, labour and civil 
protection.

The Company's activities in the field of industrial and 
environmental safety, labour and civil protection are 
coordinated by the Corporate Centre. The Occupational 
Safety Department includes offices specialising in 
occupational safety, labour and health protection, 
issues of environmental safety, as well as programmes 
and activities covering fire safety, civil protection and 
emergency management. The Company’s industrial 
and environmental safety, labour and civil protection 
management structure includes appropriate services 
at the production units, subsidiaries, and affiliates.

* This principle is set forth in the international instruments: «Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of scientific evidence should not be a reason for 
postponing the implementation of cost-effective measures to prevent the environmental damage.» (RIO DECLARATION ON ENVIRONmENT AND DEVELOPmENT, 14 
June, 1992)
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A well-conducted investigation reveals the key causes of accidents and helps develop the measures 
designed to eliminate them. Timely implementation of measures upon the investigation results 
reduces the number of repeat occurrences. High quality communication support is an important 
factor in securing an investigation’s effectiveness. The management scrutinises the investigation 
outcomes and relays them to the employees. The Company has developed special accident fact 
sheets and distributes them among the employees. The fact sheets include information and vivid 
visual imagery that deliver the lesson. The results of the work performed in 2010 can be seen in 
reduced numbers of injuries and traffic accidents. 

The implementation of the programme for policy 
implementation and integrated management 
system in the field of occupational safety, labour 
and environment protection was initiated in 2008 
(figure 2). In accordance with this programme, the 
Company did as follows in 2010: 
• Improved the quality of accident investigation;
• Organised production control over compliance 

in the field of occupational safety requirements 
and conducted audit of the occupational safety, 
labour and environmental protection management 
systems;

• Improved the quality of risk assessment and control 
systems state analysis.

meeting these challenges was made possible based 
on the results of previous periods, such as improved 
discipline and transparency in accident reporting, 
building a regulatory framework that helped 
systematise the work and secure a unified approach to 
safety at all the Company’s facilities.

Compliance with applicable laws and internal corporate 
regulations is enforced using a unified approach 
set forth in the 2010 corporate regulation entitled 
«Integrated production control over compliance 
with regulations and corporate occupational safety 
standards.» This regulation reflects the innovative 
approach to production control, defining safety as a 

Implementing the policy of integrated management of work and environmental 
safety, of labor protection
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The Company believes it’s important to maintain the dialogue with the stakeholders on the 
occupational and environmental safety issues, exchange views with the expert community and the 
public at large. in late 2010, Gazprom Neft held the first international Environmental Conference 
«The Company’s Dynamic Development in the Area of Environmental Safety during Reform of the 
Environmental legislation.» The conference brought together executives and specialists from the 
Corporate Centre, subsidiaries of the companies engaged in petroleum production and refining, 
petroleum product supplies, and petroleum field services representing Western Siberia, the Urals, 
European Russia, CiS and the Republic of Serbia, as well as the experts from the ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environmental Protection, federal Service for Supervision of Natural Resources, 
Russian Commerce and industry Chamber’s Committee on Sustainable Development and 
Environmental Protection, and independent experts representing major scientific organisations in 
the field of environmental protection. The conference addressed issues related to the Company's 
activities during the reform of the environmental legislation, areas and mechanisms for ensuring 
cleaner production, and reduction of anthropogenic pressures on the environment.

business process ultimately designed to cut costs and 
increase business performance. The regulation passed 
a series of expert examinations and was approved by 
the industry’s supervisory bodies. There are plans to 
develop the software in 2011 to support the processes 
set forth by the regulation and organise its pilot run at 
a petroleum-producing enterprise and a refinery.

Regularly conducted audits are an integral part of 
the occupational safety, labour and civil protection 
management system implementation. The audits 
help estimate the system’s current status and new 
developments and develop sound recommendations 
for improving the system. In 2010, the Company 
first conducted an audit of the occupational safety, 
labour and civil protection management systems 
at its key enterprises engaged in petroleum 
production, petroleum field services, refining and 
petroleum product supplies. The audit was carried 
out by the audit teams comprised of the properly 
certified subsidiary and affiliate employees from the 
Company’s various areas of business. Based on the 
audit recommendations, subsidiaries and affiliates 
developed the measures to improve the management 
systems. The audit has also provided a platform for 
sharing experiences among the subsidiaries. This 
work will be continued in 2011.

Sustainable functioning of the environmental 
protection management system requires appropriate 

staffing. Gazprom Neft is very serious about the 
professional training of employees working in this 
area. The Company regularly conducts workshops 
for managers and professionals responsible for 
environmental safety and waste management. In 
2010, 749 managers and specialists were trained 
in the field of environmental safety. In 2010, about 
50,000 Company employees took classes in a number 
of occupational safety, labour and civil protection 
regulations.

The occupational safety, labour and civil protection 
management system also applies to the third-party 
contractors. By doing so, Gazprom Neft promotes 
environmental responsibility and adherence to high 
occupational safety standards by the Company’s 
suppliers. In 2010, Gazprom Neft adopted a regulation 
entitled «Procedure for managing contractors and 
the organisation of relations in occupational and 
environmental safety, labour and civil protection.»
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OCCUPATiONAl SAfETy AND lABOUR PROTECTiON

The Company strives to ensure continued improvement of 
safety and a steady decline in the number of injuries, job-related 
accidents and occupational diseases.

In addition to its corporate integrated risk management 
system, the Company adheres to a corporate 
regulation entitled «The procedure for identifying, 
assessing and minimising risks related to occupational 
and environmental safety, labour and civil protection,» 
that makes it possible to expand the risk-minimising 
activities to cover «the human factor», which is not 
always easily quantifiable. The process set forth in this 
paper is based on a qualitative risk assessment. The 
Company employees have drawn up risk assessment 
maps for all types of work and operations. The results 
of this evaluation were used to develop specific 
measures designed to reduce or eliminate risks. The 
map is used by the managers to brief the designated 
workers, prepare written permits for work involving 
heightened risk, and draft the instructions. The process 
underlying the risk analysis process and compilation 
of risk analysis maps has become very instrumental in 
enhancing the safety culture: the Company employees 
who were involved in it could clearly see their role and 
responsibilities in improving the occupational safety.

The responsibility for the workers’ labour and health 
protection is shared by the Company’s management 
and trade unions. The collective agreements reflect 
their mutual commitments in this area.

Reducing occupational accident rate

The occupational accident rate was down due 
to implementation of the safety standards and 
occupational safety, labour and environmental 
protection programmes in 2010.

The Company has established a corporate regulation 
that defines the procedure for providing workers with 
personal protective equipment. Overalls bought by 
the Company meet domestic and European safety 
requirements. In 2010, the Company spent 13,000 
RUB per person to purchase personal protective 
equipment.

Traffic safety

Since 2009, the Company has been implementing a 
set of measures to ensure traffic safety, including the 
development of regulatory documents, conduct of 
the safety months and organisation of staff training. 
This approach yielded results. In 2010, the number of 
traffic accidents fell by 24 %. Relative accident rates 
also show the improvements in traffic safety. 
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Developing a culture of safety is a prerequisite for 
achieving the Company's goals in the area of labour 
and environmental protection. Senior executives 
should play a key role here: their decisions and 
behaviors affect the level of compliance with the 
safety requirements at the production facilities 
run by them. in 2010, Gazprom Neft organised 
seminars under the programme «leadership in 
the field of occupational and environmental safety, 
labour and civil protection for senior executives.» 
The seminars were attended by over 200 senior 
and middle management from the Corporate 
Centre and Gazprom Neft’s subsidiaries and 
affiliates. The participants of the study reviewed 
key components of effective behavior of an 
executive as a leader in the field of occupational 
safety, labour and civil protection, and drafted 
plans to improve the safety culture in their units

Readiness for emergency situations

Gazprom Neft’s policies and regulations in the area 
of occupational and environmental safety, labour and 
civil protection seek to minimise risks and prevent 
accidents. maintaining a high level of preparedness for 
emergency situations remains a priority. To this end, 
the Company has conducted activities to prevent the 
disasters and to conduct cleanup operations based on 
the action plans. The subsidiaries and affiliates have 
developed, approved and put such plans into action. 
In order to ensure their readiness for emergency 
management, subsidiaries and affiliates have 
established reserve funds and material resources. The 
level of readiness by subsidiaries and affiliates for the 
emergency management is checked during regular 
exercises and training.

Traffic Incident rate (AAR)
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Environmental expenditure, mn RUB

REDUCTiON Of THE NEGATivE imPACT ON THE 
ENviRONmENT AND EffiCiENT USE Of RESOURCES

The petroleum companies have a sizeable impact on the natural 
environment, including air emissions, discharges into water 
bodies, buildup and disposal of industrial waste. Being a socially 
responsible organisation, JSC Gazprom Neft understands its 
responsibility for the environmental conservation. The Company 
is committed to achieve full compliance of its operations with 
applicable environmental laws, fulfill its license obligations, and 
minimise environmental damage in all areas of its business: 
petroleum production, refining, and marketing. 

Gazprom Neft actively develops and implements 
innovative technologies that help achieve production, 
economic and environmental efficiency, produce 
products with enhanced environmental specifications. 
The Company closely monitors the quality of soil, 
atmospheric air, water bodies in order to quickly 
identify and address arising problems.

Gazprom Neft allocates significant funds for the 
implementation of environmental programmes 
and activities. In 2010, the operating expenses on 
environmental protection remained at the 2009 level. 
The funds were used to protect water reserves from 
contamination, upgrade sewage treatment plants, 
conserve (reclaim) the process dump at the Omsk 
Refinery and to take other environmental measures. 
The operating expenses also include costs involved 

in the development of regulatory documentation, 
environmental monitoring, industrial environmental 
control, staff development and training in the field of 
the environmental protection. The capital expenditures 
were up significantly. They included construction and 
renovation of the industrial and household solid waste 
landfills at the fields, replacement of the storage tank 
accessories’ pontoon equipment at the refineries, 
shutdown of water wells operated by the petroleum 
field services companies, construction and renovation 
of treatment facilities at the marketing enterprises and 
major repairs of fixed assets (flares, furnace, pumping 
equipment, pipelines, etc.).

As much as 16.2 mn RUB were allocated for 
reclamation, including the oil viscous fluid spill on the 
Vyngapur field due to a burst pipeline. 

Atmospheric emissions

The addition of new assets to the Company and the 
expansion of its existing businesses increase the 
number of environmental protection challenges faced 
by the Company. The tasks of reducing emissions by 
mining enterprises, which account for most of these 
emissions, are particularly relevant. 

The increase in gross emissions by the Company’s 
enterprises in comparison with 2009 is due to the 
acquisition of new assets: OAO NGK Slavneft, JSC 
Tomskneft-VNK, CJSC Gazprom Neft Orenburg, OJSC 
moscow Refinery, and OJSC NK-magma, as well as to 
the ever-increasing number of filling stations.

The greenhouse gas emissions are reduced primarily 
through implementation of the programme for 
recovery of associated petroleum gas (APG), which 
involves the construction of gas gathering systems 
and gas processing plants, including energy facilities. 
The greenhouse gas emissions reduction has become 
a source of revenue for the Company during the 
implementation of a joint project with the Japanese 
mitsubishi Corporation at the Ety-Pur field operated 
by muravlenkovskneft under the Kyoto Protocol 
arrangements.
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Atmospheric emissions, 2008-2010 APG Recovery Rates at JSC Gazprom Neft,  
2008-2010, %

 * VOC stands for volatile organic compounds.
** Gas flaring and release into the atmosphere in accordance with the IPIECA/API recommendations include, in addition to the associated gas, releases into the atmosphere  
   (fanning) in the area of petroleum product supplies or flaring in the refining area. 

In the area of petroleum refining business, the 
emissions are being steadily brought down through 
a combination of environmental measures, such as 
renovation of the production facilities, replacement of 
burners at the furnaces, outfitting tanks with modern 
emissions-reducing devices, and the commissioning 
of a plant to secure leak-tight loading of the petroleum 
products. The implementation of a major project 
under the mid-term investment programme by Rmz 
Gazprom Neft – Omsk Refinery LLC – the construction 
of a new fuel hydrotreatment facility – will alleviate 
the environmental impact of the Company's products, 
since the production of high-quality fuel will greatly 
reduce the atmospheric emissions.

The Company conducts comprehensive analysis of the 
environmental and economic efficiency of the light 
petroleum product vapor recovery systems installed 
at the petrol stations operated by subsidiaries. All-
inclusive assessment of existing and prospective 
recovery systems helps the Company to plan the 
integration of these systems with the projects for 
petrol stations’ construction and reconstruction in 
order to ensure almost complete (up to 95 %-98 %) 
prevention of the fuel vapor emissions at the petrol 
stations.

Associated petroleum gas recovery 
(APG) 

The increased use of associated gas is among the 
industry’s priorities, a task of national importance. 
In 2010, the Company’s APG resources amounted 
to approximately 4.2 bn m3, and the associated gas 
recovery levels stood at 54.6 % instead of the planned 
49.3 %. Such high actual levels are due mostly to 
streamlined load of the gas processing capacity at 
CJSC SIBUR Holdingand connecting the Ety-Pur field 
with the APG transport and processing system. 

To further enhance the effective associated gas 
recovery levels, the Company developed a medium-
term investment program for 2011-2013 including 
three regional projects comprising the APG utilisation 
projects’ basic portfolio:
• South Ob Project;
• Noyabrsk Integrated Project;
• Tomsk Integrated Project.

2008 2009 2010

Gross atmospheric emissions, thou. tonnes 157.2 201.5 290.2

incl. CO 69.3 73.6 131.4

NOX 10.4 12.0 11.3

SO2 12.2 20.0 19.7

solid substances 4.7 12.6 12.1

VOC* (total) 32.1 61.4 102.0

methane 17.1 21.7 33.3

VOC excl. methane 43.8 39.7 74.9

Gas flaring (associated gas)**, mn m3 2,403.5 2,222.4 1,974.1

Process loss 0.443 0.3 239.5
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Energy consumption and energy 
efficiency

Gazprom Neft never stops to improve the production 
efficiency and rational use of energy resources. The 
Company’s enterprises regularly monitor energy 
consumption and implement programmes to reduce 
energy consumption. 

The main areas of improving the energy efficiency at 
the Gazprom Neft enterprises include implementation 
of the program to reduce the electricity consumption 
and cut costs involved in procurement of electricity by 
way of streamlining the energy supply arrangements.

The implementation of the Energy Saving Programme 
in petroleum production in 2006 - 2010 resulted 
in savings of 3,538 mn RUB, including 1,401 mn 
RUB in 2010. A programme for energy efficient 
petroleum production designed to reduce energy 
consumption in the petroleum production processes 
is being implemented. It cut the specific energy 
consumption by 3.3 % in 2010 as compared with 
2009, down from 32.8 kWh to 31.7 kWh / thou. 
residents, respectively). The total power consumption 
by the petroleum production enterprises amounted to 
5.377 bn kWh in 2010, which is 107 million kWh, 
or2 %, less than in 2009. meanwhile, the level of 
liquid production rose by 1.6 %. The introduction of 
a monitoring system and implementation of measures 
to increase the power supply reliability has led to a 

decrease in petroleum losses from 96,000 tonnes to 
22,000 tonnes per year and, accordingly, an increase 
in revenue by 365 mn RUB during four years.

Gazprom Neft is actively developing its own power 
generation capacity. As of the end of 2010, 11 % of 
the Company’s electricity needs are met using its own 
power generation facilities. The project is designed 
to reduce the cost of electricity and, thereby, cut the 
production costs. Currently, Gazprom Neft operates 
six power plants. The largest one is located on the 
South Priobsky field, which is Gazprom Neft’s key 
production asset accounting for over 20 % of the 
Company’s production. The Company’s own total 
power generation capacity amounted to 140 mW at 
the end of 2010. In December 2010, the second phase 
of the South Priobsky gas turbine power plant with the 
capacity of 96 mW was commissioned on Priobskoye 
field operated by Gazprom Neft-Khantos LLC.

Since 2009, the power consumption by petroleum 
refineries grew by 7.5 % from 2.774 bn kWh to 2.982 
bn kWh due to increased volume of refined petroleum 
and the commissioning of new refining capacities.

The Company’s refineries are implementing energy 
efficiency programmes. Their implementation should 
bring down power consumption at Rmz Gazprom 
Neft – Omsk Refinery LLC by 4.8 % by 2013, which 
will boost the revenue by 146 mn RUB. OJSC moscow 
Refinery’s programme is designed to ensure reliable 
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and uninterrupted power supply after replacement 
of the worn-out equipment and implementation of 
appropriate measures. The economic benefit amounts 
to 47 mn RUB.

In 2010, the power consumption by enterprises 
engaged in petroleum product supplies amounted to 
0.089 bn kWh. The power consumption is planned to 
increase by 14.6 % in 2011 due to increased number 
of facilities and expansion of services, and reach 
0.102 bn kWh. The implementation of measures 

to reduce power consumption at the filling stations 
should provide an economic benefit of up to 50 mn 
RUB in 2011. An energy audit at the filling stations is 
scheduled for 2011 followed by the development of a 
list of standardised measures to be implemented at the 
enterprises engaged in petroleum product supplies in 
order to streamline the power consumption.

Heat consumption rose from 334,000 Gcal in 2009 
to 359,000 Gcal in 2010 due to commissioning of the 
boilers on the Priobsky, Kholmisty and Chatylkinskoye 
fields. The thermal power costs stood at 535 mn RUB 
in 2010.

The use of water resources

The Company's enterprises seek to maximise the use 
of water resources. Water consumption to cover the 
Company’s own needs decreased by 16 % in 2010 as 
compared with 2009 reflecting increased efficiency 
at the production enterprises. The Company's 
enterprises carefully monitor the impact of the 
production on the water bodies. modernisation of the 
production facilities and renovation of the wastewater 
treatment plants secures consistent improvements in 
the industrial effluent quality.

Total water consumption and waste water, 2008-2010

Consumption of bought-in energy, 2008-2010

2008 2009 2010

purchased power (minus transferred to third parties), mW 5,378,749 5,307,669 4,886,405

purchased thermal energy (minus that transferred to third parties), mW

GJ 3,546 3,584 4,036

Gcal 847 856 964

2008 2009 2010

Total water consumption, m3 82.0 105.1 87.8

including from subsurface sources 36.6 58.8 49.77

from surface sources 44.1 46.3 38.03

received from other organisations 1.5 0.002 0.007

Transferred to other consumers  
(without using) 24.6 23.2 19.6

Water consumption in the recycled 
water supply systems, m3 272.3 357.7 293.5

Water rater in the recycled water supply 
systems, m3 65.4 1.04 1.5

Proportion of repeatedly used water 
(calculated automatically) 85.5 % 81.4 % 81.2 %

Waste water disposed, m3 21.8 29.3 14.2

incl. contaminated and untreated 0.5 3.6 0.160

clean within the tolerance range 14.4 15 0

transferred to other consumers  
(after use), m3 7.0 10.7 13.6
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* Sites with accumulated industrial waste.

Land use and reclamation

Reclamation of disturbed land is among the Company’s 
priorities designed to reduce the environmental 
impact of its industrial operations. Gazprom Neft is 
confronted with the need to address issues related to 
its current operations and legacy issues. Programmes 
for land reclamation and sludge pits* include disturbed 
land inventory, assessment of soil contamination levels 
and choosing the most effective land reclamation 
techniques. The services of independent experts 
are enlisted for evaluation of the reclamation effort 
effectiveness. In 2010, the Company reclaimed 696 
hectares of contaminated land. 

The contaminated sludge pit and land reclamation 
data include the acquired assets. The area of disturbed 
land, including the petroleum-contaminated ones, 
increased in 2010 due to revision of the inventory 
numbers and acquisition of new assets.

Gazprom Neft restores fertility of lands contaminated 
by pipeline bursts and secures their recovery for 
intended use. Accident prevention is the Company’s 
key area of concern. The volume of spilled oil decreased 
in 2010 as compared with 2009 due to major repairs, 
corrosion-resistant coating and inhibition of piping 
conducted under the program for improving the 
pipeline reliability.

2008 2009 2010

Disturbed soils, ha    

beginning of the year 11,521.10 11,551.85 22,529.81

end of the year 11,551.85 22,529.81 48,922.7

disturbed during the year 210.91 11,125.92 26,988.14

reclaimed during the year 180.16 147.964 595.25

incl. oil contaminated soil, ha    

beginning of the year 207.23 141.638 145.86

end of the year 141.638 145.868 131.8

contaminated during the year 38.4 60.68 34.576

reclaimed during the year 103.63 56.45 48.636

Number of sludge pits, units    

beginning of the year 288 380 313

end of the year 380 324 280

built during the year 127 82 99

reclaimed during the year 35 138 132

Land use and  
reclamation, 2008-2010
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2008 2009 2010

Spilled petroleum and petroleum products, bar. 2,196.49 3,466 646.452

incl. petroleum and heavy petroleum products – 1,349 444.8

light petroleum products – – 0.152

Recovered petroleum and petroleum products, bar. 2,172.00 3,171 3,857.832

Spilled waste, chemicals and raw materials, bar. 0 0 0

Recovered waste, chemicals and raw materials, bar. 0 0 0

Total number of burst pipelines 2,300 4,135 3,413

Accidents and major accidents 25 0 4

2008 2009 2010

Waste production, thou. tonnes 263 693 392

incl. hazard class I 2 5 0

hazard class II 0 0 0

hazard class III 28 85 60

Incl. oil sludge 23 85 38

drill cuttings  0

contaminated soil  5

oils 1 0.2 2

hazard class IV 199 540 299

drill cuttings  166

incl. construction waste  11

hazard class V 32 63 33

incl. ferrous scrap  8

Waste from other organisations 247 0 316

Waste utilisation (incl. transfer for use by other organisations), thou. tonnes 88 39 86

Decontamination and burial of waste (incl. transfer for decontamination and burial 
by other organisations), thou. tonnes 319 370.194 1 000

Amount of waste by year end, thou. tonnes 423 870.03 492

Accidents and spills, 2008-2010 

Waste production and utilisation, 2008-2010
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The Company does not operate in protected natural areas. However, the Company's 
development strategy makes provisions for a significant increase in exploration and 
production, including petroleum fields located on Russia’s Arctic shelf. in order to 
effectively reduce the adverse impacts of economic activities in offshore operations 
and include additional environmental standards into the field development projects, 
the Company evaluates the possible impact of the hydrocarbon exploration, 
production and transportation on marine ecosystems.
in 2010, with the participation of the Russian specialists from the World Wildlife fund 
(WWf), the Company conducted an assessment of the status and impact of its operations 
on the populations of marine mammals in the Pechora Sea (Atlantic subspecies of 
walrus, beluga whale, ringed seal, and harp seal). The walrus proved to be the most 
vulnerable species. Currently, it is designated in the Russian list of endangered species 
as species with steadily decreasing population size, but may soon fall into the critically 
endangered category. The project was used to assess the ecosystem components that 
are critical for survival of the Pechora Sea rare marine mammals. The researchers 
have identified the key anthropogenic factors that may affect these species if planned 
hydrocarbon production and transportation in the Pechora Sea become a reality, and 
drafted proposals seeking to minimise the impact. in addition, they have prepared 
the analytical materials on species composition and status of marine mammals in the 
southeastern part of the Barents Sea and adjacent areas of the Kara and White seas. 
The proposals designed to minimise human impact on vulnerable marine mammals 
and their habitats will be included in the environmental action plans for the period of 
validity of the licenses covering the Company’s activities on the shelf. 

Waste management

Low hazard and almost non-hazardous waste (hazard 
class IV and V) account for 90 % of waste produced by 
the Company's operations with drill cuttings forming 
the bulk of the waste. 

Waste production in 2010 decreased due to the 
introduction of pitless development well drilling at 
Gazprom Neft-Khantos LLC and the transfer of drill 
cuttings ownership to drilling contractors. Reducing 
waste, which inevitably causes the environmental 
damage, is a major environmental goal and an important 
part of enhancing the performance. Gazprom Neft 
addresses this issue through minimising waste production 
and recycling. A unique drill cutting-treatment plant at 
Gazprom Neft-Khantos turns waste into a safe liquid 
that is subsequently pumped under pressure back into a 
reservoir at a depth of about 2,000 metres.

Waste production by areas of operation, 2009-2010

2009 2010
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Source: 
Company 
data
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The Company’s environmental policy covers all of its operations. 
Gazprom Neft’s production units implement this policy as it 
relates to their goals and operational specifics. 

KEy 2010 iNiTiATivES fOR ENviRONmENTAl PROTECTiON 
AND SUSTAiNABlE mANAGEmENT  
Of NATURAl RESOURCES

Exploration and production

The existing petroleum-contaminated land 
reclamation techniques do not take into account the 
low temperatures or marshlands predominating in 
the Company’s areas of operations. The Company’s 
employees work on this problem trying to cut the 
sludge pit and land reclamation costs. The main 
areas of research conducted by the Company in this 
area include the development of new technological 
solutions and effective interventions to reclaim the 
contaminated lands taking into account the specific 
landscape and biochemical conditions, as well as 
the economic costs involved in the development 

of innovative technological solutions designed to 
neutralise drilling cuttings for subsequent sludge pit 
reclamation.

A programme for processing petroleum-containing 
waste was developed and implemented in order to 
reduce the adverse environmental impact of waste 
disposal. In 2010, over 8,000 tonnes of petroleum-
containing waste were neutralised at the production 
enterprises using the thermal method. 

The Company pays great attention to compliance 
with the environmental regulations and reducing the 
adverse environmental impact during construction. 
The Company uses environmentally friendly pitless 
drilling methods during the construction of multiple 
well platforms located in the riparian buffer zones. A 
specially designed toxicological monitoring procedure 
is used to ensure compliance with the environmental 
regulations. Reduced land allocation for the sludge 
pits, prevention of natural environment disturbances 
during their construction and operation, and filtration 
of contaminants in the subsurface water also helps to 
mitigate the environmental impact.

JSC Gazprom Neft builds special landfills to accommodate 
and recycle production waste. in 2010, the Company began 
the construction of three industrial and household solid waste 
landfills at the Shinginskoye, Urmanskoye and southwestern 
part of the Krapivinskoye petroleum and gas field operated 
by Gazprom Neft-vostok llC. The landfills are built based on 
the projects that passed the state ecological examination. in 
addition, the existing industrial and household solid waste 
landfill located in the southern part of the Priobskoye field and 
operated by Gazprom Neft-Khantos llC came under renovation.
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Oil refining 

The priority directions to ensure environmental safety 
at oil refineries are as follows: 
• Renewal and improvement of current processes 

using up-to-date catalytic agents.
• Construction of modern processing plants with 

non-waste and low-waste technologies and 
decommissioning of worn out and outdated 
production facilities.

• Introduction of new gas emission and waste water 
treatment technologies.

• Selection and introduction of generated and 
accumulated industrial waste disposal technologies.

All equipment replacement and modernisation projects, 
and introduction of new technologies include a serious 
environmental component. This calls for a new higher-
efficiency equipment to be installed, which would 
comply with stricter environmental requirements and 
would improve the quality of petroleum products.

Raw material tank farms at resource bases are being 
renovated at Omsk Refinery in accordance with the 
Company’s development concept. New tanks installed 
in 2010 are equipped with modern aluminium floating 
roofs to minimise the negative environmental impact 
due to minimisation of hydrocarbon emissions into the 
atmosphere. Izomalk-2 light naphtha isomerisation 
unit was put into operation in 2010. Commissioning 
of this unit enables an increase in production of Euro 
4 and Euro 5 petrol. Processing of oil at deeper levels 
and an increase of petrol production were achieved. 
Isomerisate produced by Izomalk-2 is considered to 
be the most valuable component for high octane fuel.

Construction of new fuel hydrotreatment facility, a 
large project of OJSC Gazprom Neft-Omsk Refinery’s 
medium-term investment programme, is being actively 
implemented.

The Company implements its environmental policy at its foreign assets, 
too. in 2010, it conducted a comprehensive environmental survey at the 
NiS production facilities to assess their ecological status and industrial 
operations’ environmental impact and identify existing and potential 
environmental risks. The audit results will help develop short-and 
long-term programmes to improve environmental conditions at the 
NiS-operated work sites. Records of the results were submitted to the 
Government of the Republic of Serbia. in a collaborative effort with the 
Serbian government, the Company develops programmes to rehabilitate 
the contaminated areas and reduce the negative environmental impact 
(reducing emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere and improving the 
quality of industrial effluents).
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minimising environmental and economic risks during 
acid sludge* disposal is another critical environmental 
task to be resolved at the Omsk Refinery. Specialists 
of Omsk Refinery’s Production Safety Department 
conducted pilot testing of various acid sludge* disposal 
methods in 2010. The results obtained will help define 
the most economically and environmentally effective 
technology.

The programme developed in 2010 by specialists 
of the Production Safety Department and moscow 
Refinery is aimed at decontamination of oil slime 
containing less than 15-30 % hydrocarbons. Upon 
implementation of this programme, the problem of 
disposing of oil slime accumulated from previous 
operations at moscow Refinery will be solved by 2013.

In 2010, geo-ecological research of OJSC moscow 
Refinery’s area and the moscow River’s water 
conservation zone was organised. As a result of the 
research, reliable subsurface hydrocarbon accumulation 
data was acquired and the best technologies 
for rehabilitation of oil-contaminated land were 
defined. The integrated programme for the refinery’s 
contaminated land and rehabilitation of the River’s 
water conservation zone has commenced.

Retail network

The environmental component is present in bulk 
plant and filling station renovation projects. So, to 
environmentalists’ estimates, introducing petrol vapour 
recovery and recuperation systems will practically enable 
complete (up to 90-95 %) prevention of petrol vapour 
emissions from filling stations into the atmosphere.

Other marketing enterprises of the Company are 
also proactive in solving environmental issues. This is 
extremely important for Gazprom Neft-Shipping: very 
strict requirements reflected in the International Safety 
management (ISm) Code are imposed on operations 
within inland sea waters. To achieve compliance with 
the above requirements, the Company developed 
and implemented an integrated safety and quality 
management system and arranged international 
certification of the quality management system 
according to ISO 9001:2008.

Gazprom Neft-Lubricants LLC developed and 
implemented an integrated management system in 
accordance with requirements of international standards 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 which include 
quality management, environmental management, as 
well as occupational and industrial safety management. 
Application of International Standards within this 
system covers production and sales of lubricants at 
Omsk Lubricants Plant and in moscow Central Office. 
The integrated management system should become 
a critical factor in tuning Gazprom Neft-Lubricants’ 
activities to satisfy consumers’ expectations and the 
Company’s own needs, assurance of quality, health, 
safety and environmental policy implementation. 

The most environmentally-friendly form of 
oil slime disposal, bio-utilisation, has already 
been successfully applied at moscow Refinery 
for several years. This technology is based on 
the use of a group of microorganisms which 
decontaminates oil-contaminated waste in 
a relatively short time. As a result, oil slime 
transforms into something new: practically 
non-hazardous soil is formed which is used as 
technical soil for back-filling roads, filling ravines 
or making grass-plots. more than 8,500 cubic 
metres of oil slime were disposed of using bio-
utilisation technology. 

* Acid sludge is a by-product of certain oil refining processes when sulfuric acid is used.
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Taking corrective actions developed based on 
inspections, audits and risks assessment results.

Developing integrated programmes and projects 
based on regular in-process review and improving 
the management system with respect to efficiency 
assessment.

Developing the practice of HSE management systems 
audits in subsidiaries.

Developing a software product to support Integrated 
Industrial monitoring over Compliance with 
Requirements of Normative Legal Acts and Corporate 
Production Safety Standards processes and organising 
pilot introduction.

 

Directions for the future: 2011-2013

Taking corrective measures developed on inspections, 
audits and risks assessment results.

Developing a personnel health training system.

management system for 
work and environmental 
safety, labor and civil 
protection

minimising employees’ 
injuries
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Securing gradual and effective reduction of adverse 
environmental impact caused by production 
operations 

Regular monitoring of the situation at the Company’s 
production facilities, introducing standards covering 
waste management, contaminated and damaged 
land remediation, risk management.

Developing corporate environmental training 
programmes.

Promoting interaction with the state, expert and 
public organisations in the sphere of environmental 
protection.

Implementing sludge pits and damaged land 
remediation programmes.

Developing and introducing new technology 
solutions and effective measures for oil-contaminated 
land remediation with respect to specific landscape 
and biochemical conditions in the regions of 
operations.

Developing new technology solutions to 
decontaminate drill cuttings for sludge pit 
remediation.

Constructing industrial and solid domestic waste 
landfills in accordance with designs which passed 
state environmental expert review.

Constructing a mobile oil waste treatment facility with 
the use of biotechnologies.

further enhancing the effective level of APG 
utilisation based on 2011-2013 medium-term 
investment programme. The programme includes 
three regional projects which form the Base Portfolio 
of APG disposal projects:
• Project at Yuzhno-Priobskoye licence area
• Noyabrsk integrated project
• Tomsk integrated project

Implementing energy saving and energy efficiency 
programmes.

Improving environmental safety at oil refineries:
• Renewal and improvement of current processes 

using up-to-date catalytic agents
• Construction of modern processing plants 

with non-waste and low-waste technologies 
and decommissioning worn out and outdated 
production facilities

• Introduction of new gas emissions and waste 
water treatment technologies

• Selection and introduction of generated and 
accumulated industrial waste disposal technologies.

minimising motor fuel vapour emissions into the 
atmosphere at oil product suppliers’ facilities.
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DEfiNiNG mATERiAl iSSUES TO BE COvERED iN THE REPORT

REAliSiNG SUSTAiNABiliTy REPORTiNG GUiDEliNES

The contents of the Report represent subjects material for both the Company and its 
stakeholders. The stakeholders’ opinions were identified based on analysis of feedback 
materials, social research, mass media monitoring and by way of open dialogue. In the 
framework of the reporting cycle, Gazprom Neft presented its approaches to settle a range of 
the Company’s innovative development issues at the annual meeting of the Corporate Social 
Responsibility National forum in which representatives from a range of key stakeholders’ groups 
(government services, public organisations, expert centres, and business community) took 
part. Issues related to responsible and rational utilisation of natural resources were discussed at 
the International Environmental Workshop organised by the Company with experts from the 
ministry of Natural Resources of the Russian federation, the federal Service for the Supervision 
of Natural Resources, the Committee of Sustainable Development and Ecology at the Russian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and independent experts of large academic institutions in 
the sphere of environmental protection. 

Defining material issues to be covered in the Report for 
the Company and its stakeholders in 2010, a range of 
priority subjects for this Report was defined:
• Interacting with the government to maximise the 

industry’ competitiveness.
• The Company’s contribution to the development of 

regions of presence.
• modernisation of production, introduction of 

technical innovations.
• The Company’s development strategy and risk 

management including financial risks.
• Enhancement of corporate governance system and 

approaches to sustainability management.
• Personnel incentive system, opportunities for 

professional and career development.
• Occupational safety.
• Developing a corporate communications system.
• Product and service quality.
• minimising level of impact of production on the 

environment. 

The Company’s mission and 
Strategy.

impact of its activities on socio-
economic and environmental 
systems.  

Stakeholders’ interests, 
expectations, opinions. 

Stakeholders’ significant areas 
of impact on the Company’s 
activity.

mATERiAl iSSUES
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APPlyiNG SUSTAiNABiliTy REPORTiNG GUiDEliNES*

* Regarding sustainability reporting principles formulated in Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Guidelines  
refer to: www.globaltreporting.org.

Reporting 
Principle Definition Conformance to the Guideline in the Company’s Reporting Practice

materiality The information in a Report should 
cover topics and indicators that 
reflect the organisation’s significant 
economic, environmental and social 
impacts or what would substantively 
influence the assessments and 
decisions of stakeholders.

Contents of the Report were defined based on the materiality of certain 
economic, social and ecological issues, both in the context of the Company’s 
strategy and in the context of its external and internal stakeholders. 
Stakeholders’ opinions were identified in the course of direct dialogue 
on issues that were challenging for the Company and stakeholders and 
also based on analysis of feedback materials, social research and media 
monitoring.

Stakeholder 
inclusiveness

The reporting organisation should 
identify its stakeholders and explain 
in the Report how it has responded 
to their reasonable expectations and 
interests.

The coverage of the Company’s stakeholders in the Report reflects the 
range of its key stakeholders and the most significant topics of interaction 
with them. The Company developed a range of mechanisms stakeholder 
engagement which enables a response to stakeholders’ requests and 
informing them of the Company’s position. The sustainability Report 
reflects key results of interaction between the Company and society. 
Stakeholders’ information requests were taken into account when 
forming the structure of this Report and its actual contents.

Sustainability 
Context

The Report should present the 
organisation’s performance in the 
wider context of sustainability.

The Company presents results of its activities in the reporting period 
in the context of its long-term strategy including social and ecological 
milestones. Its impact on socio-economic and ecological systems of 
national and regional scale is reflected. The Report reflects the Company’s 
activity focused on solving global environmental problems.

Completeness Coverage of the significant topics 
and indicators and definition of 
the Report’s boundaries should 
be sufficient to reflect significant 
economic, environmental and social 
impacts and enable stakeholders to 
assess the reporting organisation’s 
performance in the reporting period.

The Report includes all relevant topics in the reporting period (calendar 
year). The Report boundaries include all organisational units under the 
Company’s direct control and joint ventures in which its influence is 
essential.

Reporting of acquired international assets in the sphere of human 
resources is now to a large degree integrated into the Report perimeter. 
Tasks of integrating industrial and environmental safety reporting are at 
present at the stage of development in relation to the need of addressing 
country differences in the legislative base.

Balance The Report should reflect positive and 
negative aspects of the organisation’s 
performance to enable a reasoned 
assessment of overall performance.

The Report discloses both the Company’s achievements in the reporting 
period and tasks to be solved. In most cases consolidated data is provided 
for the 2008-2010 period in the form of tables enabling users to see 
trends of the Company’s performance by years.
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Reporting 
Principle Definition Conformance to the Guideline in the Company’s Reporting Practice

Comparability Issues and information should be 
selected, compiled, and reported 
consistently. Reported information 
should be presented in a manner 
that enables stakeholders to analyse 
changes in the organisation’s 
performance over time and could 
support analysis relative to other 
organisations.

Comparability of data between reporting periods is ensured by means 
of visualisation on a year-to-year basis in the scope of this Report 
(see above) and preserving main blocks of previous Report structure. 
Comparability with results of other companies is achieved by utilisation 
of the GRI-G3 guidelines which defines unified requirements to the 
provision of the Company’s general data, information on management 
systems and a range of standard performance indicators. The Report 
includes also information on reporting boundaries and organisation of 
data gathering.

Accuracy The reported information should be 
sufficiently accurate and detailed for 
stakeholders to assess the reporting 
organisation’s performance.

The Report uses standard reporting elements and indicators (GRI-G3 
application level В). Qualitative information is consistent with quantitative 
data and the overview of certain cases reflects current tendencies. 
References to the sources are provided as required.

Timeliness Reporting occurs according to a 
regular schedule and information is 
available in time for stakeholders to 
make informed decisions.

The Company annually publishes sustainability reports which present 
consolidated information about economical, environmental and social 
results of activities. Preparation of sustainability reports and preparation 
of financial reports in the framework of the unified reporting cycle is 
coordinated by a single team which represents the main functional 
divisions and directions of activity. The Report is published shortly after 
completion of reporting period.

Clarity Information should be made available 
in a manner that is understandable 
and accessible to stakeholders using 
the Report.

The Report is prepared so that stakeholders could easily locate the 
disclosure they look for. In addition to detailed Table of Contents, 
the Report contains a GRI-G3 Index. The Report includes necessary 
references to sources of information and to context material as well as to 
the glossary of terms. The number of technical terms and acronyms used 
in the Report is limited. Where necessary, their meaning is defined in the 
glossary or text.

The Report is published in Russian and in English. Both versions are 
available on corporate website without access restriction.

Reliability Information and processes used in 
the preparation of a Report should 
be gathered, recorded, compiled, 
analysed and disclosed in a way that 
could be subject to examination 
and that establishes the quality and 
materiality of the information.

Reliability of data in the Report is ensured in the course of information 
gathering and consolidation by using typical procedures and is verified 
by divisions responsible for preparation of the respective block of 
information. The data is subject to internal approval.

The Company identifies the original source of external information in the 
Report.

Decision on the structure of contents and format of data provision is 
made at the Work Group’s meeting and is documented as appropriate.

Results of interaction with stakeholders are also reflected in respective 
documents.

The Report contains financial reporting data which was subjected to 
audits. An external audit of sustainability reports is planned by the 
Company in the mid-term.
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Disclo-
sure (In-
dicator) 

Description Level of 
disclosure 

Location in the Report: chapters 
(The data may be also shown 
directly in the table)

Page Comments, additional 
references

GENERAl iNfORmATiON ABOUT THE COmPANy

1.STRATEGy AND ANAlySiS

1.1 Statement from the most 
senior decision-maker of the 
organization. 

Address by the Chairman of the 
Board of Directors.
Address by the Chairman of the 
management Board.

4, 6

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, 
and opportunities. 

Address by the Chairman of the 
Board of Directors. Address by the 
Chairman of the management 
Board. About the Company. 
Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Sustainable 
development management. 
Economic activity: sustainability and 
development. Human resources 
development. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership. 
Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

4, 6, 9, 
16–17, 
19, 
31,34, 
52–53, 
54–55, 
67, 70, 
85, 
86–87, 
88, 99, 
104

Information about 
the Company’s plans 
in long and medium 
term reflecting its 
understanding of 
opportunities for 
development and risks 
is disclosed at the end 
of each section. 

2.1 Name of the organization. About the Company. 8  

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or 
services. 

Economic activity: sustainability and 
development.

48–49  

2.3 Operational structure of the 
organization, including main 
divisions, operating companies, 
subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

About the Company. 10–11  

* Legend: 1) level of information disclosure in accordance with GRI Guidelines requirements:  – completely,  – partially,  information is not available; 
2)indicators: «1.1» – main, «1.1» – additional. 
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Disclo-
sure (In-
dicator) 

Description Level of 
disclosure 

Location in the Report: chapters 
(The data may be also shown 
directly in the table)

Page Comments, additional 
references

2.4 Location of organization's 
headquarters.

Contacts and feedback 141  

2.5 Number of countries where the 
organization operates, and names 
of countries with either major 
operations or that are specifically 
relevant to the sustainability issues 
covered in the Report.

About the Company. 12–13, 
14–15

 

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal 
form.

About the Company. 8  

2.7 markets served (including 
geographic breakdown, sectors 
served, and types of customers/
beneficiaries).

About the Company. Economic 
Activity: sustainability and 
development.

12–13, 
14–15,
48–49, 
50–51

 

2.8 Scale of the reporting 
organization.

About the Company (total 
capitalisation), Economic Activity: 
sustainability and development 
(revenues from sales, quantitative 
characteristics of products or 
provided services). Human 
resources development (headcount 
(breakdown by countries/regions). 
Index of Standard Reporting 
Elements (share of largest 
shareholders and their names)

8, 
45–46, 
69, 
120

Sales stats in money 
terms (earnings) are 
disclosed in total for the 
Company. Information 
about stock ownership, 
expenses and other 
Company’s spending 
is disclosed in 2010 
Annual Report and 
is available at http://
ir.gazprom-neft.
ru/reports/annual-
reports. The Company 
considers breakdown 
of sales (revenues) and 
expenses by regions to 
be confidential.

2.9 Significant changes during the 
reporting period regarding size, 
structure, or ownership.

About the Company 11  

2.10 Awards received in the reporting 
period.

Sustainable development 
management. Economic activity: 
sustainability and development. 
Human resources development.

30, 55, 
72
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Disclo-
sure (In-
dicator) 

Description Level of 
disclosure 

Location in the Report: chapters 
(The data may be also shown 
directly in the table)

Page Comments, additional 
references

3.1 Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/
calendar year) for information 
provided.

About the Report. 1  

3.2 Date of most recent previous 
Report (if any).

About the Report. 1  

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, 
etc.)

About the Report. 1  

3.4 Contact point for questions 
regarding the Report or its 
contents.

Contacts and feedback. 141  

3.5 Process for defining Report 
content.

Sustainable development 
management. Realising 
sustainability reporting guidelines.

32, 
116–
117

 

3.6 Boundary of the Report (e.g., 
countries, divisions, subsidiaries, 
leased facilities, joint ventures, 
suppliers).

About the Report. 1  

3.7 State any specific limitations on 
the scope or boundary of the 
Report. 

About the Report.
Realising sustainability reporting 
guidelines.

117–
118

 

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint 
ventures, subsidiaries, leased 
facilities, outsourced operations, 
and other entities that can 
significantly affect comparability 
from period to period and/or 
between organizations.

The Report includes information 
about joint ventures, where 
Company’s share ensures its control 
over these joint ventures (over 
50%).

See Chapter “About 
the Company”, Section 
“Company Structure”.

3.9 Data measurement techniques 
and the bases of calculations, 
including assumptions and 
techniques underlying estimations 
applied to the compilation of the 
Indicators and other information 
in the Report. 

About the Report. 1  
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Description Level of 
disclosure 

Location in the Report: chapters 
(The data may be also shown 
directly in the table)

Page Comments, additional 
references

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any 
re-statements of information 
provided in earlier reports, and 
the reasons for such re-statement 
(e.g.,mergers/acquisitions, 
change of base years/periods, 
nature of business, measurement 
methods).

The Report does not contain 
statements of information from 
previous reports.

3.11 Significant changes from previous 
reporting periods in the scope, 
boundary, or measurement 
methods applied in the report.

About the Report. Realising 
sustainability reporting guidelines.

1, 
116–
117

 

3.12 Table identifying the location of 
the Standard Disclosures in the 
Report. 

Index of GRI’s standard reporting 
elements.

119–
139

 

3.13 Policy and current practice 
with regard to seeking external 
assurance for the Report. 

Realising sustainability reporting 
guidelines.

118  

4.1 Governance structure of 
the organization, including 
committees under the highest 
governance body responsible 
for specific tasks, such as setting 
strategy or organizational 
oversight. 

Sustainable development 
management.

29  

4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the 
highest governance body is also 
an executive officer.

No.  

4.3 for organizations that have a 
unitary board structure, state 
the number of members of the 
highest governance body that 
are independent and/or non-
executive members.

At present the Company’s Board 
of Directors does not include 
independent directors.

 

4.4 mechanisms for shareholders 
and employees to provide 
recommendations or direction to 
the highest governance body. 

Sustainable development 
management.

29–30  
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4.5 Linkage between compensation 
for members of the highest 
governance body, senior 
managers, and executives 
(including departure 
arrangements), and the 
organization's performance 
(including social and 
environmental performance).

Sustainable development 
management.

29–30  

4.6 Processes in place for the highest 
governance body to ensure 
conflicts of interest are avoided.

Sustainable development 
management. 2010 JSC Gazprom 
Neft Annual Report (http://
ir.gazprom-neft.ru/reports/annual-
reports/).

29  

4.7 Process for determining the 
qualifications and expertise of 
the members of the highest 
governance body for guiding 
the organization's strategy on 
economic, environmental, and 
social topics.

Sustainable development 
management.

29,30  

4.8 Internally developed statements 
of mission or values, codes of 
conduct, and principles relevant 
to economic, environmental, and 
social performance and the status 
of their implementation.

About the Company. Sustainable 
development management. Human 
resources development. Company 
and regions: strategic partnership. 
Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

9, 29, 
31, 32, 
38, 
67, 90, 
111

 

4.9 Procedures of the highest 
governance body for overseeing 
the organization's identification 
and management of economic, 
environmental, and social 
performance, including relevant 
risks and opportunities, and 
adherence or compliance with 
internationally agreed standards, 
codes of conduct, and principles. 

Sustainable development 
management.

29–30  

4.10 Processes for evaluating the 
highest governance body's 
own performance, particularly 
with respect to economic, 
environmental, and social 
performance.

Sustainable development 
management.

29
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4.11 Explanation of whether and how 
the precautionary approach or 
principle is addressed by the 
organization. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

99  

4.12 Externally developed economic, 
environmental, and social 
charters, principles, or other 
initiatives to which the 
organization subscribes or 
endorses. 

At present the Company has not 
formally subscribed to any of such 
initiatives.

 

4.13 memberships in associations 
(such as industry associations) 
and/or national/international 
advocacy organizations in which 
the organization: Has positions in 
governance bodies; Participates in 
projects or committees; Provides 
substantive funding beyond 
routine membership dues; or 
Views membership as strategic. 

Sustainable development 
management.

34  

4.14 List of stakeholder groups 
engaged by the organization. 

Sustainable development 
management.

33  

4.15 Basis for identification and 
selection of stakeholders with 
whom to engage. 

Sustainable development 
management. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

32, 89  

4.16 Approaches to Stakeholder 
Engagement , including frequency 
of engagement by type and by 
stakeholder group. 

Sustainable development 
management. Human resources 
development. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

34–35, 
74, 81, 
91

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have 
been raised through Stakeholder 
Engagement , and how the 
organization has responded to 
those key topics and concerns, 
including through its reporting.

Realising sustainability reporting 
guidelines.

116
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mANAGEmENT APPROACH AND PERfORmANCE iNDiCATORS

ECONOmiC PERfORmANCE

Aspect: economic performance indicators

management approach About the Company. Sustainable 
development strategy: Goals and 
Results. Sustainable development 
management. Economic activity: 
sustainability and development.

16, 
17, 20, 
33–34, 
45, 47, 
57, 
64–65

EC1 Direct economic value generated 
and distributed, including 
revenues, operating costs, 
employee compensation, 
donations and other community 
investments, retained earnings, 
and payments to capital providers 
and governments.

Economic activity: sustainability and 
development. Human resources 
development. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

45–
46,70, 
93

See also: 2010 JSC 
Gazprom Neft Annual 
Report (http://
ir.gazprom-neft.
ru/reports/annual-
reports/); 2010 
JSC Gazprom Neft 
financial Report 
(http://ir.gazprom-
neft.ru/reports/
financial-reports/).

EC2 financial implications and other 
risks and opportunities for the 
organization's activities due to 
climate change. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

105

EC3 Coverage of the organization's 
defined benefit plan obligations. 

Human resources development. 74 See also: 2010 
JSC Gazprom Neft 
financial Report 
(http://ir.gazprom-
neft.ru/reports/
financial-reports/).

EC4 Significant financial assistance 
received from government. 

In 2010, the Company did not 
receive any direct donations from 
the government. At the same time, 
JSC Gazprom Neft is a subsidiary of 
JSC Gazprom in which 50.002 % 
of shares is controlled by the 
government.
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Aspect: market presence

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Economic 
activity: sustainability and 
development.

20, 45, 
47, 57, 
64–65

EC5 Range of ratios of standard entry 
level wage compared to local 
minimum wage at significant 
locations of operation.

EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion 
of spending on locally-based 
suppliers at significant locations of 
operation. 

Sustainable development 
management. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

33, 37, 
85.

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and 
proportion of senior management 
hired from the local community at 
significant locations of operation. 

Sustainable development 
management. Human resources 
development. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

33, 80, 
88

Aspect: indirect economic impacts

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Sustainable 
development management. 
Economic activity: sustainability 
and development. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

22–23, 
70, 
90–93

EC8 Development and impact of 
infrastructure investments and 
services provided primarily 
for public benefit through 
commercial, in-kind, or pro bono 
engagement. 

Company and regions: strategic 
partnership.

91,93, 
94–95

EC9 Understanding and describing 
significant indirect economic 
impacts, including the extent of 
impacts. 

Economic activity: sustainability 
and development. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

46, 
53, 55, 
91,93
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ENviRONmENTAl PERfORmANCE

Aspect: materials

management approach Sustainable development 
strategy: Goals and Results. Safe 
development: industrial and 
environmental safety, labour 
protection.

24–25, 
26–27, 
99–
100, 
114–
115

EN1 materials used by weight or 
volume. 

Economic activity: sustainability and 
development.

46

EN2 Percentage of materials used that 
are recycled input materials. 

Aspect: energy

management approach Sustainable development 
strategy: Goals and Results. Safe 
development: industrial and 
environmental safety, labour 
protection.

26–27, 
106–
107, 
115

EN3 Direct energy consumption by 
primary energy source. 

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by 
primary source.

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

107 The data is provided 
without indication 
of primary energy 
sources

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation 
and efficiency improvements.

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

106–
107

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-
efficient or renewable energy 
based products and services, and 
reductions in energy requirements 
as a result of these initiatives. 

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect 
energy consumption and 
reductions achieved. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

106–
107
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Aspect: water

management approach Sustainable development 
strategy: Goals and Results. Safe 
development: industrial and 
environmental safety, labour 
protection.

24–25, 
26–27, 
99–
100, 
114–
115

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source. Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

107

EN9 Water sources significantly 
affected by withdrawal of water. 

EN10 Percentage and total volume of 
water recycled and reused. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

107

Aspect: biodiversity

management approach Sustainable development 
strategy: Goals and Results. Safe 
development: industrial and 
environmental safety, labour 
protection.

24–25, 
26–27, 
99–
100, 
114–
115

EN11 Location and size of land owned, 
leased, managed in, or adjacent 
to, protected areas and areas of 
high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas.

The Company does not operate in 
specially protected natural areas 
(data as of late 2010).

EN12 Description of significant 
impacts of activities, products, 
and services on biodiversity in 
protected areas and areas of 
high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas. 

The Company does not operate in 
specially protected natural areas 
(data as of late 2010).

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

108
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EN14 Strategies, current actions, and 
future plans for managing impacts 
on biodiversity.

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

108, 
115

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species 
and national conservation list 
species with habitats in areas 
affected by operations, by level of 
extinction risk. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

110

Aspect: emissions, effluents and waste

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Sustainable 
development management.

24–25, 
26–27, 
99–
100, 
114–
115

EN16 Total direct and indirect 
greenhouse gas emissions by 
weight. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

105

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse 
gas emissions by weight. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

105

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions and reductions 
achieved.

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

105

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting 
substances by weight. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

105

EN20 NOX, SOX, and other significant air 
emissions by type and weight. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

105

EN21 Total water discharge by quality 
and destination. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

107
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EN22 Total weight of waste by type and 
disposal method. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

109

EN23 Total number and volume of 
significant spills. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

109

EN24 Weight of transported, imported, 
exported, or treated waste 
deemed hazardous under the 
terms of the Basel Convention 
Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and 
percentage of transported waste 
shipped internationally. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

109 The Company does 
not engage in cross-
border shipment of 
waste or substantial 
transportation of 
hazardous waste.

EN25 Identity, size, protected 
status, and biodiversity value 
of water bodies and related 
habitats significantly affected 
by the reporting organization's 
discharges of water and runoff. 

Aspect: products and services

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Economic 
activity: sustainability and 
development.

20–21, 
25, 47, 
49–50, 
64

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate 
environmental impacts of 
products and services, and extent 
of impact mitigation.

Economic activity: sustainability and 
development. Safe development: 
industrial and environmental safety, 
labour protection.

54–55, 
62, 
112–
113

EN27 Percentage of products sold and 
their packaging materials that are 
reclaimed by category. 
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Aspect: compliance

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Safe development: 
industrial and environmental safety, 
labour protection.

31,33, 
99–
101

EN28 monetary value of significant 
fines and total number of non-
monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with environmental 
laws and regulations. 

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

104

Aspect: transport

management approach

EN29 Significant environmental impacts 
of transporting products and 
other goods and materials used 
for the organization's operations, 
and transporting members of the 
workforce. 

Aspect: overall

management approach Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

99–
101

EN30 Total environmental protection 
expenditures and investments by 
type.

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

104
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SOCiAl PERfORmANCE iNDiCATORS: lABOUR PRACTiCES AND DECENT WORK

Aspect: employment

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Sustainable 
development management. Human 
resources development.

20–21, 
22–23, 
34, 
36,39, 
67, 
82–83

LA1 Total workforce by employment 
type, employment contract, and 
region. 

Human resources development. 69

LA2 Total number and rate of 
employee turnover by age group, 
gender, and region. 

Human resources development. 69

LA3 Benefits provided to full-time 
employees that are not provided 
to temporary or part-time 
employees, by major operations. 

Human resources development. 70

Aspect: labour/management relations

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Sustainable 
development management. Human 
resources development.

20–21, 
33, 74, 
80–81

LA4 Percentage of employees 
covered by collective bargaining 
agreements.

Human resources development. 74

LA5 minimum notice period(s) 
regarding significant operational 
changes, including whether it is 
specified in collective agreements. 

Human resources development. 74
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Aspect: occupational health and safety

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results. Sustainable 
development management. Human 
resources development. Safe devel-
opment: industrial and environmen-
tal safety, labour protection.

24–25, 
31, 73, 
74, 99, 
100–
101

LA6 Percentage of total workforce 
represented in formal joint 
management-worker health and 
safety committees that help monitor 
and advise on occupational health 
and safety programs. 

LA7 Rates of injury, occupational 
diseases, lost days, and 
absenteeism, and number of 
work-related fatalities by region.

Safe development: industrial 
and environmental safety, labour 
protection.

102

LA8 Education, training, counseling, 
prevention, and risk-control 
programs in place to assist 
workforce members, their families, 
or community members regarding 
serious diseases.

Sustainable development 
strategy: Goals and Results. Safe 
development: industrial and 
environmental safety, labour 
protection.

25, 
102

LA9 Health and safety topics covered 
in formal agreements with trade 
unions. 

Human resources development. 74

Aspect: training and education

management approach Sustainable development strategy: 
Goals and Results.  
Human resources development.

22–23, 
67, 75

LA10 Average hours of training per 
year per employee by employee 
category. 

Human resources development. 75

LA11 Programs for skills management 
and lifelong learning that support 
the continued employability of 
employees and assist them in 
managing career endings. 

Human resources development. 75, 78

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving 
regular performance and career 
development reviews.

Human resources development. 71
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Aspect: diversity and equal opportunity

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Human resources 
development.

33, 
80–81

LA13 Composition of governance 
bodies and breakdown of 
employees per category according 
to gender, age group, minority 
group membership, and other 
indicators of diversity.

 
Human resources development. 69 for composition of the 

Company executive 
board by gender, refer 
to: JSC Gazprom Neft 
2010 Annual Report, 
http://ir.gazprom-neft.
ru/reports/annual-
reports.

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to 
women by employee category. 

The basic salary for 
women and men does 
not differ.

SOCiAl: HUmAN RiGHTS

Aspect: Diversity and equal opportunity

management approach

HR1 Percentage and total number of 
significant investment agreements 
that include human rights clauses 
or that have undergone human 
rights screening. 

HR2 Percentage of significant suppliers 
and contractors that have 
undergone screening on human 
rights and actions taken. 

HR3 Total hours of employee training 
on policies and procedures 
concerning aspects of human 
rights that are relevant to 
operations, including the 
percentage of employees trained. 
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Aspect: non-discrimination

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Human Resources 
Development.

33, 
80–81

HR4 Total number of incidents of 
discrimination and actions taken.

In 2010 no incidents of 
discrimination were recorded.

Aspect: freedom of association and collective bargaining 

management approach Sustainable development 
management.
Human resources development.

33, 
74, 80

HR5 Operations identified in which 
the right to exercise freedom 
of association and collective 
bargaining may be at significant 
risk, and actions taken to support 
these rights. 

Human resources development. 80 No operations in which 
the right to exercise 
freedom of association 
and collective 
bargaining may be at 
significant risk were 
identified.

Aspect: child labour

management approach Human resources development. 80

HR6 Operations identified as having 
significant risk for incidents of 
child labor, and measures taken 
to contribute to the elimination of 
child labor. 

Human resources development. 80 No operations as 
having significant risk 
for incidents of child 
labour were identified.

Aspect: forced and compulsory labour

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Human resources 
development.

33, 80

HR7 Operations identified as having 
significant risk for incidents of 
forced or compulsory labor, 
and measures to contribute 
to the elimination of forced or 
compulsory labor. 

Human resources development. 80 No operations as 
having significant risk 
for incidents of forced 
or compulsory labour 
were identified.
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Aspect: security practices

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Human resources 
development.

33, 80

HR8 Percentage of security personnel 
trained in the organization's 
policies or procedures concerning 
aspects of human rights that are 
relevant to operations. 

All employees of security services 
are subjected to an obligatory 
briefing on compliance with Russian 
human rights legislation.

Aspect: indigenous rights

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Company and 
regions: strategic partnership.

33, 93

HR9 Total number of incidents of 
violations involving rights of 
indigenous people and actions 
taken.

No violations were recorded in 
2010.

SOCiAl: SOCiETy

Aspect: community

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Sustainable 
development strategy: Goals and 
Results. Company and regions: 
strategic partnership.

22–23, 
33, 
90–91

SO1 Nature, scope, and effectiveness 
of any programs and practices 
that assess and manage the 
impacts of operations on 
communities, including entering, 
operating, and exiting. 

Company and regions: strategic 
partnership.

85, 
86–87, 
89

Aspect: corruption

management approach Sustainable development 
management.

80
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SO2 Percentage and total number of 
business units analyzed for risks 
related to corruption. 

SO3 Percentage of employees trained 
in organization's anti-corruption 
policies and procedures. 

SO4 Actions taken in response to 
incidents of corruption.

Aspect: public policy

management approach Sustainable development 
management.

34

SO5 Public policy positions and 
participation in public policy 
development and lobbying. 

Sustainable development 
management.

34

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind 
contributions to political parties, 
politicians, and related institutions 
by country.

Sustainable development 
management.

34

Aspect: anti-competitive behavior

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Economic activity: 
sustainability and development.

33, 37, 
47, 51

SO7 Total number of legal actions for 
anti-competitive behavior, anti-
trust, and monopoly practices and 
their outcomes. 

Aspect: compliance

management approach Sustainable development 
management.

33

SO8 monetary value of significant 
fines and total number of 
non-monetary sanctions for 
non-compliance with laws and 
regulations. 

2010 Corporate Annual Report, 
http://ir.gazprom-neft.ru/reports/
annual-reports.
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SOCiAl PERfORmANCE iNDiCATORS: PRODUCT RESPONSiBiliTy

Aspect: customer health and safety

management approach Sustainable development 
management. Sustainable 
development strategy: Goals 
and Results. Economic activity: 
sustainability and development.

20–21,
33, 37, 
64

PR1 Life cycle stages in which health 
and safety impacts of products 
and services are assessed for 
improvement, and percentage 
of significant products and 
services categories subject to such 
procedures. 

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-
compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning health 
and safety impacts of products 
and services during their life cycle, 
by type of outcomes. 

Aspect: product and service labelling

management approach

PR3 Type of product and service 
information required by 
procedures, and percentage of 
significant products and services 
subject to such information 
requirements. 

PR4 Total number of incidents of 
non-compliance with regulations 
and voluntary codes concerning 
product and service information 
and labeling, by type of outcomes. 

PR5 Practices related to customer 
satisfaction, including results 
of surveys measuring customer 
satisfaction. 

Sustainable development 
management. Economic activity: 
Sustainability and development.

33, 37, 
50
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Aspect: marketing communications

management approach Sustainable development 
management.

38, 41

PR6 Programs for adherence to 
laws, standards, and voluntary 
codes related to marketing 
communications, including 
advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship. 

marketing communications are 
controlled by respective divisions of 
the Company for compliance with 
Russian legislation. 

PR7 Total number of incidents of 
non-compliance with regulations 
and voluntary codes concerning 
marketing communications, 
including advertising, promotion, 
and sponsorship by type of 
outcomes. 

Aspect: customer privacy

management approach

PR8 Total number of substantiated 
complaints regarding breaches 
of customer privacy and losses of 
customer data. 

Aspect: compliance

management approach

PR9 monetary value of significant fines 
for non-compliance with laws 
and regulations concerning the 
provision and use of products and 
services. 
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EBITDA — earnings before interest, depreciation and amortisation..

IR Global Rankings (IRGR) – an overall international ranking system 
for IR-sites (corporate websites targeted to the investment community), 
online annual corporate reports, financial information disclosure 
procedures, corporate governance etc. The ranking is based on a study 
of public companies’ performance under the methodology developed 
by mz Consult, a leading consulting agency for investor relations.

ISO 14001 – the International Standardisation Organisation’s standard 
“Environmental management Systems. Requirements with Guidance for 
Use”, 2004, one of the most widely used environmental management 
standards.

GRI-G3 – the third version of the internationally recognised 
sustainable development reporting guidelines developed by the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI).

GRI – Global Reporting Initiative, an international organisation 
with the principal purpose of developing and implementing an 
authoritative and trusted sustainable development reporting system 
that may be used by organisations regardless of their size, activity 
and location.

NOX – nitric oxides.

SO2 – sulphur oxide.

Assets, Enterprises – in the context of the Report, subsidiaries and 
affiliates of JSC Gazprom Neft.

Charities – voluntary activity for the transfer of property, including 
money, performance of works, provision of services and other support 
to individuals or legal entities on the selfless basis (gratuitously or on 
preferential terms).

VIOC – vertically integrated oil company.

Head Office/Headquarters – the managing company, Gazprom 
Neft JSC.

Grade – a group of positions of approximately the same value to 
the Company, i.e. close by the level of functionality, competence, 
experience and responsibility requirements.

Subsidiaries – subsidiaries and affiliates of the company.

Stakeholders – all individuals and legal entities interested in the 
Company’s activity, which affect, or are affected by, the Company’s 
performance.

IRMS – Integrated Risk management System. Risk management is a 
continuous regular process covering risk identification, assessment, 
monitoring and response on all levels within the Company.

Company – in this Report, JSC Gazprom Neft and all of its subsidiaries 
and affiliates.

Corporate Communications – interaction, including information 
exchange, between the Company and its stakeholders.

Well Utilisation Rate – the ratio of the actual operating time of the 
wells to their total calendar time over a certain period.

Well Pad – the limited oil/gas field area where a special site is 
prepared for the installation of a group of wells, oil and gas production 
equipment, auxiliary and personnel premises etc.

Non-Financial Reporting – see Sustainable Development Reporting.

Oil Service – oil and gas field development service, including drilling 
of wells, assembly of rigs, arrangement of well pads, repairs of wells 
and drilling equipment etc.

NPZ – refinery.

OE – oil equivalent, fuel reference.

Sustainable Development Reporting (Non-Financial Reporting) – 
the aggregate of systems and processes for collecting, consolidating 
and submitting information reflecting the balance between financial, 
operational, social and environmental aspects of the Company’s 
business, principles and mechanisms for taking account of the 
interests of a wide range of stakeholders, managing the interaction 
with them in attaining goals important for the Company and the 
society.

Associated (Petroleum) Gas, APG – the mixture of various gaseous 
hydrocarbons solved in oil and emitted during its production.

Additives – substances added in small quantities to fuels and 
technical oils to improve their performances.

HSE – Health, Safety and Environment.

Petroleum Products Vapour Recovery – recovering and returning 
petroleum products vapours back into tanks.

IPG – Individual Protective Gear.

Technical Regulation [in the Russian Federation] – the document 
(regulatory legal act) establishing mandatory requirements to the 
items liable to technical regulation (products, including buildings, 
constructions and structures, production, operation, storage, 
transportation, sale and disposal processes).

Sustainable Development – development which meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs. (definition formulated by the UN International 
Commission for Environment and Development in the “Our Common 
future” Report. Quoted from the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines. 
Version 3.0. GRI, 2006.)

KhMAD – Khanty-mansiysk Autonomous District.

CFD – Central federal District.

Sludge Pit – the place where drilling wastes are stored.

YNAD – Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District.
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CONTACTS AND fEEDBACK

In bringing your attention to this report, we are relying 
on your feedback: your opinions on the issues in this 
publication are very important for the Company. By 
taking part in discussion of this report, you can help 
increase the efficiency of Gazprom Neft’s activities.

To comment on the Report or ask any questions, you 
may contact us by phone, mail, e-mail or fax using the 
following contact details:

JSC GAzPROm NEfT

CONTENT

Ul. Profsoyuznaya 125 A, moscow, 117647, Russia 
Tel: +7 (495) 777 31 52, 662 75 69 
fax: +7 (495) 777 31 51, 777 31 42 
Corporate Communications Department 
dkk@gazprom-neft.ru

Other contacts are available  
on the Company’s web-site: 
http://www.gazprom-neft.ru/contacts/

You can also send an e-mail  
from the Company’s feedback page: 
http://www.gazprom-neft.ru/feedback/

All questions you ask and all opinions you express 
will be taken into account for preparation of the next 
Company’s Sustainable Development Report.

http://www.gazprom-neft.ru/contacts/
http://www.gazprom-neft.ru/feedback/
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